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FOREWORD 

It is generally agreed by all students of Buddhism, both Buddhist 

and non-Buddhist, that Pali Tripitaka contains the earliest strata of 
Buddhist literature. The internal evidence pertaining to history, philology 

and sociology of early India testify to this fact. The Mahayana repre- 

sents a development in Buddhism subsequent to the early Pali tradition. 

In my studies into the intellectual history of Buddhism, I found that 

the later Mahay4na tradition had a highly advanced body of literature 

belonging to logic, methodology and epistemology which the Theravada 

did not seem to have. As a result I gathered material pertaining to these 

areas in Theravada Buddhism and published my findings in 1962 as 

Theravada Nyaya. In the introductory essay of this publication I 

explained the reasons behind the project. The book was well received by 
the scholars in the country. It also received favorable reviews from news 

papers. 

It was the impression of many who read the book that it deserved 

to be made accessible to a wider audience and hence should be translated 

into English. However, the idea was not materialized owing to so many 

reasons foremost among which was the difficulty to find a translator who 

is both competent in the subject matter and willing to undertake the job. 

Finally it is at the suggestion of Prof. Dr. Tilak Kariyavasam, head of the 

Department of Pali and Buddhist Studies, Kelaniya University, Sri Lanka 

that I invited Dr. Asanga Tilakaratne, Head of the Department of 

Buddhist thought, Postgraduate Institute of Pali and Buddhist Studies, 

(Kelaniya University), to undertake this work. The present work is a 

“result or this intellectual cooperation. I sincerely thank both 

Dr. Kariyavasam for his keen interest on this project and the translator 

for the work well done. I would express my gratitude to Professor 

Dr. Y. Karunadasa, Director of Postgraduate Institute of Pali and 

Buddhist Studies, (University of Kelaniya) for introducing the book in 

brief. 

I would also like to acknowledge my gratitude to Professor 

Aggamahapandita Balangoda Anandamithreya Maha Nayaka Thero, 

Pandita Sastrapati (M.A.) Akuretiye Amaravansa Nayaka Thero, the 



Principal of Vidyodaya Pirivena, His Excellency Dr. Ananda Guruge 

Sri Lankan Ambassador to the USA, Professor Ediriveera Sarachchandra 

and HON. W.J.M. Lokubandara, Minister of Education and Higher 
Education in Sri Lanka who were among those who introduced the 

original Sinhala work to the academic world. Finally a word of appre- 
ciation for Karunaratne and Sons Ltd for their excellent printing work. 

May all realize good “(sabbe bhadrani passantu)\” 

iY 

Hegoda Khemananda Nayaka Thero 
Dharma Paryesanalaya 

Model Town 

Ratmalana. Sri Lanka 

Telephone: 607387 

05.12.1993 



TRANSLATOR’S NOTE 

‘Epistemology and Logic in Theravada’ is the English translation 

of Ven. Hegoda Khemananda Nayaka Thera’s work Theravada Nydya 

which was originally written in Sinhala and published about 30 years ago. 

The work contains some very valuable original research into certain 

logical, epistemological and philosophical aspects of the Theravada 

canon. 
The author’s use of the term nyaya goes well with the traditional use 

of the term in Indian epistemological studies in which the term did not 

mean exclusively logic in the modern sense but many other related areas 

of study, such as, philosophy, epistemology and methodology. In our 

translation we used ‘method’ for ‘naya’ which is the Pali equivalent of 
Sanskrit ‘nyaya’. The latter term which has been used in Sanskrit 

philosophical literature in a much broader sense may more appropriately 
be translated as ‘methodology’ in the present context. Nevertheless, for 

the title of the work we have used ‘epistemology and logic’ in order to 

capture the richness of the material that has been dealt with. 

The value of the venerable Thera’s work lies not in giving the 

final word on the matters he discusses but in putting forth many exciting 

and challenging ideas which need to be examined carefully by serious 

students. 
In translating Pali and Sanskrit technicai terms into English we tried, 

as much as possible, to adopt the established terminology. We also tried 

to maintain the consistency in rendering terms throughout the work. 

Nevertheless, it seems that a term like ‘praryaksa’ - perception has been 

used in at least two senses in the original, namely, perception in ordinary 

philosophical and psychological sense and the specific Buddhist sense of 

the realization of truth. 
I would like to record my indebtedness to Prof. Y. Karunadasa, 

Prof. Tilak Kariyavasam and Mr. Senarat Wijayasundara for illuminat- 

ing discussions, Prof. W.S. Karunatilaka for his valuable help to 

find better renderings for some intricate semantical terms, and 

Mr. Sanat Nanayakkara for reading the original draft and making 

comments on both style and the content. My very sincere gratitude goes 



to Mrs. Suvimali Karunaratne who in addition to kindly correcting proofs, 

made valuable suggestions on both style and the content which greatly 
enhanced the accuracy and the sharpness of the presentation, 

Asanga Tilakaratne 

Postgraduate Institute of Pali and Buddhist Studies, 

(University of Kelaniya) 

9, Gower Street, Colombo 5 . 
Sri Lanka. 



COMMENTS BY SOME EMINENT 
SCHOLARS ON (THE SINHALA 
ORIGINAL OF) THIS WORK 

I. Venerable Professor Aggamaha Pandita Balangoda 

Anandamaithreya Nayaka Thero of the Vidyodaya University 

of Jayawardhanapura: 

We read with pleasure Theravada Nydya by venerable Pandit Hegoda 

Khemananda thera (M.A.). Among many books published in Sri Lanka, 

I must confess that so far there has never been one of this calibre. It is 

our impression that this is a remarkable work which results from a 

thorough study of the Tripitaka by an author who is well acquainted with 
various logical systems. It is not surprising that this kind of new work 

may have some shortcomings. Such things, if any, may well be corrected 
in a second edition. It is my belief that if this work was done during the 

times of the ancient Sinhala Buddhist kings, it would be honoured by 

offering the entire country as a recognition of its value. 

II. The Venerable Professor Moratuve Sasanaratana Thero of the 

Vidyalankara University of Kelaniya: 

The venerable Pandit Hegoda Khemananda thero’s Theravada Nyaya 

which presents the fundamentals of the Theravada philosophy in the 

form of axioms is a work of a very high standard. The need for a 

systematic exposition of Nyaya of the Theravada either in Pali or in 

Sinhala has been long felt. The present work satisfies this need admira- 

bly. It should be reason enough to welcome this work with due sense of 

respect. 
Of the many interesting subjects treated in the work, the inquiry into 

the ‘indeterminate means’ testifies to the critical acumen of the author. 

So does his account of the ‘apannaka’ practice. The introduction of the 
work in itself is a good example of a thorough research in the course of 
which the author proves the invalidity of certain views held by some 

authors regarding his subject matter. One example is his treatment of 

the view that right view is a kind of means. 



Theravada Nydaya may not give us the last word on the subject and 

it may even cause some controversies; nevertheless, I must say that a 

work of this calibre has not been written in this country for several 

centuries. The effort of the author has not deen in vain. The work is a 

text-book for both the Theravada methodology and deep doctrinal 

matters. I am sure that the fruits of venerable Khemananda’s efforts will 

be enjoyed by all those who value scholarship. 

III. Professor Ediriweera Sarachchandra of the University of 

Peradeniya: 

The present work by venerable Hegoda Khemananda which 

subjects the doctrines of Buddhism to a logical analysis appears to me 

an unprecedented research in philosophy and methodology. The 

Buddhist Nyava of Dinnaga, Dharmakirti etc. which we have inherited 

from the past is actually not based on the Pali Tripitaka, but based on 

the Mahayana texts. Their works are, no doubt, valuable logical and 
philosophical treatises. Nonetheless, the value of those works as a means 

of understanding the word of the Buddha is questionable. Therefore I 

regard the present work by venerable Hegods Khemananda as the first step 

towards the systematic analysis of the logical basis of the word of the 
Buddha. a 

A valuable aspect of this work is that the logical principles of 
Buddhism have been compared with those of both the other Indian .. 
philosophical systems and western logical systems. I must say that this ~ 
comparison throws much light on the Buddhist Nyaya. Furthermore, this 
work clarifies the authentic meaning of certain terms used in the 
discourses of the Buddha. There is little doubt that the present work will 
inaugurate a new way of thinking in Buddhism and that it will enable a 
deeper understanding of the core of the teaching of the Buddha. I wish 
that the students of Buddhism take this work seriously. 

IV. Dr. Ananda W.P. Guruge (Ph. D., D, Litt., Ambassador of 
Sri Lanka in U.S.A.) 

This is the first ever treatise on the Ny@ya in Theravada Buddhism. 



CHAPTER I 

SYNOPSIS (sarnikdsana)! 

The teaching of the Buddha which is also called the ‘a@hacca vacana’ 

(authoritative word) comprises the oral discourse of the Enlightened One. 

It occurs in Pali (Magadhi) language. It is believed that Buddhism 

propagated abroad during the reign of Asoka was in Pali. Buddhism, in 

some of its new homes, did not take root while in some others it did and 

acquired various shapes and forms. In India itself Buddhism underwent 

transformations in the course of which it was subject to the influence, 

both positive and negative, of Sanskrit and many other local dialects and 

various ideologies, and finally was destroyed. However only in Sri Lanka 

was Buddhism preserved in its original form, having been brought there 
from India and sustained by means of the compilation of commentaries. 

It is only subsequently that Buddhism spread to countries such as 

Myanmar, Thailand and Campuchia. 

Theravada Buddhism 

The historical researches of modem scholars have proved that the 

Pali canon contains the oldest form of Buddhism. The Buddhist litera- 

ture available in such languages as Sanskrit, Prakrit, Tibetan and 

Chinese is believed to have evolved subsequently. What we mean by 

‘Theravada’ is that oldest form of Buddhism. 

The Buddha himself has used the term ‘theravada’, but not in this 

particular sense. Once the Buddha told his disciples that, prior to his 

‘Enlightenment, while he was a trainee under Alara Kalama and Uddaka 

Ramaputra, he would claim knowledge and ‘/idnavada and theravada’ by 

mere touch with lips and by a single reading of their teaching.’ 

1. To outline in brief is ‘sankasana’ (“sankhittena kdsand dipdna sankasana™ Netti 
Atthakathda). There are six ways of elaboration. namely, sankasana, pakasana, 
vivarana, vibhajana, uttanikamma and paiifiatti. 

2. So kho aham bhikkhave tavatakeneva otthapahata mattena lapitalapana mattena 
fidnavadaii ca vadami theravadaiica, janamipassamiti ca patijanami, ahaiiceva aiiie 
ca. (Ariya pariyesana sutta, Majjhimanikaya) 

Nanavddanti janamiti vadam; theravadanti thirabhdvavddam; thero ahametthati 
etam vacanam. (Majjhimanikaya Atthakatha) 

1 



‘Theravada’ in this context is an aspect of the Brahmanic system of 

education. ‘Nanavada’ is the claim that one understands what is taught, 

and ‘theravada’ is the claim that one has absorbed in mind what is taught. 

‘Thera’ here means the stability (sthira) of knowledge. This is confirmed 

by the exegetical explanation: “theravadanti thirabhava vadam”. 

Knowledge and its stability are two things; it is possible that one might 

lack one or both whereas another might have both. The Buddha’s 

remark indicates that he had both. 

Thus the Buddha has used the term ‘theravada’ in the sense that one 

stands firm on a particular (aspect of) knowledge. That the Pali tripitaka 

is called ‘theravada’ is either because it was orally transmitted or 

because, on the view of the writers of the sub-commentaries, it was the 

tradition of the great Theras like Mahakasyapa.> Whatever the reason 

may be, it is clear that Pali tripitaka is known as theravada since 

antiquity. 

Buddhist Nyaya 

There is a field of knowledge known as ‘nyaya’ or ‘tarka’. Its 

counterpart in Buddhism is called ‘bauddha-nyaya’ (buddhist Nyaya). 

However, since Buddhism is split into various schools such as Hinayana, __ 

Mahayana, Theravada and Sarvastivada there cannot be a unitary disci-* 

pline called ‘Buddhist Nyaya’. Due to the differences of their opinions, — 
the Nyaya of one school is not applicable to the rest. In particular, the | 

Nyaya analyses of such Mahayanaic teachers as Dinnaga and Dharmakirti 

are not relevant to the Theravada. 
The practice of certain scholars to mix all such divergent Buddhist 

Nyaya systems is baffling to the average Buddhist who seeks clear 

understanding of the matter. Although some such fundamental princi- 

ples as the Four Noble Truths are common to all schools, there is a marked 

difference in the analysis of the sources of knowledge between Mahayana 

and Theravada. Therefore it is not appropriate to take what may be called 

Buddhist Nyaya as one homogeneous system. What we would like to 

stress is that a Nyaya for the Theravada has to be built solely on the 

basis of the Pali Tripitaka. 

Northern Buddhist Nyaya 

There is a sizeable number of Nyaya treatises compiled by both 
Mahayana teachers like Nagarjuna and Hinayana teachers belonging to 

3. Mahasangitiya artilhd paliyevettha theravadoti veditabbam. Sa hi mahakassapappa- 
bhutinam mahatheranam vadattd theravadoti vuccati. (Sdratthadipani) 



such schools as Sarvastivada. Some call all such schools, with the 

exception of Theravada, ‘Northern Buddhism’ for the reason that they 

subsequently existed in Northern India. Equally, the Pali Buddhism which 

found a home in Sri Lanka and Southern India is called ‘Southern 

Buddhism’. Therefore it seems reasonable to call all forms of Buddhist 

Nyaya compiled in Sanskrit, whether they be Hinayana or Mahayana, 

‘Northern Buddhist Nyaya’ and the Nyaya in Pali which belongs to 

Southern Buddhism ‘Theravada Nyaya’ or ‘Southern Buddhist Nyaya’. 

The Northern Buddhist Nyaya is rich in content. It is believed that 

Dinnaga alone compiled more than one hundred nyaya treatises. (It is not 

our intention to go into details concerning this matter. See Nydya Parvesa 

of Kotahene Pajfifiakitti for more information.) Today the Buddhist stu- 

dents in Sri Lanka get their first introduction to Buddhist Nyaya from 

Dharmakirti’s Nydyabindu or Dinnaga’s (or Sankarasvami’s) 

Nyayapravesa. Even these books will help one to know the differences 

between Mahayana and Theravada in sofar as their Nyaya and episte- 

mological sources (pramanavdda) are concemed. 

Thervada Nyaya Treatises 

The Tripitaka which consists of Sutta, Vinaya and Abhidhamma is 

the content of Theravada. It has existed in Sri Lanka for twenty-two 

centuries and in Myanmar, Thailand and Campuchia for fifteen centu- 

ries. The learned Mahatheras of these countries have enriched the | 
Buddhist literature by compiling commentaries, sub-commentaries and 

various other exegetical works. Nevertheless, in this literature as it is at 

present, we do not find any work on Logic or Nyaya. Although some tend 

to describe Nettippakarana as a Theravada Nyaya work, in actuality what 

it contains is only some methods for explaining the doctrine. In other 

words, this work tells us how a given statement from the teaching (of 

the Buddha) may be expalined meaningfully. Petakopadesa closely 

follows the former. In addition, there are Saddasaratthajalini, 

Saddatthabhedacinta, Ditthantaratanavali and Nitipadavali which have 

been subsequently added to the same line of thought, but none count- 

able as a Theravada Nyaya work. 

There are reasons to believe that the Theravada tradition had some 

Nyaya works in the past. The commentator Mahanama thera who wrote 

during the reign of king Kumaradasa, 516 A.C., supports his explanation 

to “sufifio loko” in Patisambhidamagga by referring to a Nyaya work that 

presumably existed in his time.’ A similar reference to a Nyaya work is 

4, Tatha idyaganthe ca saddaganthe ca ayameva attho. (Patisambhidd Atthakatha, 

Hevavitarana Edition. p. 358.) 



available in Dathdvamsa of the 13th century.° In addition, it must also 

be mentioned that there are some nyaya methods scatterd in many parts 

of the tripitaka. 

The Reasons Behind the Non-Development of Theravada 

Nyaya 

History reveals that Buddhism which existed between the 4th and 

12th centuries A.D. in Northern India was rich in logical treatises. Since 

there was a lot of interaction between India and Sri Lanka during this 

period it is hard to believe that Sri Lankan Buddhists did not know about 

the developments in this area made by their Indian counterparts. Their 

exegetical accounts suggest that the commentators such as Dhammapala 

and Mahanama were acquainted with Indian logic. It is hard to believe 

that the Sri Lankan Buddhist scholars who compiled books on such fields 

as medicine, astronomy, grammar and literary criticism drawing inspi- 

ration from the Indian sources, did not write any book on logic, drawing 

inspiration in the like manner. Although our discussion shows that there 

did exist some works, judging from the vast development of the subject 

in India, it is worth asking why this field of study did not develop in the 

countries of Theravada Buddhism. ie 
There is more than one way to explain this phenomenon. In Indiay 

the Buddhist teachers had to interact with other philosophical traditions. 

In these encounters, it was sufficiently clear that they could not depend _ 

on the word of the Buddha alone for their defence. Instead they had to. 

compile logical treatises in order to face opposition successfully. These 

encounters were both inter-religious and intra-religious.® This explains the 

reason behind the development of Buddhist logic in India. Buddhists in 

Sri Lanka did not encounter this problem. Sri Lanka was a small coun- 

try without a long history of an established ideology (when Buddhism 

was first introduced) whereas India was a bigger country with a history 

of long established religious and philosophical traditions. The relative 

smallness of the countries where Theravada Buddhism spread and the fact 

that they were so easily converted largely due to the absence of any 
established religious traditions explain why the Buddhists in these 
countries did not have a need for logical treatises. Perhaps people in these 
countries were less dogmatic and more pliable compared to the brahmins 
in India, and this too may have contributed to the situation that the 

5. Santappayan dhamma sudhd rasena yo manuse tundila stikaropi Isiva katva atha 
fayagantham nijam pavattesi cirdya dhammam. (Dathavamsd :41.) 

6. Sarvam madhyamike  stinyam yogacae vahirgatam sautrantikenumanam syat 
sarvam vaibhasike sphutam, (Sarvadarsanasamgraha) 

4 



Buddhist teachers did not require logical treatises to convince the local 

groups. 
An ancient tradition of early Buddhism (represented in Atthaka and 

Parayana vaggas of Sutta nipdta) underscore the view that debate is a 

result of dogmatism, and that the Noble Ones are beyond the mentality 

of debate, and that such exercises would not conduce for emancipation. 

This explains why the Theravadins were less enthusiatic about develop- 

ing an art of debate. 
Theravadins were very particular about the pristine purity of their 

doctrine, and they made sure that it was not corrupted by any heretic 

views. Whenever there was an attempt to introduce any doctrine which 

was against Theravada, such an attempt was thwarted at the very outset. 

This may have done away with the necessity in the Theravada tradition 

of forming any logical treatises. 
Finally, the Theravadins did not require separate treatises of logic 

for the entire tripitaka was arranged in such a way that it facilitated the 

logical understanding of truth. In particular, the Abhidhamma pitaka 

reveals the Theravada philosophy, and the study of the Visuddhimagga 

and the Abhidhammatthasangaha will give the student the quintessence 
of Buddhist logic. 

Doctrine of Pramana 

The (various) means of knowing reality are called ‘pramana’ in 

(Indian) logic. Due to the fact that they have been enumerated differently 

by numerous teachers, there exists ‘pramana-logy’. There is no evidence 

to prove that this branch of study was developed during the Vedas or 
Pre-Buddhist Upanishads.’ However, in post-Buddhist Upanishads*, in 

such treatises as Nyaya-sutra’ and in such Mahayana teachers as Dinnaga, 

Dharmakirti and Sankaraswami, there is a highly developed pramana- 

logy. In these traditions the means of knowledge are enumerated in such 

concepts as perception, inference, authority and simile. We do not 

intend to discuss these means in detail here, but we will treat in brief 

those means accepted by Theravadins. 

Pramana in the Theravada 

The tripitaka reveals that the Buddha himself refers to pramana. 

Nevertheless, he did not use the term to refer to means of knowledge, 

Chandogya Upanisad which is pre-Buddhistic refers to ‘pratyaksa’ (5.2.2.). 

Maithri Up. 6.4; Muktikopanisad: Taittiriya Aranyaka 1.2; Manusmrti 2,13: Caraka 

A IL17; Ramayana 5.87 & 23. 

9. Aksapada’s this work belongs to the 2nd century A.D. 

5 



but he used it in the sense of something or someone being the ‘meas- 

ure’. The well-known textual reference in this regard is “rupappamata 

ghosappamana lakhappamana dhammappamana’™ which indicates, for 

example, the fact that some conclude that a certain person is good on 

the basis of his physical appearance. The Buddha did not approve of 

this practice. He said that one must not take a person as pramana for the 

reason that there are not any absolutely good or bad persons among the 

worldings.''! However, this is not applicable to arahants for the Buddha 

himself has called such persons pramana.'? Furthermore, the Buddha has 

said that one who has attained the transcendental state does not take 

anything as pramana."3 Pramana itself is a form of mana which is a 
defilement and the arahant is devoid of it. Since the arahants cannot be 
measured they are called ‘appameyya’' (immesurable). The Buddha is 

described as appamano buddho since he has an immesurable amount of 
virtues. Once the Buddha said that those who are versed in pramana are 
engaged in measuring the good or the bad of the statements made by 

others and that this practice brings suffering to those who are engaged 

in it. 
All these points suggest that the practice of pramana is not the ‘right 

knowledge’ (samyagfiana) and that it leads to wrong conclusions. It seems. 
that the Buddha used ‘pamadnika’ to refer to logicians. It may, however, 

be concluded that the Buddha did not use the pramana-logy in the sense 
of the act of measuring. 

Such pramanas as ‘rupa-pramana’ (referred to above) may - 

included in inference, but not in perception. This shows that perception 

is not a pramana for there is nothing to be measured in perception. 

The Present Work 

The construction of a comprehensive system of Theravada-nyaya is 

a work of such magnitude as befitting a great scholar of nyaya and the 
Buddhist doctrine. The present effort is only a humble beginning in that 

10. = Puggalapariatti (catukka). 

Wl. Ma puggalesu pamanika ahuvattha, md puggalesu pamanam ganhittha. 

(Anguttaranikaya: dasaka nipata). 

12. Es@ bhikkhave tuld etam pamanam mama sdvakanam upasakdnam yadidam 
Sariputia moggalland, (Samyuttanikaya .) 

13. Atthamgatassa na pamanamatthi (Sutta Nipata:Upasiva). 

14. Appameyyam paminanto kodha vidva vikappaye appameyyam pamayinam nivutam 
tam matitie puthujjanam, Appamanamti pamdanakaradhammarahitam lokuttaram. 
(Samyuttanikaya: Brahmana samyutta). 

15. Tatrdnanda pamanikd paminanti...t1am hi tesam hoti ahitdya dukkhaya. 
(Anguttaranika : dasaka). 



direction. Nevertheless. some explanation of our methodolody seems 

opportune. 
We have divided this work into two, namely, the book of knowl- 

edge comprising the method of perceiving reality and the book of nyaya 

comprising the analysis of causality. The book of knowledge comprises 

two sections: Aryan knowledge and conventional knowledge. The con- 

ventional knowledge is divided into two: perceptual and non-perceptual. 

The ‘anvayagiiana’ containing the characteristics of non-perceptual 

knowledge has been placed next to perception. It was not included in 
non-perceptual knowledge for it contains a (kind of) certainty not avail- 

able in non-perceptual knowledge, and it does not produce the twofold 

result typical of other forms of non-perceptual knowledge. 

Chapter on the Aryan Knowledge 
According to Theravada, the knowledge of those (Aryan individu- 

als) from the stream-entrant to the arahant is transcendental. How a 

practitioner gains this knowledge has been made quite plain in such 

popular treatises as the Visuddhimagga and the Abhidhammatthasangaha. 

Nevertheless, we have elucidated the stages pertaining to the realization 

of the following: truth, phenomena to be known and to be abadoned, 
matters pertaining to the safeguard of truth (satyanuraksana), and 

emptiness. 
The kind of knowledge which may be called non-worldly is known 

as ‘yogi giana’ in the other systems. Although it has not been dealt with 

by such nyaya teachers as Dharmakirti, BuddhaghoSa, however, has 

described it in detail as ‘fidnadassana visuddhi’. The Buddha’s term for 
perception is ‘sacchikiriya’ which denotes the realization of nirvana. 

Herein we have used the same term. 

Furthermore, it must be noted that the classification of knowledge 

into ‘anvaye fiana’, ‘pariyaye fdana’ and ‘sammutiya Nana’ referred to in 

the Dighanikaya and the Vibhaniga etc. is very important in philosophy. 

One must also consider the fact that conventional knowledge (‘sanmmmuti’ 

or ‘vohdra’) is used by the Aryans and hence it has been described as the 

fourfold ‘ariya vohdra’ (Aryan convention) which comprises such fac- 

tors as ‘what is seen’ (‘diftha’). 

Chapter on Conventional Knowledge 

The perceptual aspect of conventional knowledge, according to 

Buddhism, is fourfold: what is seen, what is heard, what is felt and what 

is known. This is how the Buddha classified worldly perception. Its 

origin and its obstacles have been described by us following the method 

of the Elders. The ‘anvaya giana’ we come across in the Theravada is 
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an important technical term which is somewhat. but not altogether 

equivalent to ‘anumana giana’ in other systems. This particular knowl- 

edge helps gain a definite knowledge of what is not perceived. If 

‘anumana’ means ‘measuring accordingly’, ‘anvaya’ should mean 

‘going or knowing in accordance with’. This etymological definition of 

‘anvaya gfiana’ lays bare the significance of this particular knowledge. 

We have treated it here separately. 

In analyzing a category of a-perceptual knowledge, we have included 

therein some five means of knowledge available in the Theravada, 

namely, faith, inclination, tradition, reflection on reasons and convic- 

tion based on reflection on theories. The knowledge derived by these 
means has been described by the Buddha as having a two-fold conse- 

quence for such knowledge is not invariably true, but may be either true 

or false. Since these means are valid in the conventional sphere and 
helpful for the realization of Aryan knowledge we cannot easily do away 

with them. Therefore we have included them as indeterminate means. It 

is upto those who are versed in nyaya to determine the appropriateness 

of this step. 

Section on Nydya 

Nyaya is the manner of the existence of a phenomenon. It is noné" 
other than an exposition of the causal relations involved (in a phenom- 

enon). It is a well known fact that all component phenomena arise due 
to conditions. The dependent co-origination is a fundamental character-.: 
istic in this process. We have classified the analysis of causal relations 
into eight groups such as *“whatever...that’ method and ‘if? method. We 

have further inluded some concepts such as ‘great indicators’ (maha- 

padesa), guide(netti), apannaka and non-repetition as specific methods. 

Language in Nyaya 

Like any other science, Nyaya too has a technical vocabulary. A 
prior knowledge of these terms is mandatory to understand Nyaya. The 

Nyaya sastras of the Mahayanists and Hindus have developed an exten- 
sive vocabulary of such terms.'* In compiling Pali grammar, ancient 
teachers borrowed from other traditions (‘parasamajiiiid payoga’) and we 
cannot altogether escape this. However, this practice may be justifiable 
only in the absence of suitable Pali terms. It is customary for many 
Buddhist teachers to use terms belonging to other systems to discuss 

16. Pramana, pratyaksa, anumdna, apta, sahda, upamana, anupalabdhi, prameya, tarka, 
svarthdnumdna, pararthanumndna, sadhya, sadhana, dbhdsa. diisana, anvaya, 
vyatireka, indriya, hetu, kdrya, karana, paksa, sapaksa. vipaksa, nyaya, drshtanta, 
henabhasa etc. 



Buddhist Nyaya. It is also customary for them to interpret the Theravada 

Nyaya through those terms. However, the technical terms used in the 

Nettippakarana are meant more for research in the Tripitaka doctrine than 

for the study of its Nyaya. 
Although there isn’t any particular Theravada Nyaya system avail- 

able, it is not necessary that one must go to Mahayanic or Hindu texts in 

order to find terminology for Nyaya. Nor does one have to invent them 

for they may well be obtained from the Tripitaka itself. One must not 

hasten to grab a term denotive of a particular Nyaya sense at the first sight; 

instead one must inquire whether the term has been used in the particu- 
lar sense which one wishes to attribute to it. If it is the case, one may 

adopt it. This seems to be the best method for borrowing terms from 

others, and the invention of new terms may cause confusion in both the 

philosophy of the Theravada and the study of Nyaya. 

Following above guidelines, we have discoverd from the Tripitaka a 

good number of technical terms. We did not take commentaries as 

authorities in this regard. However we have made use of them in order 

to support our definitions. we have not included a single term which 

cannot be supported either through the Text or through the commentaries. 

New Interest 

There has never been a time, to our knowledge, when Buddhism 

was more scrutinized than it is today. Nevertheless, many a scholar has 
expressed the view that, while all the other religions have failed, it is 

Buddhism alone which has been able to survive such scientific scrutiny. 

This fact has caused tremendous interest in Buddhism among serious 

students. In almost every university in the world there is a chair for 

Buddhist research. The publications coming out from such institutions 

testify to the scientific nature of Buddhism. 

Meanwhile there have been many efforts by scholars to study the 

logical analysis of the Buddhist epistemology. Among those who have 

studied the Northern Buddhist traditions Satischandra Vidyabhisana 

(1921), Scherbatasky (1932) and Rahula Sanskrtyayana are noteworthy. 
Winternitz, Geiger, Rhys Davids and Mrs. Rhys Davids are among those 

who have rendered an invaluable service to Pali literature and Theravada 

Buddhism. However either they did not study the Theravada nyaya or 

simply they did not have time. Mrs. Rhys Davids’ statement that there 

are no logical methods in the Theravada is perhaps due to the absence 

of any specific logical treatises written in Pali; or she may have not 

examined Pali tradition carefully enough. 

The two most prominent Buddhist education centres in Sri Lanka, 

Vidyodaya and Vidyalankara have contributed much to highlight the 
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Nyaya methods in the Theravada. Ever since they were promoted to 

university status they have enhanced such research. 

Misunderstandings 

Nyaya systems are a result of the efforts made by some of the greatest 

minds to unravel the intricacies of knowledge. To comprehend such works 

itself is a difficult task. It is quite natural for one who is not infallible to 

err in the process. The obvious danger to be avoided is best presented 

by the analogy of a swimmer and a diver. Whereas the former may get 

across a strech of water with ease the latter may remain submerged in 

an ocean of knowledge. However, it is a matter of intellectual honesty 

to accept when such errors are pointed out. 

It is quite possible that there are shortcomings in our own effort. It 

the lovers of knowledge were to draw attention to such errors, we are 

more than willing to accept corrections. 

we commend the effort by Nyayacharya Abhayasinghe of Vidyodaya 

University to reconstruct Nyaya methods in the Theravada. However, it 

must be mentioned that some of the comparisons he makes between the 

Theravada and other concepts are not wholly acceptable. It seems that 

he is trying to understand the Theravada tradition through Hindu and 

Mahayana traditions. It is our contention that the Theravada has to stand 

on its own. In what follows we will produce a few of Abhayasinghe’ s 
views for the critical evaluation of scholars. 

We will agree with Abhayasinghe when he compares Mahayani¢ 
‘samyagfiana’ with the Theravada ‘sammiaditthi’; but we do not think that 
the latter is a means of knowledge.'’ If it is, the former must also be one. 
Perception, inference etc. are taken as means but not samyagiiana etc. 
Although it may be called a ‘means’ on logical and etymological grounds, 
there is no such technical term denoting means in Nyaya studies. 
Abhayasinghe himself rightly calls factors generative of the right 
understanding ‘means’. In a causal analysis, means is the cause; knowl- 
edge is the effect. 

Abhayasinghe’s claim that sammiaditthi itself is both the Nyaya and 
the means confuses the beginner.'* We suppose that the mistake lies in 
his effort to coin technical terms purely on the grounds of logicality or 
etymology. It is necessary to make sure that the particular term is used 
in that particular sense in the language. The corresponding term in Pali 
language for nyaya is naya. What is meant by it is the causal analysis. 
We fail to understand why ‘sammiaditthi’ has to be brought in when it is 
obvious that Abhayasinghe could use ‘naya’ to denote ‘nyaya’. 

17. Bharatiya Tarka Sastraya p. 124. 

18. Vidyodaya (journal) 1945. 
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Abhayasinghe is of the opinion that ‘parato ghosa’ is equivalent to 

‘pararthanumana’ (syllogism).'? The latter refers to listening to what is 

said by others. It is the same as the ‘knowledge deriving from hearing’ 

(sutamaya parifid), According to the Buddha, it may cause either right 

or wrong views.”° Whether for oneself (svarthanumdna) or for another 

(pararthanumana) inference is a means of right knowledge. If inference 

produces a wrong knowledge then it must be a wrong inference or no 

inference at all. ‘Parato ghosa’ (parato ghosa) cannot be included in 

inference for it has been described by the Buddha as a cause of wrong 

views. However it may be compared with ‘dpa’ in other systems. 

According to Theravada, it is of twofold consequence. This will be dis- 

cussed in detail later. 

Abhayasinghe further claims that ‘paccavekkhana’ and ‘anumana’ 

are synonymous.! This does not agree with the usage of the Buddha. 

Paccavekkhana, an oft recurring technical term in Buddhism reveals a 

fascinating aspect of Buddhist thought, and refers to retrospection. It” 

has nothing to do with ‘anum4na’ in other systems. 

Abhayasinghe’s emphatic claim that knowledge of impermanence 

is possible only through ‘tirana pariniia’ (conclusive knowledge) and this 

knowledge is nothing other than inference is outrageous.” Tirana parifiia 
is one among the three parififias, namely, fidta, tirana and pahdna. It is 

almost exclusively associated with the Aryan knowledge. The counter- 

parts in the other systems are given as ‘yogi pratyaksa’, ‘yogi giana’ or 
‘alaukika pratyaksa’. In the Theravada it belongs in the realization 
(sacchikiriya). According to nyayavadins, there is no such thing as yogi 

anumana but only yogi pratyaksa. The confusion between what is 

worldly and what is transcendental not only does harm to the Theravada 

but baffles the student also. 

It is also regerttable that Abhayasinghe misinterprets certain doctri- 

nal statements. In a footnote in his book on Indian Logic (p.127) he 

partially quotes a stanza from Udana and mistranslates it (p.169) in the 

19. Bharatiya Tarka Sastraya p. 141. 

20. Paratoghoso ditthitthananti durakkhdta dhammasavanena ditthiuppattito. 

(Patisambhidamagga Authakatha Hevavitaraa Edition, p. 300). 

Dve'’me bhikkhave hetu dve pacayd micchaditthiya uppadaya parato ca ghoso 

ayoniso ca manasikaro'ti vacanato parato ca ghoso ditthinam kdranam. 

(Patisambhidamagga Atthakatha Hevavitarana Edition, p. 300). 

21. Bharatiya tarka sastraya p. 137. 

22. Paccavekkhana fidnanti nivattitva bhusam passanam jananam fianam. 

(Patisambhiddmagga Atthakatha p. 20.) 

Paccavekkhatiti paccavekkhana javancehi nivattitva passati. Ibid. p. 218. 

23. Bharatiya Tarka Sastraya p. 153. 
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following manner: “So long as the Enlightened Ones do not appear in 

the world, logicians will not get purified; nor will the disciples. Until 

such time, those who hold wrong views also will not be liberated from 

suffering”. For the right interpretation refer to the Buddha Jayanti edi- 

tion of the Khuddakanikaya.™ 

Nyaya Prayesaya saha Nyaya Hodiya by Venerable Kotahene 

Pannakitti of Vidyalankara University is a valuable addition to the Bud- 

dhist Nyaya literature. Nevertheless, it is difficult for us to agree with 

some of the comparisons he makes between Mahayana'Nyaya teachings 

and Theravada statements. For example, (p.125) the learned monk holds 

that what comes as ‘ditthe ditthamatta, sute sutamatta, mute mutamatta, 

vilifiate viiiidtamatta is equivalent to the non-conceptual knowledge 

accepted by other systems. ‘Nirvikalpa’ is a technical term used by 

Mahayanists and Hindus in order to describe the nature of worldly 

perception. We do not think that it has anything to do with what the 

Buddha meant by the above statement which refers to the state of 

comprehension characterized by the absence of craving, deceit and wrong 

views. This latter is an Aryan knowledge. Therefore it can never be 

compared to an aspect of worldly knowledge. An examination of what ** 
the Buddha said to Malunkyaputta® and Daruciriya® would amply ~ 
clarify this matter. = 

24. — The statement and its correct translation is as follows: 

Evam obhdasitamatiameya takkikanam 

Yava sammasambuddha loke nuppajjanti 

Na takkikd sjjhanti na capi sdvaka 

Dudditthi na dukkha pamuccati (Udana) 

So long as the Fully Entightened Ones do not appear in the world. ‘logicians’ will 
be prominent; but once the Buddhas appear they will no longer be prominent, and 
they, with their wrong views, will not escape suffering. (The Buddha Jayanti Edi- 
tion p. 277.) 

Samyuttanikaya (Chalavagga). 

win Dn Udana (Bodhi Vagga and its commentary). 
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THERAVADA NYAYA (LOGIC AND 
EPISTEMOLOGY IN THERAVADA) 

AXIOMS 

SECTION ON KNOWLEDGE (GNANA) 

Chapter on Noble Knowledge (aryagnana) 

1, 

2. 

3. 

4 

n 

OND 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13 

Realization of truth takes place through wisdom (pragfa). 
Truth is twofold: absolute truth and conventional truth. 
The person who realizes truth by wisdom is ‘arya’. 
Wisdom is for super knowledge (abhigfa), comprehensive knowl- 

edge (parigfa) and eradication (prahana). 
There are two stages in realization: partial comprehension of truth 
(satyanubodha) and arrival at truth (satyanupprapti). 
The act of realization constitutes its knowledge. 
It is a conceptual object perceived by the faculty of mind. 
There are two stages in the understanding of the absolute truth: 
vision and cultivation. Stream-attainment (sotapaitti) is the stage of 
vision; once-returning etc. (Sakadagami, anagami, arahanta) are the 
stages of cultivation. 
Therein are three components: knowledge, eradication and conclu- 
sion. The object of knowledge is unique characteristic; the object of 
conclusion is general characteristic; what is eradicated are such 

distortions as (in) sensation. 
What is measured (prameya) by realization is the cessation of 
suffering. One who sees suffering alone sees its cause, path leading 
to its cessation and its fruit, namely, the cessation. (It is) a 
knowledge for one’s own sake (svartha). That knowledge-vision 
(gfiana-darsana) is right-vision (sammda dassana), right-view (samma 
ditthi) and wisdon born out of cultivation. It is fourfold, namely Stream- 
entrance etc. 

Self-view (satkaya drsti) is the phenomenon to be avoided. 
‘Phenomena to be acquired’ (upadeya) is not applicable in noble 
realization. 
Of one endowed with vision, the path of vision comprises nydya, 
namely, the doctrine of dependent origination. For this reason, the 
arya is called ‘one who walks in the right path’ (Aayapatipanna). 
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14. The arya understands the noble truths by way of realization. Never- 

theless, he obtains knowledge by such means as inference, 

analysis and convention. Hence it is fourfold: i. knowledge gained 

through the doctrine (dhamme fiana), ii. knowledge by inference 

(anvaye fidna), iii. knowledge by analysis (pariye hana) and 

iv. knowledge gained through convention (sammutiya hana). 

15. There are five phenomena that serve as factors safegaurding the 

absolute truth. They are also indeterminate means of knowledge: 

namely, faith (saddha), inclination (ruci), tradition (anussava), 

reflection on reasons (akaraparivitakka) and conviction based on 

reflection on theory (ditthinijjhanakkhanti). 

16. Wisdom by learning and wisdom by thought are supportive of the 

wisdom by cultivation. They are forms of conventional knowledge. 

17. Herein emptiness is a phenomenon to be avoided. It is fourfold: 

‘nowhere | am’ (Aaham kvacana), ‘not in anything of any other’ 

(kassaci kifcanatasmim), ‘nowhere anything that belongs to me’ (na 

ca mama kvacana,) and ‘not anything in anywhere’ (katthaci 
kificanatatthi. 

Chapter on Conventional Knowledge 

1. Conventional truth is what has been designated (pragfapti). 

2. To know it, is knowledge or vighana (knowing). a 
3. Knowing is a single phenomenon, but, like (in the case of) fire, : 

depending on the modes of arising, is sixfold. 
4. It is fourfold: what is seen, heard, felt and known. These are the ° 

varieties of perception. ge 
5. What is seen with the eye is ‘seen’ (drsta). The knowledge of what - 

is seen arises due to the combination of the following six: eye, (visual) 
form, light, coordination (samannahdra), thought (abhoga) and 
attention. These are the causes of visual perception. 

6. A (visual) form enters the fields of both eye and mind. 
7. Following are the obstacles to the knowledge of what is seen: 

minuteness of the object, shortness of duration, extremity of distance, 
extremity of closeness and being in the past or future. Although the 
objects may not enter the field due to these reasons, those objects 
are still the objects of (visual) form. Even in the case of divine eye, 
its objects are precisely those that do not enter the field, but are not 
conceptual objects. 

8. The maximum duration of matter is 17 thought-moments. The 
minimum is one thought-moment. It is necessary to spend all the 
17 moments in order to know matter fully which is the comprehen- 
sive perception of what is seen. 

9. Knowledge that arises due to the combination of ear, sound, space, 
coordination, attention and thought (abhoga) is the perception of what 
is heard. Contact is the common factor here. 

10. Two objects, matter and sound, are non-present-perceivers 
(asampattaggahi). 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

. What is known through the organs of nose, tongue and body is called 

‘what is felt’ (muta). They are present-perceivers. Due to their com- 

mon characteristics they have been taken together. 
. Nose-consciousness arises due to nose, smell, air and attention; 

tongue-consciousness due to tongue, taste, water and attention; and 

the body-consciousness due to body, contact, reality (bhita) and 

attention. 
. The perception called ‘what is known’ arises due to the combination 

of life-continuum, mind, concepts (objects), seat of heart and atten- 

tion. 

The objects (made) of concept comprise both what is material and 

what is not material. The 21 material (elements), except such 7 as 

matter, sound, smell, taste and contact, mind and its constituents 

and nibbana and designation are concept-objects. 
Non-being called emptiness itself is a phenomenon to be known. St 
is (the same as) non-availability (anupalabdhi). \t is a concept- 

object. 

Doubt and distortions in sensation, view and mind are hindrances 
to perception. 
Perception undistorted by the above mentioned, viz., ‘the content of 
(such) knowledge’, is a definite means (of knowledge). 

Inferential Knowledge (anvaya ghana) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Inference is to know with the help of what is perceived what is not 
perceived. 
In other systems, this is included in ‘anumana’. It is the inference for 
the sake of oneself (svarthanumana). 
The object of the inferential knowledge is perceived by the faculty 
of mind. Its objects are (visual) forms belonging to the past or future, 
and concepts. 

Chapter on What is Not Perception 

1. 

Po 

What is not an object of the five sense organs is what is not 
perceived. There are objects which are also perceived by the 
faculty of mind. 
Its objects are past and future (material) objects and concepts. (They 

are the) objects of mind, and (hence) known by the same faculty. 
A-perceptions are supportive of perception. 
They are fourfold: Faith, inclination, hear-say, reflection on reasons 

and conviction based on reflection on theories. They are of twofold 
consequence: true or not true. Due to that very same reason, they 

are considered indeterminate. 
Those selfsame five phenomena are again divided into two: reflec- 
tion from origin (vonisomanasikara) and others’ voice (paratoghosa). 
Wisdom by reflection (cintamaya paffia) and wisdom by hearing 
(sutamaya panna) correspond to these two respectively. 
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6. The object of faith-means is either the doctrine or a trustworty 

person, viz, the content of the oral communication of such a 

person. It is a conceptual object and hence it is known by mind. 

7. Willingness to do something is inclination (ruci). The quality of incli- 
nation is a phenomenon and it is not perceived. 

8. Hear-say is to repeat what has been heard. It too is known indirectly 
(paroksa). 

9. Knowledge of invariable concomittance is reflection on reasons. It 
is known non-perceptually. It belongs in the inference for one’s own 
sake. i. 

10. To draw a conclusion on the knowledge of invariable concomittance 
is conviction based on reflection on theories. It too is a phenom- 
enon to be known. 

11. Appearances are fourfold: Untrue and looking untrue, untrue but 
looking true, True and looking true and True but looking untrue. 

12. Examination of purity or impurity of what is said is removal (parihara). 

SECTION ON METHOD (NYAYA) 
1. The manner of knowing is fourfold : 

|. Knowing effect on seeing the cause. 
ll. | Knowing cause on seeing the effect. 
lil. | Knowing something similar on seeing both cause and effect.” 
IV. | Knowing an object on seeing a mark of it. 

Analysis of Method 

2. What follows are the methods (applicable in the process 
of acquiring knowledge) : 

Dependent co-origination method 
2. Patthana method 
3. Cause and effect-discourse method 

i. ‘Whatever...that’ method (yat-tat naya) 
ii. ‘If method (cet naya) 

iii. Temporal method (kalartha naya) 
iv. Analytical method (vibhanga naya) 
v. Syllogistic method (anvaya naya) 
vi. Simile method (upama naya) 
vii. Case (grammatical) method (vibhatti naya) 
viii. Particle method (nipata naya) 

Method of Netti (netti naya) 
Great indicator method (mahapadesa naya) 
Apannaka method (apannaka naya) 
Non-repetitive method (agahitaggahana naya) 
Two-cornered method (ubhato kotika naya) 

_ 

BN OS 
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CHAPTER II 

ON NOBLE KNOWLEDGE (ARYAGNANA) 

1. Realization of truth takes place through wisdom (pragiia). 

To understand truth is to know phenomena as they are (sar). That is 

to say, experience of reality; to witness causes and effects in the correct 

manner. This takes place through right knowledge. Wrong knowledge 

is either to not know causes and effects or to see wrong causes and 

effects. The absence of the afore-said is wisdom which is also the right- 
knowledge (samyag fidna), right-vision (samyag-darsana) and right-view 

(samtyag drsti). 

2. Truth is twofold: absolute truth and conventional truth.' 

Absolute truth is the cessation. By cessation are implied all the four 

noble truths, Conventional truth is the worldly convention. This will be 

described in chapter II. 

3. The person who realizes truth by wisdom is ‘arya’.? 

In Buddhism ‘arya’ denotes eight noble persons. 

4. Wisdom is for super knowledge (abhigiid), comprehensive 

knowledge (parigiia) and eradication(pahana). 

Wisdom is the knowledge of both one who is (in the process of) 

attaining the aryahood and one who has attained the aryahood. It has three 

uses: super knowledge which comprises the comprehension of the own- 
nature of phenomena, comprehensive knowledge which comprises the 

comprehension of the general nature of phenomena and the eradication 

of such distortions as those in designation etc. 

L. Paramasaccam sacchikaroti (Cankisutta, M.m.). Cattaro’me avuso vohard 

bhagavata sammadakkhata (Chabbisodhanasutta M.u.). Duve saccani akkhasi. 

(MA.). 

2; PsA (fidnakatha). 

Kimatthiyd pata? Abhiftiiattham parifiianham pahdnattham. (Mahavedallasutta. 

M.miu.) 
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5. There are two stages in realization: partial comprehension of 

truth (satyanubedha) and arrival at truth (satyanupprapti). 

Herein ‘partial comprehension’ and ‘arrival’ refer to the realization 

of path and friut respectively. It does not seem right to equate 

*anubodhagfiana’ (partial comprehension) with ‘anumanagifiana’ (infer- 

ence). The commentator to the Patisambhidamagga too has said: 

anubuddhoti anumanabuddhiya, patibuddhoti paccakkhabuddhiya 

(Hevavitarana edition, p.377). Nevertheless, in the same work (p.71) he 

says thus: anubujjhanattho anadgamimaggabojjhanganam, 

patibujjhanattho arahattamaggabojjhangdnam, dassanamagga- 

bojjhanganam anubujjhanattho, bhavanamaggabojjhanganam 

patibujjhanattho, phalabojjhanganam sambujjhanattho, In explaining the 

partial comprehension of truth to brahmin Canki, the Buddha 

said:Pahitatto samano kdyena c’eva paramasaccam sacchikaroti, 

paiifiaya ca nam ativijjha passati; ettdvatd kho Bharadvaja, 

saccanubodho hoti, ettavatd saccamanubujjhati, ettavata saccanubodham 

paiifapema (Cankisutta, M.m.). Both this statement and its commentary 

testify to the fact that ‘anubodha’ is not the same as the inferential 

knowledge of logicians, but an aspect of the noble realization itself. 

The guide-lines given by the Buddha to Canki who wished to know 

how to safegaurd truth and arrive at conclusion constitute a good 

example of Buddhist teaching of pramana. Among them are five inde- 

terminate, truth-safegaurding principles which could be either true or 

false and a method for partial comprenension of truth. The relevant Pali 

statement’ is worth analysis. 

4, Kiuavata bho Gotama., saccdnurakkhana hoti? Saddha pi ce Bharadvaja, purisassa 
hoti evam me saddhati iti vadam saccamanurakkhati, nat’ veva tava ekamsena 
nittham gacchati idam’eva saccam mogham'ainanti. Ruci- anussavo- 
akaraparivitakko- patiiapema, nat’ veva tava saccanubodho hoti. 

Kittavata bho Gotama, saccanubodho hoti? 

Idha Bharadvaja, bhikkhu afifiataram gamam upanissdya viharati. tamenam 
gahapati upasahkamitvd tisu dhammesu samannesati lobhaniyesu dosaniyesu 
mohaniyesu...tam'enam samannesamano evam janati natthi kho imassa... atha 
fasmim saddhd niveseti, saddhdjato upasahkamati, payirupasati, sotam odahati, 
dhammam dhareti, attham upaparikkhati, tena dhamma nijjhanma khamanti, chando 
jayati, ussahati, tlayati, padahati, paramasaccam sacchikaroti. pafifiaya ca nam 
ativijjha passati. Ettavatd saccam anubujjati, nat’ veva tava saccdnuppatii hoti. 

Kittavata saccanuppatti hoti? ... tesam yeva Bhdradvaja, dhammdnam dsevanad 
bhavand bahulikammd saccanuppatti hoti: ettavata ca mayam saccdnuppattim 
pafifapemati. Saccanuppattiyd bho Gotama katamo dhammo bahukaro? 
Saccanuppatiiya kho Bharadvdja, padhanam bahukaram, no ce tam padaheyya 
nayidam saccam anupdpuneyya... evam tuland, ussdho, chando, 
dhammanijjhankhanti, atthipaparikkha, dhammadhdéranam, dhammasavanam, 
Sotavadhanam, payirupdsanam, upasankamanam saddhati. Ime sacednuppattiya 
bahukara dhammd honti. (Cankisutta, M.m.) 
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6. The act of realization constitutes its knowledge. 

To perceive is to ‘make it in one’s eye’. It is to know through one’s 

own faculties.> Methodically and logically derived knowledge is 

ineference. The dhamma (noble truth) cannot be known by logic. Hence 

it is ‘beyond the scope of logic’ (atakkavacara). The commentators have 

described those who draw conclusions based on logic as ‘view-addicts’.® 

Is Perception a Means (of knowledge) (pramana)? 

The term used by the Buddha in order to connote ‘perception’ is 

sacchikiriya (to make it in one’s mind faculty). The paccakkha occurs 

only in two instances in Tripitaka, namely, in the Dhammasangani and 

Samyuttanikdya as ‘apaccakkhakamma’ . It does occur in commentaries. 

The Buddha has said that there is no ‘pramdna’ for one who has 

perceived (or ‘has made it in one’s eye).’? When ‘pramana’ is under- 

stood as a measure in obtaining the right knowledge perception is not a 

pramana for what needs to be measured is what is not perceived. Thus 

the first pramana has to be inference. In the present context, ‘making it 

in one’s eye’ or the aryan perception is nothing other than the ‘yogigfiana’ 

(medidative knowledge) described by such teachers as Dharmakirti, the 

author of the Nydyabindu. Although ‘making it in one’s eye’ is not a 
pramana according to the teaching of the Buddha, perception may be 

taken as a pramana according to the nyaya philosophy. When taken as a 
response to the question ‘how was (it) known?’ perception is a kind of 

knowledge and also a pramana. 

7, Itis a conceptual object perceivable by the faculty of mind. 

‘It’ refers to the absolute truth, namely, nirvana. 

8. There are two grounds in the understanding of the absolute 
truth: vision and cultivation. stream-attainment is the stage of 

vision; once returning etc. are the stages of cultivation.* 

The stream-entrant is one who has seen the reality of nirvana. By the 

. cultivation (bhavana) of the same one comprehends it in its entirety. 

5. Paccattam veditabbo vinihithi, Kh. 

Takkikd hi ditthigatikd, Sabhdva pativedha pafifiaya abhavd kevalam takkena 

vattanti, Yepi jhanalabhino abhinndlabhino vd ditthin ganhanti tepi takketva 

ganhanato takkika (PsA- Ditthikatha). 

7. Atthamgatassa na pamdanam' atthi (Upasivasutta, Sn.). Its commentary is: répddi 

pamanam na atthi. 

8. According to the Nettippakarana and the Visuddhimagga (Nanadassana visuddhi), 
realization is twofold: worldly and transcendental. Absorptions are worldly whereas 

paths and fruits are transcendental. 
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9. Therein are three stages: knowledge, eradication and conclu- 

sion. The object of knewledge is the unique characteristic;’ what 

is concluded is general characteristic;'° what is eradicated are 

such distortions'' as (in) sensation. 

The partial comprehensive stage (viz. attainment of the path-thought) 

in the comprehensive knowledge or in seeing nirvana is known-stage. 

The stages of conclusion and eradication constitute the stage of realiza- 

tion, namely, the attainment of the fruit-thought. There is no gap 

between the attainment of path and fruit. The Theravada view that one 

perceives, respectively through the stages of knowledge and conclusion, 

own character and the general character of an object may be contrasted 

with Dharmakirti’s view in Nyayabindu which takes the general 

character as the object or the scope of inference.'? However in the present 

context, both knowledge and conclusion lead to perception which 

includes understanding of the general character too. 

When taken as a kind of knowledge, the eradication of such distor- 

tions as (in) sensation is comparable to ‘anupalabdhi’ of Mimamsikas. 

10. What is measured (prameya) by realization is the cessation of 
suffering.'? Only one who sees suffering sees its cause, path 
leading to its cessation and its fruit, cessation." (It is) a knowl- 

edge of self-interest (svartha).'® That knowledge-vision (gfana- 
darsana) is right vision (sammadassana), right view (sammaditthi), 

wisdom born out of cultivation. It is fourfold, namely, stream- 

entrance once-returning never returning, arahanthood. 

This is comparable to the case of a clever physician whose knowl- 

edge of the disease is immediately followed by the prognosis and the 

resultant relief. In this context, suffering refers to the five aggregates.'® 
This person who is also described as ‘endowed with vision’ or 

‘endowed with view’ would draw a definite conclusion only by perception 

but not by inference'’. This phenomenon of knowldge-vision is four-fold, 

9. Dhammanam paccatia lakkhana sallakkhana vasena pavatta pafia fata parittia 

nama. (PsA- Nanakatha). 

10... Dhammanam samaiiiia lakkhanam aropeta pavatia lakkhand rammanikavipassana 

paiiia liranaparifiia nama. \bid. 

Il. | Three distortions are: sensation, mind and view (Vibhanga). 

12. Anyat samanya laksanam, so’ numanasya visayah: (Nyayabindu.) 

13. Dukkhaparifiiattham avuso maggabrahmacariyam vuccati. (S. Navapuranavagga). 

14. Visuddhimagga (Saccaniddesa). 

15. Paccattam veditabbo vinitthi, Paccatiam nibbuti viditd. 

16. Sankhittena paticupddanakkhandhda dukkha. 

17. Na ekamsena nittham gacchati. (Cankisutta, M.m.) 
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namely, stream-entrance, once-returming, non-returning and worthiness. 
The analysis of knowledge-vision is well-known in the Theravada." 

11. Self-view (satkaya drsti) is the phenomenon to be avoided. 

This vision does away with the twenty-fold self-view. (Self-view 

regarding the aggregate of form is as follows:) 

1. Seeing the form as self. 

2. Seeing self as made of form. 

3. Seeing that form is in self. 

4. Seeing that self is in form. 

With the application of these four modes to the rest of the aggre- 

gates, namely, feeling, ideation, volition and consciousness, there 

obtains the twenty-fold self-view. 

12. Phenomena to be acquired are not applicable to the noble reali- 

zation. 

‘Upadeya’ means something to be acquired. There is no ‘upadeya’ 

for the aryans for they are devoid of grasping (upadana). Upadana is a 

property of one who has self-vision. It is eradicated with this knowl- 

edge. 

13. Of one endowed with vision, the path of vision comprises nyaya,"® 
namely, the doctrine of dependent origination. For this reason, 
the drya is called ‘one who walks in the right path’ 

(fayapatipanna). 

The aryan analyses by way of causes and effects. Nyaya is the 

causal method. In other philosophies, nyaya is something related to 

inferential knowledge. Knowledge which draws a conclusion with the 
help of vydpti etc. is inference. In this system, nyaya refers to the 

phenomena of cause and effect. To see the causal origin and the cessa- 
tion of the five aggregates which are taken as self is the arya-nyaya. The 

arya sees this by perception (or by yogigiiana). 

'. 14. The arya understands the noble truth by way of realization. 

Nevertheless, he obtains knowledge by way of such means as 

inference, analysis (pariccheda), and convention. Hence it is 

fourfold: i. knowledge in the doctrine (dhamme fidna), 

18. See Visuddhimagga. 

19. Katamo c’assa ariyo fidyo pafitiaya sudittho hoti suppatividdho, idha gahapati, 
ariyasavako iti patisancikkhati. Iti imasmim sati idam hoti, imassa uppada idam 

uppajjati yadidam avijja paccaya sankhara, (A.- Dasaka nipata). 
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ii. knowledge in inference (anvaye jidna), iii. knowledge in 

analysis (pariye fidna) and iv. knowledge in convention 

(sammutiyd fidna).” 

As stated earlier, the aryan knowledge has perception alone (as its 

source). It is for the realization of the aryan truth, and it is called ‘dhamme 

fiana’, However, a truth pertaining either to past or to future cannot be 

known by perception; but may be known with the help of such a knowl- 

edge. This is called ‘anvaye fidna’™™' or inferential knowlege, namely, the 

inference-means. The 4 aryan’ s ability to penetrate someone else’s mind 

is called ‘pariye fiana’. When the arya realizes with the help of the 

worldly convention it is called ‘sammutiyd fidna’. 

‘Anvaye fidna’ is the aryan inferential knowledge which the Buddha 

has also called ‘dhammanvaya’.” The ‘svarthanumana’ of the other 
systems corresponds to this inferential knowledge. 

Once the following dialogue occurred between Sariputta and the 

Buddha: 

Sariputta: There has never been, there is no and there will never 

be a Sramana or a brahmin superior to the Buddha in the enlight- 

enment. 

Buddha: Sariputta, have you penetrated with your own the minds 

of all the past Buddhas so as to know that they were of such nature, 

of such wisdom, of such behaviour and of such liberation? 
Sariputta: No, Sir. 
Buddha: Have you done so with regard to those future Buddhas? 

Sariputta: No, Sir. 

Buddha: Have you done so with regard to the present Buddha? 

Sariputta: No, Sir. 

Buddha: Sariputta, how could you utter such a bold statement 

without that penetrative knowledge regarding the Buddhas of past, 

future or present? 

Sariputta: Sir, it is true that I do not have an ability to penetrate 

the minds of the Buddhas of past, present and future. Nevertheless, 

I have known by inference. Sir, suppose there is a rural city sur- 

20. Vibhanga - Nanakatha). 

21. Tattha katamam dhamme fidnam, catusu maggesu phalesu iidnam. anvaye fiananti 

cantari saccani paccakkhato disvd yatha iddni evam atitepi andgatepi imeva 
paticakkhandhd dukkha saccam, ayameva tanhd samudaya saccam. ... evam tassa 
fidnassa anugatiyam fidnam. (S.- kalarakhattiya vagga) and (D.-Sangitisutta). See 
also their commentaries. 

So imind dhammena fanena ditthena pattena viditena pariyogalhena atitanagatena 
yam neti yepi kho atitamaddhanam samand va...dukkham abbhaiiiamsu,,. .andgate 
ya tattha paiiid, (vibhanga.) 

22. = (S.- Nalanda vagga) and D. Sampasadaniyasutta). 
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rounded by a fortified wall with a single entrance; the door-keeper, 

being clever and intelligent, would not let stamgers in and but only 

those known to him. And going round the wall, he does not see a 

hole wide enough even for a cat to enter. The following accurs to 

him: whatever a large being were to enter the city it has to go 

through this very same door, and there is no other door. In the like 

manner, Sir, I knew by inference. This is how I came to know that 
all those Buddhas had given up the five hindrances and having 

established themselves on the four bases of mindfulness, became 

enlightened by developing the factors of enlightenment. 

The Buddha agreed. 

Sariputta knows such phenomena as five hindrances, four bases of 

mindfulness, seven factors of enlightenment etc. by perception. Follow- 

ing this knowldge he infers the nature of the Buddhas. This is the aryan 

inferential knowledge. This will be dealt in detail in the chapter on 

inference. 

15. There are five phenomena that serve as factors safegaurding the 

absolute truth. They are indeterminate means of knowledge, 

namely, faith (saddhd), inclination (ruci), tradition (anussava), 

reflection on reasons (akdaraparivitakka) and conviction based on 

the reflection on theories (ditthinijjhanakhanti). 

The five phenomena, saddha, ruci, anussava, akaraparivitakka and 
ditthinijjhanakhanti have been described (by the Buddha) as factors 

safegaurding the truth. But the realization of the aryan truth does not take 

place through them. They could be either true or false; hence they have 

been described as ‘having twofold effect’. 

These five are indeterminate means and are applicable in the 

account of conventional truth. They will be dealt in the second chapter. 

16. Wisdom born out of learning and wisdom born out of thought 
are supportive of the wisdom born out of cultivation. They are 

conventional knowledges. 

Out of the forms of the Buddist wisdom described as ‘sutamaya, 

bhavanamaya and cintamaya’ what is applicable to the realization of the 
absolute truth is only the wisdom bor out of cultivation. The other two 

only the supporting factors. Nonetheless, they are the means of conven- 

tional knowledge. and they will be elaborated on later. 

17. Herein emptiness is a phenomenon to be avoided. It is fourfold: 

‘nowhere I am’ (ndham kvacana), ‘not in anything of any other’ 
(kassaci kificanatasmim), ‘nowhere anything that belongs to me’ 

(na ca mama kvacana) and ‘not anything in anywhere’ (katthaci 
kificanatatthi). 
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The non-existence element of the Vaibhasikas may be compared with 

the Theravadins’ suifiard and pahdna pariiiid. The non-existence in this 

context has divided into two, namely, relationship (sansarga) and 

mutual (anyonya). The former has again divided into three: 

1. earlier non-existence (prdgabhava), non-existence in consequence of 

annihilation (pradhvansadbhdva) and absolute non-existence 

(atyantabhava). Sansarga is a relationship: relationship between the 

existence (origin) and the cessation of matter. If we take a pot as an 

example, the relationship may be threefold dependin¥ on how the non- 

existence of the object takes place, namely, 1.‘non-existent before and 

existent now’ (anddi santa), 2. existent before and non-existent now (sadi 

anta) and 3. non-existent before and now (anadi ananta). 

Mutual Non-Existence 

A pot is not a (piece of ) cloth, or there is not a pot in a (piece of) 

cloth or vice versa. This is mutual non-existence. By the fact that there 

is no singularity the presence of plurality is implied. Therefore both 

being and non-being are involved here. 
The above analysis of the Vaisesikas leaves much to be desired. Both 

past non-existence and non-existence by destruction actually refer to the 

same element. Non-existence by destruction contains the past non- 
existence for what is destroyed has to exist earlier. However this too is 

refuted by the satkaryavada of the Sankhyas for their argument is that 
nothing which was not earlier is possible. This is why we said that this 
leaves much to be desired. 

Furthermore, neither is it complete for there are forms of non-exist- 
ence which are not covered by this analysis. For example the non-exist- 
ence in ‘the physician is not at home’ is understood by the listener and 
itis a form of knowledge. And what kind of knowledge is this? It is not 

past non-existence for the physician has been at home before. Neither is 

it a non-existence by destruction for the physician is back home now. 

Nor is it an absolute non-existence for he is usually at home. Since there 
exists a relation between the physician and his home it is not a mutual 
non-existence either. This shows that this non-existence has not been 
covered by the above categories. Therefore their analysis (of non-exist- 

ence) is not complete. 

The author of the Tarkasangraha takes the qualifier-qualified 
relation (adjunct-substantive relation?) as a cause of perception.” It has 
been taken as a (form of) sense relation. For others such as the Mimamsa, 

this is a means. For them this knowledge is (caused by) the means of 
non-perception (anupalabdhi)* as in the case of knowing that ‘the jar is 

23, Tarkasatgraha. formula 4. 

24.  Kumarila’s slokavartikd and Nydyabindu. (ch. 2). 
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not on the table’. However the Vaisesikas are justified in saying that non- 

perception is a phenomenon to be known. 

The great master Dharmakirti has dealt with non-perception in the 

Nyayabindu in detail. Although (he) has not taken it as a means, it has 

been described as a phenomenon to be known, 

Both the element of non-existence of vaibhasikas and the non-per- 

ception of the Buddhists and the Mimamsikas are attempts at analysing 

the same phenomenon in two ways. This may well be compared with 

‘emptiness’ (su/ifata) of the Theravadins. 

The Four Cornered Emptiness: It is to view the nature of no-soulness 

through four corners, viz. 

1. Yam not anywhere (ndham kvacana): does not see an ‘I’ any- 

where. 

2. Not in anything that belongs to any other phenomenon: (kassaci 

kincafiatasmim): does not see anything identical with ‘I’ in 

anything that belongs to any other phenomenon. 

3. Nowhere is there anything that belongs to me (na ca mama 

kvacana): does not see ‘another’ anywhere. 

4. Not anything anywhere (katthaci kificanatatthi): does not see 

‘another’ that belongs to one self in anything of oneself. 

This is how ‘I-making’ (ahamkara) and ‘mine-making’ (mamankara) 

are described. : 

The textual ‘pahana pariiifia’ (comprehensive knowledge by eradi- 

cation) and the conditions of absence (natthi) and disappearance (vigata) 

refer to the element of non-existence. 

Aryan Inference and Logic 

It is known that knowledge derived from logical means is inference. 
That the Aryans too get this (kind of) knowledge is admitted in 

Buddhism. The Buddha has taken inference as ‘logic’ (tarka). When once 

the Buddha announced that a certain deity approached him and uttered 

some stanzas starting from ‘idam hi tam jetavanam’, Ananda said the 

following: “undoubtedly, it must be the deity Anathapindika for he is 
well-disposed towards Sariputta knowing the latter’s virtues. Thereupon 

the Buddha praised Ananda and said: ” You know what could be known 

by logic (yavatakam ananda takkaya pattabbam anuppattam taya). This 

shows that inferential knowledge applies to the Aryans. In this context, 

the prior perception is to know that to be well-disposed towards those 
who are without defilement is a meritorious deed leading to heavenly 

abodes. 
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Among the above-mentioned four aryan knowledges, the conven- 

tional knowledge is the convention of the Aryans. It is fourfold: They are 

1. say what is seen on what is seen (ditthe ditthavadita), 2. say what is 

heard on what is heard (sute sutavaditda), 3. say what is felt on what is 

felt (mute mutavddita) and 4. say what is cognized on what is cognized 

(viniidte virinatavadita). They will be described in the chapter on con- 

ventional knowledge. 

The difference between the Aryan and the worldling with regard to 

conventional knowledge is: the former does not take worldly conventions 

as pertaining to the soul-view whereas the worldling, at least till he attains 

the state of stream-entrance. is unable to get himself wholly rid of the 

self-view. Therefore, for the Aryans, convention is a view*> or a mere 

convention and not a reality; but it is a reality for the worldling. 

*He takes what is seen as a mere seen’ (ditthe ditthamattam 

bhavissati® describes how the aryan receives objects. There is a slight 

difference between ‘saying what is seen on what is seen’ and ‘taking 

what is seen as a mere seen’. The first refers to how the Aryan 

expresses himself whereas the latter signifies how he thinks (or receives 

objects). It is not the nature of the Aryan to take such objects as forms 

as desirable etc. However, it is not proper to compare ‘taking what is 

seen as a mere seen’ with the Mahayanic (e.g. of Dharmakirti , Sri Giana 

etc.) descriptions of perception, namely, that the object of perception is 

own-nature and that it is non-conceptual.”” 

The own-nature and non-conceptuality of the Mahayanists and the 
Hindus pertain only to worldly perception. The ‘taking what is seen as 
a mere seen’ advocated by the Buddha pertains to transcendental (aryan) 
knowledge. Once the Buddha said to Malunkyaputta that he will end 
suffering then and there if he were to follow the method expressed by 

‘taking what is seen as a mere seen’ etc.*® This shows that ‘taking what 

is Seen as a mere seen’ is not a form of perception, but to not take such 
objects (of perception) as (worthy of) attachment, views etc. 

25. Sammutiyoti ditthiyo (N. Mahavyuha atthakatha.) 

26. = (U.- Bodhivagga) and (S.- Chalavagga). 

27. Nyaya Pravesaya by Kotahene Pafiiakiui. 

28. Yato kho Mdlunkyaputia, dittha suta muta viifiatabbesu dhammesu ditthe 
ditthamatiam bhavissati sure sutamatiam bhavissati mute mutamattam bhavissati 
Vifiidte vifiiatamattam bhavissati tato vam Malunkyaputta, na tena... nevidha na 
huram na ubhayamantarena esevanto dukkhassaii. (S.- Chalavagga). 
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CHAPTER III 

ON CONVENTIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

1. Conventional truth is what has been designated (pragitapti).' 

Of the two truths referred to above, the conventional truth will be 

discussed in this chapter. In the worldly convention, such designations 

as ‘being’, ‘person’, ‘stone’, ‘(one) walks’, ‘(one) stands’ etc. are in or- 

der. Although such things are not valid in the absolute sense, they are 

taken as existent in the conventional sense. Even the Aryans make use 

of these conventions. (Therefore) such conventions as ‘person’ etc. are 

designations alone. 

2 To know it, is knowledge or vigiiana (knowing). 

The Aryan does not perceive conventions through craving, measur- 

ing and views. Therefore this situation is described as ‘wisdom’ (pajvifia) 
in the transcendental sense. The knowledge of the worldling is mundane, : 

and hence it has been described by such terms as ‘giiana’ (knowledge), 

‘vigfiana’ (knowing), ‘citta’ and ‘mana’ (mind).? The Buddha too has 
asserted the identity of citta, mana and vinnana.? 

3. Knowing is a single phenomenon, but, like (in the case of) fire, 
depending on the modes of arising, it is sixfold.“ 

It is known that ‘vigfiana’ is to know the six objects, form etc. through 

the six senses, eye etc. Nevertheless the Theravada analysis of ‘the ori- 

gin of knowledge’ is subtler and more complex than that of the other 

systems. In particular, one has to examine, in this context, the Buddha’s 

I. Katame dhammd pajifiatti? Ya tesam tesam dhammanam sankhd samaniid pafinati 

voharo namam ndmakammam namadheyam nirutti vyafijanam abhilapo ime 

dhammd paniatti, (Dhammasangani.) 

Lokuttara dhammam patva pajiiia jetthaka lokiya dhammamhi patva cittam 

Jetthakam. (Atthasdlini-padabhajaniya). 

vv 

3. Yanca kho etam bhikkhave vuccati cittam itipi mano itipi vififidnam itipi 

(S.Mahavagga). 

4. Sabbam riipam manovifiidnena vififieyyam. (Vibhaiga-fidna katha), 

(M. Mahdtanhasankayasuna, S. Asivisa vagga). 
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own statements according to which the vigfiana is one, but depending on 

its modes of arising, it is sixfold. It is not possible to derive any knowl- 

edge from the five vigfianas starting from eye-vigfiana; their function is 

only to connet with the object.5 They are mere doors for the objects, and 

the function of knowing is done only through mind (manas). This has been 

illustrated with the following simile: Suppose there is a city covered by 

a wall with six entrances. The master of the city stands in the middle of 

the city. Messengers entering from all six entrances would come to him 

in order to get their business attended. In the like mariner, objects com- 

parable to messengers arrive at the mind, which is comparable to the 

master of the city in order to get their business attended (nagarasamiti 

vifindnassetam adhivacanain S. Asivisa sutta.) 

Furthermore, a fire burning due to wood is called ‘wood-fire’ and a 

fire burning due to grass is called ‘grass-fire’; in the like manner, vigfiana 

arising due to the eye is called ‘eye-vigfiana’ and the one arising due to 

the ear is called ‘ear-vigfiana’. This similarly applies to the rest.® 

In the Buddhist accounts of the doors of the faculties it is quite usual 

to classify them either as five or as six. When mind is added to the five 

faculties, eye, ear, nose, tongue and body, they are called ‘six faculties’. 

The faculty or the door of mind has concepts (dharmas) as its objects. The 

belief in six faculties is also shared by such systems as Mimamsa, 

Vaisesika, Jaina and Nyaya. Mahayanists (e.g. Dharmakirti) take this 

(knowledge associated with faculties) as two: faculty-knowledge 

(indriyaghana) and mind-consciousness (manovignana). All these testify 

to the fact that the belief in six faculties is’ universal in the Indian phi- 

losophy. 

4. Itis fourfold: what is seen, heard, felt and known.’ These are the 

varieties of perception.® 

Knowledge derived from the six senses has been classified in the 

above manner. ‘What is felt’ refers to the knowledge derived from nose, 

tongue and body. ‘What is known’ is what Mahayanists take as ‘mind- 

consciousness’ (1anovigiiana). 

5. Pancahi nivaranehi na kifici pativijanati aftiiatra abhinipatamatia, (Vibhanga-fiana 
Katha). 

6. Yam yadeva paccayan paticca aggi jalati tena teneva sahkham gacchati. kattham ca 

paticca agai jalati katthaggitveva sankham gacchati, evameva yaiifiadeva paccayam 

paticca uppajjati viriianan: tena teneva satikham gacchati (M.- Mahatannasankhaya 

sutta). 

7. Cattaro ariyavohara ditthe ditthavdditd sute sutavadita mute mutayaditd vifiniate 

vitindtavadita, (D. patika and dasuttara suttas.) (A. Catukkanipata and Atthasalini- 

padabhajaniya). 

8. Rupayatanam na sutam na mutam na viiifiatam. (Vibhanga- dhammahadaya). 
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Reception of Objects: 

The five objects, form, sound, smell, taste and touch (viz. earth, fire 

and air) are forms themselves. They enter through two doors: form comes 

into contact with eye-sensibility, and simultaneously touches the 

mind-door or causes the movement of life-continuum (bhavaiiga). It is 

comparable to a bird’s touching the branch of a tree and the simultaneous 

appearance of its shadow on the ground. This happens with forms 

belonging to the present. In the pure mind-door there is no contact with 

the sensibility. Although forms etc. become objects for eye etc. the one 

who experiences them is the mind. This is confirmed by the following 

word of the Buddha: Mano tesam gocaravisayam paccanubhoti. All these 

considerations lead to the following conclusion: According to the 

Theravada Buddhist philosophy, the faculties become the objects of the 

faculty of mind (dittha suta ghdyita sdyita phutthavasena etani 

arammanani apathamagacchanti-(Atthasalini), a consciousness cannot 

arise from the five faculties alone without the involvement of the faculty 

of mind. What become the objects of mind are concepts which will be 

described later. 

5. What is seen with the eye is ‘seen’ (drsta). The knowledge of what 
is seen arises due to the combination of the following six: 

eye, (visual) form, light, coordination (samanndhdra), 

thought (abhoga) and attention” These are the causes of visual 

perception. 

This explains how the knowledge of what is seen or the eye-con- 

sciousness, which is the first category of perception arises. Generally 

the Buddha would say that this consciousness arises due to the contact 

between eye and form. Nevertheless, he has also explained the process 

in detail adding the other requisite factors. This analysis has been 

improved on by the later disciples and is presented in the Abhidhamma 

in a scholarly manner. 

In this context, ‘eye’ is the one that belongs to the one who is living 

and not affected by bile and phlegm. ‘Coordination’ is the act of direct- 

ing attention to the object. In certain places'®, all three, thought, 
coordination and attention, have been taken as one. This makes the causes 

9. Yato ca kho avuso ajjhattikam ce cakkhu aparibhinnam hoti bahird ca riipd dpatham 

agacchanti tajjo ca samannaharo hoti evam tajjassa viliidnabhagassa patubhavo 

hoti. (Vibhanga-fidnakatha, M. Mahahatthipadopama sutia and Atthasalini.) 

Cakkhutica paticca ripe uppajjati cakkhuvifiianam, tinnam sangati phasso. 

(S. Salayatana vagga.) 

10. See for instance Abhidhamma milatika and Swarnasaptati of the Sankhyans. 
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of the knowledge of what is seen four. Attention is the act of rotating 

within the life-continuum of the action-mind-element (kriya mano dhatu). 

6. A visual form enters the fields of both eye and mind. 

‘Entering the field’ means to reflect as in a mirror, to aim at and to 

contact. It is indispensable for knowledge. (In the word of the Buddha), 

this (entering the field) occurs also as ‘touch’ (phassa). 

7. Following are the obstacles to the knowledge of what is seen: 

minuteness of the object, shortness of duration, extremity of 

distance, extremity of closeness and being in past or future. 

Although the objects may not enter the field due to these reasons, 

those objects are still the objects of (visual) form. Even in the case 

of divine eye, its objects are precisely those that have not entered 

the field, but not conceptual objects. 

Even when the above-mentioned six preconditions are met, the 

following forms do not become the objects of vision: due to their extreme 

minuteness, such forms as subtle particles of dust and atoms; due to their 

short-livedness such forms as water dropped on a heated iron; and those 

that are extremely distant and extremely close. In the like manner, those 

forms the vision of which is obstructed by walls etc. do not become 

objects. However, even those forms that are not seen by the naked eye 

too are nothing other than the objects of form. What becomes the objects 

of the divine eye too are forms, but the door is mind. Although certain 

ancient teachers have held that forms that have not entered the field are 

objects of concepts, Buddhaghosa has concluded that even though these 

objects are experienced by mind they are still the objects of form.'' This 
shows that what becomes the objects of the mind-door are not only the 

objects of concepts but also the five objects that belong to past and 

future. They are forms and not concepts. 

The distinction between the objects of concepts and the objects of 

form will be made clear later. The eye usually is of ‘uneven intentions’ 

(visamajjhasaya).'? (At times) it would not enjoy well-polished walls 

etc. but it would the picturesque objects. In such cases, one not only 

opens one’s eye but also one’s mouth! 

8. The maximum duration of matter is 17 thought moments. The 
minimum is one thought moment. It is necessary to spend all 17 

11. Ye pana andpathagatarupadayopi dhammdarammanamicceva vadanti te imind 

suttena patikkhipitabba, tani manena paccanubhaviyamdnanipi riupa- 

rammandadiniyevati ayamattho siddho hoti. (Atthasalini.) 

12. Cakkhupetam visamajjhdsayam. (Atthasalini.) 

13. Tam sattarasacitiayu vind vinnatti lakkhana. (Abhidhammatthasangaha- 

catutthapariccheda). 
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moments in order toknow matter fully, namely, the comprehensive 

perception of what is seen. 

In order to know fully (or to perceive) the five, namely, form, sound, 

smell, taste and touch which are the objects of eye, ear, nose, tongue 

and body and the 22 forms (except two indicatives and four character 

forms) which are the objects of mind, it is necessary that 17 moments of 

mind pass. It takes only.one moment to know indicatives and character 

forms. This can be understood by examining the method of thought- 

processes according to the Abhidhammatthasatgaha."* This thought- 

process method comprises the Theravada analysis of perception, and it 

does not seem that a subtler analysis is available in any other system. 

In perceiving a form (an object) there must be a combination of all 

the above-mentioned causes. Of the 17 thought moments, what may be 

regarded as the first in the process is the fifth moment, namely, eye 

cognition. However the perception does not take place at this instance; 

but it does at the instance of determining. 

According to Buddhist philosophy, the eye alone is not sufficient to 

see forms; mind also is required. Eye (the sentient organ of eye) is the 

object of mind and form is the object of eye. Eye (the sentient organ of 

eye) is a concept-object. Since no cognition is possble in the sentient 

organ of eye alone unassisted by the presence of mind what comes into 

the sentient organ of eye is the colour and the shape of a form. This is 

comparable to a reflection in a mirror. The ‘transaction’ between the 

form and mind by means of eye is called ‘eye-cognition’ and ‘form-per- 

ception’. If an eye can see without (the intervention of) mind, even the 

eye of a statue will see! 

How many times could a form be seen during a moment? It is only 

once, for what is seen in the subsequent moment is either its past-object 

or another form of that selfsame form. Once we see a flower (at the first 

14. A mind-path (details available in the Abhidhammatthasangaha): 

12 3 456 789 10 Il 12 1314 151617 

LLvLaAsCRt I DimImIm ImImImImRg Rg (LL) 

L = Life continuum thought (bhavanga) 

Lv = Life continuum vibration thought (bhavanga calana) 

La = Life continuum arrest thought (bhavangupaccheda) 

As = Apprehending at the five senses thought (paficadvaravajjana) 

C = Cognition of eye (cakkhuvififiana) 

Re = Recipient thought (sampaticchana) 

= Investigating thought (santirana) 

D = Determining thought (votthapana) 

Im = Impulsion thought (/avana) 
Rg = registering thought (saddlambana) 
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instance) what is seen subsequently is the past form of the same flower; 

or some other aspect of that flower, namely, its pollensor petals. One 

cannot step into the same river twice, for river is a flowing mass of 

water which would never return (to its former position). Hence, the next 

moment one is bound to step into a different flow of water, viz. into a 

different river. 

We may draw the following conclusions on Theravada explanation 

of the origin of knowledge by means of visual and auditary faculties 

etc. (the perceptual knowledge): ‘ 

1. The objects belonging to the five doors will also enter the mind- 

door. 
2. The objects only ‘fall in’ to the five doors, they do not cognize 

objects. 

3. The knowledge mind-door derived from the five doors is called 

‘belonging to mixed mind-door’. This is the knowledge belonging 

to the five faculties. It is the perception derived from what is seen, 

heard and felt. 
4. Of ‘what is seen, heard, felt and known’ the first three are (called) 

‘belonging to mixed mind-door’ and the fourth (‘what is known’ ) 

is regarded as ‘belonging to pure mind-door’. 

5. The pure mind-door is twofold: associated with the five doors and 

occurring independently. 

6. The cognitive process of a form perceived initially through the visual 

faculty may recur in the mind. This recurrence is what is ‘associ- 

ated with the five doors’. It is comparable to the echo of a bell’®, 

7. There is more than one way for the independent origination of 

knowledge in mind. They do not necessarily produce perception, 

for the objects are forms belonging either to past or to present but 

not concepts. Nevertheless, one’s knowledge of the nature of those 

forms has concepts as its object. 

(The details will be given in the account of the perception of what 

is known.) 

Various ways how the independent mind-door receives objects: 

1. Through objects received earlier by the five faculties (namely, 

the colour and the shape of such objects), 

2. By receiving similar objects, 

3. By hearing others’ words, 

15. Pancahi vifiiidnehi na kifici pativijanati aiifiatra abhinipatamata, (Vibhanga.) 

16. See Abhidhammatthasangaha tikd. 
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By hearing something similar to what was heard earlier’ 

By faith, 

By inclination, 

By reflection on reasons, 

By cenviction based on reflection on theories, 

9. By the power of various actions (karma), 

10. By the disturbance of elements, 

11. By psychic powers, 

12. By the influence of gods, 

13. By partial understanding, 

14. By realization etc. 

SNAWS 

In the analysis of thought-processess, those pertaining to the five 

doors have been classified as i. very big, ii. big, iii. small and iv. very 

small; the thought-paths belonging to the door of mind have been clas- 

sified as i. illuminated and ii. unilluminated. What belong to the percep- 

tion of what is known are those that belong to the mind-door, and the 

details of these will be given later. 

Duration of a Form 

Thought-process is the process of thought that takes place in the act 

of understanding an object. The duration of a form is seventeen thought- 

moments which become fifty-one when multiplied by the three briefer 
instances of each moment , namely, nascence, existence and disintegra- 

tion. The longest life-span of a form is 51 briefer moments and the shortest 
is one thought-moment which comprises three briefer moments. 

There are some points to be considered in the Abhidharmic account 

of ‘the duration of a form’: 

1. What is form? 
2. What is the duration of a form? 

3. What kind of form has the duration of 17 thought-moments? 

4. What is that form which becomes the object when a certain 

number of thought-moments (say, 2, 4 or 15) of that form have 

passed? 

Forms and Their Duration 

The Abhidhamma refers to 28 forms which are the aspects of the 

aggregate of form. Form is evanascent and mind is still more so. During 

the life-span of one form 17 thought-moments pass which means that a 

form has 17 times longer span of life than that of a thought. This suggets 

that 17 seventeen thoughts have to pass in order to comprehend a form 

fully. 
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How can we understand this? We do feel the change of thoughts 

and we do see the change of forms, but not at such a great speed. A 

tender leaf of Asoka is slightly red, and within one or two days it turns 

an extreme red; the light red is no longer there and it has been substi- 

tuted by dark red which, in another few days, turns green. We do see 

this change of forms, but we do not see the process of this change taking 

place. What really does undergo such a change? They are forms, namely, 

such primary forms as earth, water, heat and air. How many such primary 

forms are there in an Asoka leaf?- Practically more than millions. An atom 

and the split parts of an atom too are such forms. Now the leaf is not 

one form but a combination of primary forms or a mass of atoms. The 

primary forms in this object are in the process of constant and instanta- 

neous birth and disintegration which lasts for 17 moments. Therefore 

forms have a life-span of 17 thought-moments. 

We are able to see the birth, existence and the disintegration of those 

primary forms also in greater magnitude. The manner of such an 

appearance is also considered a form; it is a ‘character form’. We perceive 

it in three ways: First we see a tender leaf of Asoka, and subsequently we 

see the leaf in maturity; the forms that comprised the tender leaf are no 

longer in the mature leaf, nevertheless, it is the same leaf. In this process, 

the leaf represents the integration (upacaya) form; the mature ‘leaf 
represents the jarata decayed form; and to know that both are identical 

is the santati, continuity-form. The object of this perception is mass and 

not individual atoms. 

What is that form which has a life-span of 17 thought-moments in 

a thought-path? 

A Jasmine is a flower which would not exhaust its life-span by 

being an object to an eye or by one’s knowing that it is a flower. We 

know that flower continues to be. The flower is a mass of forms. Within 

the flower, such primary forms as earth etc. and the forms of colour, 
smell, taste and substance (oja) constantly undergo a process of birth and 

disintegration which, of course, we are not able to perceive at once. We 

do see this afterwards (viz. when the flower is withered). The life-span 

of a mass of forms that existed when the flower was first seen may have 

been 17 thought-moments. What is seen after the lapse of 17 thought- 

moments is a mass of forms originated anew. This much is clear, 

but what kind of form is it which has lasted two, four or fifteen thought- 

moments within big, small or very small thought-paths? 

The maximum life-span of a man is 100 years. Suppose we see a 

man 90 years old and 10 more years remaining. Is this perception of 
ours comparable to perceiving a form which has passed about 15 thought- 
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moments and has 2 moments remaining (viz. perceiving a very small 

object)? Or is it the case that the life-span of the very small object has 

passed as in the case of the man? Do all forms (primary forms and 

atoms) have an equal span of life, or do they differ from one another in 

this respect? Nothing has been said on this matter. This is problematic. 

It is wrong to take a life-span of a form as that of a mass of forms. 

Such objects as flowers, trees and fruits are masses of objects for it is 

clear that they have longer life than 17 thought-moments. The life-span 

of a primary form such as earth may be taken as 17 thought-moments, 

but such a form does not fit the case of a form which has passed about 

15 thought-moments. In the thought-path pertaining to the five doors 

what is taken as form is a mass of forms and not primary (atomic) forms. 

Therefore what is meant by ‘life-span of a form’, according to our 

understanding, is the time required for the comprehension of a form 

(composite form). It is necessary that there must pass 17 thought- 

moments in order for the full comprehension of a form to take place. 

What gets decreased is only the thought-moments and not anything that 

belongs to the form. By decreasing the thought-moments what gets 

decreased is not the form but the understanding thereof. Therfore I think 
that the life-span of a form has to be understood as ‘the life-span of the 
comprehension of a form’ According to this interpretation, there are four 

stages of comprehension involved in the perception pertaining to the five 

doors: 

Very big (registering term)(arimahantarammana) 

Big (impulsion term) (mahantarammana) 

Small (determining term) (parittarammana) 

4. Very small (empty term) (atiparittarammana) 

Ses 

The duration of the knowledge of the objects of the mind-door is 

shorter. Such objects which are either illuminated or unilluminated last 

thirteen or eleven moments maximum and in some case it can be as short 

as one thought-moment. 

_ . Two indicating forms and four character forms have a life-span of 

one thought-moment. 

In any analysis of perception of reality according to the Theravada, 

it is necessary that the above-mentioned classification of the nature of 

the objects is highlighted. One must examine the simile of the mango 

(see below) in this context. When one goes through all the !7 moments 

one does not easily forget the object; even if that happens, it is easier to 

recollect it, for it is in one’s mind. 
The sense perception is comparable to the following: a man who is 

asleep under a mango tree is awakened by the sound of a mango falling, 

picks it up, eats it and goes to sleep again. The object in this context is 
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very big. As the man may not go beyond seeing the mango, an object 

may reach the faculty but may not reach the stage of impulsion; then it 

is small. The rest has to be understood in this manner. 

Own-Nature and General Nature 

This is an interesting and deep phenomenon. In order to understand 

this clearly one must, for a moment, forget everything said on this in the 

other systems of philosophy and view the matter purely from the 

Theravada point of view. The Theravadins also have admitted that a form 

has both its own-nature and a general nature: Before examining this, we 

need to examine the Buddha’s account of ‘characteristics’. 

The Buddha has said that there are three characteristics of form and 

formless phenomena, namely, impermanence, suffering and non- 

substantiality. He has said that all phenomena except nirvana has these 

characteristics. However, non-substantiality is common to nirvana too.!7 

Are these three signata the own-nature or the general nature of phenom- 

ena? Own-nature has been defined as the unique characteristic of 

phenomena (form etc.).'* The three characteristics such as impermanence 

etc. cannot be own-nature for they are common to all phenomena and 

shared by all.'® From this it is clear that what becomes the object of the 
aryan perception is general nature of the phenomena. Nevertheless, the 

contemplation on the own-nature also belongs to the transcendental 

perception.”° 
Form is what is subject to disintegration; it does not have the 

character of feeling. Therefore disintegration is the own-nature of form. 
Here ‘disintegration’ means the changing character of matter. It is the 

own-nature. 
Furthermore, it is said that, in understanding the phenomena, one 

must know their ‘characteristics, taste,?! appearance and proximate 

phenomena’. Even in this classification what comes first is the own-na- 

ture of forms etc., not their general nature. All these lead to the conclusion 

that, in realizing truth, the Aryan perceives both the own-nature and the 

general nature of phenomena.” 

17, Sabbe dhamma anatta, (Dhammapada.) 

18. Salakkhanam nama dhammanam anajifiasddhdrana sabhavo. (Vism.) 

19. Rupam aniccam vedand aniccé adind nayena dhammadnam sdmaitiialakkhanam 

Gropetva pavatia lakkhanarammanika vipassand pajiid tirana pariiifia nama. 

(Vism.) 

20. = Ruppanalakkhanam riipam vedayitalakkhana vedanati evam dhammdgnam paccatta 

lakkhana sallakkhana vasena pavatta patiia tidta pariffia. (Vism). 

21. ‘Characteristics’ and ‘taste’ are used synonimously. (Vism.) 

22. This does away with Dharmakirti’s view (Nydyabindu ch. |. formula: 6 & 7.) 
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In perceiving forms, there cannot be a similarity between the 

characteristics an Arya and a worldling would see in them. The arya 

sees the three signata, and he does not grasp them as worthy of craving, 

conceit and views. Nevertheless, the Arya too, following the convention 

of the world, is engaged in the discourse of perception. ‘To say what is 

seen as seen’ is the conventional perception of the Arya. Here the 

manner of perceiving a form between an Arya and a worldling must be 

similar, When both an Arya and a worldling says that they have seen a 

man on the zoad,” there cannot be a difference in the etymological 

meaning of what they say, for it is a mere convention. Nor is there a 

difference of components that causes perception in the two. Now what 

characteristic of the form (of the man) was the object of this conventional 

perception of ‘what is seen’- own-nature or a general nature or both? 

This has to be analysed according to the Theravada and not according to 

the other philosophies. 

Distinction Retween Own-Nature and General Nature 

Form is an element. (Sound, smell, taste and touch too are elements.) 

Taken separately, it is many, namely, man. tree, stone etc. Each of these 

forms has a name. Each has its sub-divisions which are ultimately the 

same. For example: man is a form; it is different form such others as 
elephant, tree and stone. The name of that particular form is ‘man’. Man 

has sub-divisions, namely, Europeans, Africans, Asians etc. They 

themselves are (the sub-divisions of) man. 

What is the own-nature of this element called ‘man’? What is its 
general nature? Man’s own-nature is his unique nature which is not shared 

by non-humans. Straight walk, speech and wearing clothes etc. are his 

own-nature; but to eat, sleep and walk etc are his general nature. What 

is unique to all men is a general nature of each individual man. There- 

fore there must be a different own-nature for each man. For example, 

for a dark man darkness may be his own-nature; but among dark men it 

becomes a general nature. This shows that any own-nature may turn out 

to be a general nature in the process of generalization. However, in the 

“final analysis, every form has one or more own-natures. This is not to 
mention that there can be a number of general natures. Own-nature is 

the unique characteristic as exhibited in the case of a child who recognizes 

its mother merely by seeing. The statement, ‘I have seen elephants’ is a 

result of a perception of a unique character of elephants not shared by 

any other animal. 

23. The arhant uses conventional language to report to the Buddha what they 
perceived. 
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When I say that ‘I have seen the valiant elephant of Panamure’ the 

own-nature of elephants become the general nature; what becomes the 

own-nature is something unique to the elephant of Panamure. These 

considerations lead to the conclusion that own-nature is the unique 

character of the subject. 

What is referred to by ‘nanatrakaya’ (diverse figure) in the doctrine 

is own-nature; ‘ekattakdya’ refers to the general nature. Furthermore, 

‘vemattata’ (diversity) and ‘ekattara’ (one-ness) in the Netti also refer to 

own-nature and the general nature respectively. ‘ 
According to the Theravada Buddhist philosophy, what becomes the 

object of eye is only the sphere of form. It is a visible (sanidassan) form. 

The rest is all non-visible (anidassana).*4 The sphere of form is nothing 

other than colour and shape etc.*> Therefore perception is not through 

physical eye but through mind. Mind also perceives the thought-objects 

(namely, the perception of what is known). The distinction between ‘what 

is seen’ and ‘what is known’ is subtle. It will be clarified in the analysis 
of ‘what is known’, 

In the classification of ‘lakkhana, rasa, paccupatthana, padatthana’ 

the proximate reason (padatthana) has an affinity to own-nature, _ 

Own-Nature and General Nature in Other Philosophies 

Dharmakirti, the author of the Nyayabindu, defines ‘own-nature’ in 
the following manner: “own-nature is that (characteristic) the proximity 

or the distance of which makes a difference in the way of perceiving an 

object.*”” According to this, there can be more than one own-nature 
depending on the stages of the same perception. What was own-nature 

before may become a general nature after. 

Seeing from a distance someone coming, one may say: “someone 

is coming”. If that concludes his perception, the own-nature in that con- 

text is only the human-ness of one who comes; being live is the general 

nature. If he were to see further he would know that it is a woman. Now 

the own-nature is the person’s femininity. Human-ness referred to ear- 
lier now becomes a general nature. Seeing still further he would know 

that it is his mother. Now femininity becomes a general nature and her 

‘motherness’ becomes the own-nature. 

24. Katamam tam riipam sanidassanam? riipdyatanam, idam tant riipam sanidassanam. 

(Dhammasangani- ripakanda). 

25. Katamam tam ritpam ripayatanam? yam rupam catunnam mahabhitdnam upadaya 

vannanibhd sanidassanam sappatigham nilam pitam: digham rassam: ninnam 

thalam chayd atapo aloko andhakaro abbhd mahika dhtimo,.. (Dhammasangani- 
ripakanda). 

26. Yasyarthasya sannidhanasannidhanabhyam ghanapratibhasastat svalaksanam. 

(Nyayabindu-formula:6). 
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Thus own-nature is not one particular thing unique to the object 

(form) in discussion. It is not a unique characteristic shared by this par- 

ticular mother and the other mothers. Neither is it something not unique 

(it is not a characteristic shared by such others as mother-in-law, father, 

brother or sister of the person concerned). Dharmakirti says that the 

object of perception is own-nature and the object of inference is general 

nature.*” According to the Mahayana Buddhist philosophy, the only 

absolute truth is own-nature.”* It is their view that general nature is not a 

truth but a mere name. Nyaya-vaisesikas do not talk about own-nature, 

but they have a basic category called ‘distinction’ (visesa). According to 

their view, ‘distinction’ is the characteristic which distinguishes one 

matter, say, earth-element which is permanent from another similar 

matter. The distinction between an atom of earth and an atom of water 

is ‘distinction’. Among their seven categories, they also have ‘general- 

ity’ (samadnya) which signifies the general nature. They classify percep- 

tion first into two, worldly and non-worldly, and then the latter again 

into three, the first of which is the perception of the general nature. 

According to them to know that all men are mortal is a non-worldly 

perception of general nature. How can this conclusion be drawn without 

actually seeing that all men die? Nevertheless it is a perception for them. 

In western philosophy own-nature or ‘distinction’ and general 

nature comes in the analysis of categories. In classifying something they 

include distinction (species) as sub-group of the generality (genus). It is 

believed that a category contains both these characteristics (denotation 

or generality and connotation or distinction). In the like manner propo- 

sitions, according to their characteristics, are divided into two: general 

(universal propositions) and special (particular propositions). Any details 

of these are not called for in the present context. 

Theravada Conclusion 

It has already been mentioned that, according to the Theravada, 

perception is twofold as ‘arya’ and ‘conventional’ and that the conven- 

tional perception is common also to the arya. This compels us to 

conclude that both own-nature and the general nature of an object can 

be the field of the conventional perception which is of what is seen, heard, 

felt and known. This was mentioned in the chapter on the Aryan 

knowledge. 

In perceiving an object one perceives first the general nature; 

own-nature follows. In the thought-path upto determining, thoughts 

27, Anyat samdnya laksanam sonumanasya visayah. Ibid. 

2 8. Tadeva paramartha sat. Ibid. 
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perceive the general nature of the object, during the rest, it is the 

own-nature. One may argue that what becomes object of faculties is the 

own-nature and what does not become object of faculties is the general 

nature; but this is erroneous, for the same form contains both. 

There are a few difficulties to be resolved: 

1. Is it the case that only own-nature is the object of perception 

(as held by the Mahayanists)? 

2. Are there instances where only the general gature is the object 

of perception (as held by the Naiyadyikas)? 

3. Is it the case that the two become objects together and not alone? 

The solution of these difficulties depends on how one interprets these 
natures. It is possible for own-nature to be either a form-object or a 

subtle form which belongs to a concept-object. For example, there is a 

story of a woman who, fleeing from her husband, laughed aloud show- 

ing her teeth, on seeing a monk in his alms-round. The husband who 

was following asked the monk whether he saw a woman. The monk 

thereupon said: I do not know for sure whether it was a man or a woman; 

but I did see a skeleton passing on the road. What is the monk’s knowl- 

edge in question here? Since he admitted seeing it must be the perception 

of what is seen. How do own-nature and the general nature apply here? 

The attention of the monk was focussed on her teeth just when his eyes 

met the woman’s figure. Concentrating on the object of teeth, he became 

an arhant; but did not know that the object of perception was a woman 
In this context, what nature of the woman did the monk see? In other 
words, what are the relevant own-nature and the general nature? It is 

possible that the monk who was in his alms-round did not look at the 

woman. Hearing the sound of the laughter his eyes may have automati- 

cally turned in that direction only to see a set of teeth. The monk was in 

his usual contemplation of repulsiveness of human figure and this may 

have made him perceive teeth as bones. His assertion that he saw a 

skeleton is the result of this. The own-nature in this context is the (bones 

of) teeth; there are other bones, such as skull, ribs etc. which comprise 

the general _ nature. Since the monk took what is seen merely as seen 

he became an arahant by focussing on the same. 

9. Knowledge arising due to the combination of ear, sound, space, 

coordination, attention and thought (abhoga) is the perception of 
what is heard. Contact is the common factor in here. 

Necessary components of the perception of what is heard are 
enumerated here. Just as light for seeing forms, space is necessary for 

hearing sounds. ‘Ear’ means the unobstructed and undamaged element 
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of ear. ‘Sound’ is the sphere of sound.” As in the case of the perception 

of what is seen, sounds too have their own-nature and general nature. 

The feminine voice can be distinguished from that of masculine; that is 
its own-nature. Mother’s voice can be distinguished among feminine 

voices; that is its own-nature. Sound enters the ear, but becomes an 

object of the mind. 

Usually the faculty of hearing is of ‘hole-intention’ (bilajjhasaya) for 

sound always comes through space or holes. Even in a completely cov- 

ered space one hears sounds through holes. Most of the obstructions 

pertaining to sight do also pertain to hearing. How ‘what is heard’ has 

been taken as means in other logical systems will be described later. 

10. Form-object and sound-object are non-present-perceivers 

(asampattaggahi). 

Non-present-perception refers to the nature of deriving knowledge 

by the faculties without physically reaching the objects. This is clearer 

in the case of perception of what is seen, but not so in the case of what 
is heard. The contact between the faculty and the object is ‘contact’ 

(phassa), but not ‘reaching’. The contact between eye and form refers to 

eye’s entering the field of vision, but not to form’s impinging on the 

eye. It is also through contact that ear hears noice. But did the noise 

actually touch the ear? If it did, then it is ‘present-perceiving’ and if it 
did not, then it is ‘non-present-perceiving’, Even the commentators are 

not in agreement on this matter.2° Some took even ‘what is seen’ as 

‘present-perceiver’. However, the view of Buddhaghosa is that it is a 

‘non-present-perceiver’. It is clear that it is only the reflection of a form 

but not the form itself that reaches the eye. Nevertheless, the approach 

of the sound is different. It is clear that sound is a kind of matter (which 

explains how sound can be taped). It is a question whether this matter 

approaches ear without any change. We have to conclude that it does, 

provided there were no obstructions. The movement is in accordance 

with the speed of sound. It is comparable to how waves gradually reach 

the bank when a stone is thrown into the waters of a river. 

Knowledge deriving from hearing a sound is the perception of what 

is heard. What is perceived through it is not a form but a sound. There is 

also a means called ‘what is heard’ which is not a perception, and this 

will be described later. 

29. Katamam tam ripam saddayatanam? Yo saddo catunnam mahabhiitanam upadaya 

anidassano sappatigho bherisaddo...sattanam nigghosos dhatinam 

sannighdtasaddo vata-udaka-manussa-amanussa saddo...(Dhammasangani.) 

30. Atthakathayam pana dpathagatattava drammanam sampattam nama. 

(Atthasalini). 
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11. What is known through the organs of nose, tongue, and body is 

called ‘what is felt’ (muta). They are present-perceivers. Due to 

their common characteristics they have been taken together. 

This describes the perception of what is felt. The commentary 

explains this as the perception produced by touching, bumping and 

poking.?! Smell, taste and touch, the elements of earth, fire and air are 

felt only when they touch the relevant faculty. Therefore they are ‘present- 

perceivers’. 
‘ 

12. Nose-consciousness arises due to nose, smell, air and attention; 

tongue-consciousness due to tongue, taste, water and attention; 

and the body-consciousness due to body, contact, reality (bhuta) 

and attention. 

These knowledges originate by air touching nose, water touching 

tongue and primary forms touching body. The faculty of smell is of 

‘space-intention’ (akasajjhdsaya). The cattle smelling earth would look 

up to the sky in order to perceive smell. One would pick up a pinch of 

fragrant powder with two fingers and inhale it looking upwards. Smell 

travels with the air. Tongue is of ‘village-intention’ (gamajjhasaya). Even 

the ascetics meditating in the forest would return to the village in order 

to taste spicy food. Water is needed for taste to be felt. Even dry food 

needs to be moisturized with saliva when eating; if not, one would not 

feel the taste. Body always yearns for the primary objects. Hence it is of 

grasping-intention (upadinnakajjhasaya). It is because of this that people 

would use their hand as a prop if they do not have a pillow to rest their 
head while sleeping, and would press even a ripe fruit in order to make 

sure whether it is ripe. 

13. The perception called ‘what is known’ arises due tothe combination 

of life-continuum, mind, concepts (object), seat of heart and 

attention. 

The perception of what is known is subtle and deep. Any compari- 

son with the other systems may confuse the matter. Therefore, as we 

did in the discussion of own-nature, this needs to be studied purely on 

Theravada grounds. 

It was mentioned earlier that mind gets involved in the perception 

of five doors while it itself perceives such objects as forms.” 

(1) If five faculties always co-operate with mind and both the five 

faculties and mind receive such objects as forms, it is difficult 

31. Mutvd ca munitvd ca gahitam ahaccagantvati attho. (Papaficastdani, Atthasalini 

and Saratthadipani.) 

32. Mano tesam gocaravisayam paccanubhoti. (M.- Mahavedalla sutta). 
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to understand how mind can perceive an object (concept-object) 

all by itself. 

(2) When forms seen in the past or belonging to the future are per- 

ceived by mind those forms are said to be form-objects and not 

concept-objects.3 If so what is concept-object? 

(3) Is it the case that there is no perception of concept-objects within 

the perception of form-objects or vise versa? 

(4) If not, what is the difference between the two? 

(5) Further, what is the reason for the existence of a separate per- 

ception of what is known when the five perceptions (percep- 

tion of what is seen etc.) also involve a cognitive aspect? 

(6) How can this be understood? 

All these questions ultimately lead to one consideration: The solu- 

tion of the problem depends on a clear understanding of ‘concept- 

object’. 

In elucidating this point according to Abhidhamma, it is 

necessary that we examine mind-element and mind-consciousness-ele- 

ment first. 

In the three perceptions of what is seen, heard and felt the role of 

mind is secondary and not independent. We say that one reads with the 

help of a pair of spectacles knowing that it would not help one who has 
lost his eye-sight. Thus we give more prominence to spectacles. In the 

like manner although the perception of what is seen is impossible 
without the help of mind-element we do not call it mind-consciousness; 

instead we call it eye-consciousness. In this context, the mind-element 

is represented by the fifth in the thought-path, apprehending-at-the- 

five-senses-thought and the seventh, the recipient thought. This suggests 

that the mind associated with the five faculties is called ‘mind-element’, 

and that it belongs to the present.** 
When mind acts independently it perceives objects directly as in 

the case of one reading a book without the help of glasses. This is called 

‘what is known’ or the mind-consciousness, (Note how impulsion 
thoughts occur immediately after the apprehending-at the-mind-door 

33. Atthasalini says; Tani andpathagata rtipdadi drammanani ripdrammanddiniyeva. 

However that they were taken to be concept-object is also suggested by another 

statement: Ye pana andpathagata riipadayopi dhammarammanamicceva vadanti te 

imind suttena patikkhipitabba. 

34, = Paccuppannam riipam eva cakkhuvifiianadihi chahi veditabbam manovifiidnam 

pana atitampi anagatampi vijanati. (Atthasdlini p. 265 Hevavitarana edition). 
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are considered concept-objects for they are a kind of force generated by 

conditions. 
How do subtle forms become concept-objects? For they are not 

perceived by the five faculties. 

Water-Element Matter 

Water-element is contained in water in high degree. When we touch 

water what we feel is not water-element but such other elements as earth. 

When we see water we do not see the water-element But its colour and 

shape etc. Water-element has flowing and binding as its nature.” Although 
mirage betrays flowing nature it is not water-element. Due to their high 

containment of water-element, salt dissolves and lead heats. A drop of 

water fallen on dry dust would create lumps, and this is due to the binding 

nature of water-element. This phenomenon is known by mind, and hence 

it comes under concept-object. 

Matters of Feminine-ness and Masculine-ness 

These cannot be known by the five faculties. They are comprehended 

by mind with the help of the five faculties. There are so many ‘ness’es 

in the world: human-ness, woman-ness, man-ness, bull-ness, ape-ness, 

dog-ness etc. Among them, feminine-ness and masculine-ness is of par- 

ticular importance. The faculty of sex has been divided into two. This 

can only be understood by mind. When we say that a particular man has 

a feminine walk we actually refer to the feminine-ness. This is compre- 

hended by mind and hence it a concept-object. 

Heart Basis Matter 

It is the Buddhist belief that heart is the basis of mind. Consider 

how heart beat changes when an object capable of producing intense 

emotions is felt. Those yogins who can read others’ mind do so by 

taking note of the colour of the blood in the heart. Therefore heart is a 

type of matter, and it cannot be known by the five faculties. Hence it a 

concept-object. 

Life-Faculty Matter 

We know that an image does not have life even though it may look 
quite alive. This is because it is devoid of life. Nevertheless, in a living 

being, we know that there is life. Life-faculty is a subtle form, known 

by mind, and hence it is a concept-object. There is a constituent of thought 
with the same name, but it belongs to mind, but this belongs to matter. 

42. Abandhanalakkhand dpodhdtu, paggharanalakkhand dpodhdtu brithanarasa 

sangahapaccupatthand. (Vism.) 
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In one who is in the ‘absorption of cessation’, there is no name-faculty 

of life but only matter-faculty of life. 

Nutriment Matter 

This too cannot be known by the five faculties. There is aclose fe- 

lation between life-faculty matter and nutriment matter. One is internal 

and the other is external. Life is continued by the combination of the 

two. The essence of food which cannot be seen is a kind of power 

comparable to vitamins. This essence not visible to the naked eye is still 

matter; it is subject to mind and is a concept-object. 

Space Element Matter 

We know space element as represented by a cavity, opening or room. 

What we actually notice is the gross matter. Space element is not 
perceived by the five faculties. If there is a hole on a wall what we 

perceive is the absence of gross matter. Therefore separation is its char- 

acter. Even if we accidentally put our hand in a hole we do not feel space; 

what we feel is gross matter. This is not felt by the body either. Therefore 

it is subject to mind. It is a concept-object. Many discourses indicate 
that there is a close affinity between space element and nibbana 

element. There is a deep secret in these two elements insofar as they are 
wholly devoid of the four gross matter. 

Bodily Expression Matter 

‘Expression’ is to indicate. When indication is done with the body 

it is called ‘bodily expression’. By the manner of the movements of the 

body we know that one is engaged in a particular activity. The mode of 

movement is a matter known by eye. The state of mind produced by 

that movement in the onlooker is bodily expression matter, and it is known 

by mind.* For example: when a surgeon amputates a hand or a leg one 
does not get angry with him; but when the same thing is done by an 

enemy the reaction is wholly different. The identical act produces 

different attitudes depending on the difference of ‘expression’. Expression 

is understood by even animals. That explains why a dog or a cow would 

run away when one takes a stone or a stick with harmful intention. 

The goodness or badness of a karma has to be determined depend- 

ing On its ‘expression’. Innocence or otherwiseness of (a person involved 

in) a crime has to be decided on similar grounds. Although ‘expression’ 

has been categorized among matter it is in reality a constituent of 

43. Ayam hatthdadinam akdro cakkhuvifiieyyo hoti vinfatti pana na cakkhuvifiieyyd 

manovififieyya eva. (Atthasalini- Hevavitarana edition p. 96). 
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thought associated with matter. It is mind-born. That is why it is a 

concept-object. 

Vocal Expression Element 

One's intention felt through one's words is ‘vocal expression’. Sound 

audible to ear is an object of the faculty of hearing;* but through it the 
listener comes to know the intention of the sayer. This is a concept, and 

hence it is a subject of mind. It is taken as matter since it is caused by 

vocal matter. v 
There is a difference between an order issued by a king and an 

order issued by one who is performing the role of a king in a play. The 

difference of the ‘vocal expression’ explains this. Like bodily expression, 

vocal expression too is felt by even animals. This explains why certain 

animals follow vocal orders given by men. 

The goodness or badness of vocal karmas has to be determined 

depending on the ‘expression’ concerned. When the Buddha said to 

Brahmin Kasibharadvaja that the Buddha too ploughs, sows; and earns 

his living by doing so (ahan ca kasami ca vapami ca kasitva ca vapitva 

ca bhunjami) he did not utter a falsehood for the ‘expression’ was not 

bad. The apparent!y harsh words by parents and teachers to their children 

and pupils are not really so for they originate from good ‘expression’. 

Any other similar instances have to be determined according to the 

‘expression’ concemed. 

It must be borne in mind that both bodily expression matter and the 

vocal expression matter are born of mind. ° , 

Lightness, Plasticity and Pliability 

These three types of matter exist together, but differ depending on 

where they exist. Hence they are also called ‘alteration matter’ (vikdra 

rupa). Although the Abhidhamma limits these characteristics only to 

living beings, they are also applicable to non-living objects. These three 

exist both physicaily (lightness etc. of body) and mentally (lightness etc. 

of mind). Lightness is lahuta; plasticity is muduta. 

Pliability is Aammaiifiata. Whether physical or mental, this charac- 

teristic is felt only by mind and not by the five faculties. This might 

appear to one as tangible matter (e.g. earth, fire and air) subject to the 
sentient matter of body; but because the tangible matter is merely a gross 

element its heaviness or lightness, stiffness or plasticity, and pliability 

or otherwiseness cannot be known by the faculty of the body. It is a 

concept and known by the faculty of mind. 

44. — Nyayins call this ‘tatparya’ 
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Growth, Continuation, Decay and Impermanence 

These signify four stages or characteristics present in one phenom- 

enon. There is nothing psychological or physical that is not subject to 

these characteristics. Upacaya is the origination; santati is continuation; 

jarata is decay; and aniccata is to disintegrate or perish. No one can know 

through the five faculties the originating stage of any phenomenon. One 

may only know that origination has taken place. It is a concept and hence 

a concept-object perceivable by the faculty of mind. It is a subtle form 

for it was caused by matter. This applies to the other three too. These 

four types of matter are not caused by (such phenomena as) karma, 

thought, season and nutriment.* 

B. Thoughts and Constituents of thought: It is clear that they are 

concept-objects. For example, by means of one’s physical expressions 

we come to know that one is angry. This is a concept-object, namely, 

the feeling of hate (dosa). 

C. Nibbana: It need not be said that it is a concept-object known 

by the faculty of mind. This cannot be perceived by the five faculties. 

D. Designation: ‘Pajifatti’ refers to names in use: e.g. man, mother, 

tree, stone, Asoka, Lumbini etc. There is nothing that does not have a 
name in the world. If there is one it may be called ‘name-less’ which 

itself is a name. Is it possible to perceive ‘name’ by the five faculties? If 

the name ‘man’ is perceived by eye, any other name connoting man (in 

any other language) should not refer to man for what is perceived by 

eye is only colours and shapes. 

Furthermore, forms perceived by the faculty of eye are not perceived 

by the faculty of ear. Sounds perceived by the faculty of ear are not per- 

ceived by any other faculty.*° For example, ‘Nehru’ is a name and a 

designation. If the owner of the name is an object to be perceived by the 

faculty of eye one must not be able to perceive it through the faculty of 

ear. For one who is acquainted with Nehru both seeing and hearing would 

enable him to know Nehru. In this case. the object is neither matter nor 

sound. it is a concept, a designation and known by mind. 

45. Jayamanddi riipanam sabhavata hi kevalam 

Lakkhanani na jayanti kecihiti pakdsitam 

(Abhidhammatthasangaha.) 

46. 9 Cakkhuvififidnassa gocaravisayam sotavifiianam na paccanubhoti, sotavififianassa 

gocaravisayam cakkhuvifiiianam na paccanubhoti,... (Dhammasangani.) 
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A Non-Commenterial Method Concerning Means 

The experience of knowledge caused by the dual combination of 

what is seen and what is heard passes through three stages. In this 

context, ‘what is seen’ refers to the knowledge derived from the five 

faculties, which comprises only the perception. ‘What is heard’ is not a 

perception but knowledge derived from report, namely, the means of 

(authoritative) words. 

The figure of the Gotama, the Buddha, can be an object of our mind 

only by means of report. Following what has been Seen or heard, to 

visualize another similar figure belonging to the future is caused by the 

‘dual combination’. That is how the figure of the future Buddha Maithreya 

can be an object. This (means) contains the characteristics of both 

inference and simile which may be either true or untrue, and due to the 

selfsame reason, rejected by the commentators. 

Although this method was not accepted by the ancient commenta- 

tors, Buddhaghosa finds place for it in his Atthas@lini. 

Conclusion 

Now we are clear on the phenomena perceived by the faculty of 

mind. Due to the instantaneity of the life-span of mental and material 
phenomena it is difficult to know the distinction between the perception 
associated with the five faculties and the perception of what is known. 
It is as hard as trying to identify the waters of individual rivers once they 

reach the ocean. But it is true that there does exist a difference. This 
difficulty is further aggravated by the inseparability of certain matter 
(from each other) and the simultaneous arising and ceasing of thoughts 

and their constituents (a nature shared by all mental phenomena). This 

compels us to conclude that the experience of a concept-object is 

contained in the experience of matter-object.‘” For example, in using a 

new dress, its colour and the shape comprises the visual object; the sound 

it emanates due to its freshness comprise the auditory object; its smell 

the olfactory object; its smooth touch the tactile object and the happi- 

ness, (perhaps) arrogance etc. caused by using it comprise the mental 

object. Thus the same object causes different perceptual experiences. 

However, these various experiences may not be simultaneous. 

Comparison With Other Systems 

Dharmakirti, the author of the Nydyabindu has classified perception 
into four categories: sense perception, perception by mind, self-percep- 

47, Idam pana ekavatthusmimpi nadndrammanavasena labbhati yeva. (Auhasalini- 
Hevavitarana edition p. 94). 
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tion and yogic perception. The last is similar to the Theravada Arya per- 

ception or realization. 

It seems that the first three of these perceptions occur in a single 

Theravada thought-path. In a thought-path comprising 17 thought 

moments, the first five (namely, life continuum, life continuum vibration, 

life continuum arrest, apprehending-at-the five-senses thought and the 

five consciousness such as that of eye) may be taken as the sense 

perception; the subsequent three moments (namely, recipient thought, 

determining thought and registering thought) as the perception by mind;*8 
and the seven impulsion thoughts may be taken as the self-perception. 

The impulsion thoughts may be taken as the self-perception for they 

contain such universal factors as feeling and ideation. They take those 

forms perceived by eye as sense perception and those forms perceived 

with a closed eye as the perception by mind. Since the analyses of the 

two groups are not compatible in all respects a fuller comparison is out 

of the question. 

The analysis of perception by the Sankya tallies with that of the 

Theravada in many respects. Nevertheless, it has taken a different route 

as a result of its belief in a ‘self? (I-making). However, the two systems 

are in agreement in holding that perception is impossible with the five 

faculties alone without the assistance of mind which, according to both 
the Buddhists and the Sankhyas, is neither atomic nor everlasting but 

subject to arising and ceasing and produced by causes and conditions. 

The analysis of perception by the Nyaya cannot be compared with 

that of the Buddhists. The Nyaya takes the perception of what is seen, 

heard and felt as ‘external’ and what is known as the internal faculty 

(faculty of mind). The subtle matter (concept-object) believed by 

Buddhists is not an object of mind perception. Furthermore, their analy- 

sis of the non-worldly perception into three categories is confused. Among 

them, the first, ‘perception of general characteristic’ may be compared 

with the Buddhist ‘knowledge by inference’ which is an Arya means, 

but representative of yogic knowledge according to Mahayanists. The 

second, ‘perception of the characteristics of knowledge’ is a groping in 

the dark by the Nyayins. For worldly objects it may be taken as an in- 

ference and for non-worldly objects the same may be taken as ‘anvaya 

giana’. What they call ‘the perception of the characteristics of knowl- 

edge’ is to know without physical contact such phenomana as the 

coldness of ice, roughness of a stone and the tenderness of a leaf which 
are usually not known otherwise. The third, namely, perception born out 

48.  SvavisayGnantara visaya sahakarinendriyagiidnena samanantarapratyayena janitam 

tanmanovighanam (Nydyabindu sutra. 5.) 
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of Yoga may be compared with the Mahayanic Yogi perception and the 

Theravada realization. 

Non-Conceptual and Conceptual 

Like the analysis of own nature and general nature, the analysis of 

conceptual and non-conceptual nature too occurs differently in different 

Indian systems. Its analysis in perception is extremely subtle. *Vikalpa’ 

refers to imagination, namely, the indubitable knowledge. When an 

object is perceived by eye, to know it as ‘something’and to understand 

its relation with its name is imagination.“® When one perceives a rose, one 

first perceives it as something and subsequently, going by one’s prior 

knowledge, concludes that it is a rose. Imagination represents the 

process of knowledge between these two instances. It is a (form of) 

conscious imagination. To know an object as ‘something’ is taken as 

*non-conceptual’ since it is without imagination, but to know (something) 

as a rose is taken as conceptual. The non-conceptual stage may be com- 

pared with the fifth thought moment (moment of eye consciousness) in 

the Theravada thought-path associated with the five doors; the eighth 

determining moment may be compared with the conceptual stage. There 

is no controversy over determining the conceptual and non-conceptual 

stages in perception. However, there does exist a controversy among 

Indian philosophers, on the nature of the influence of these stages in 

the process of perception: the Mahayanists take the instance of 

non-conceptuality as the menas of perception whereas the others prefer 

the conceptual instance. 

The Nyaya idea of the perception of recognition (pratyabhignana) is 

nothing other than the Buddhist ‘ideation’ (savi/ia). It is to know the own 

nature by seeing. There are certain things we do without thinking. For 

instance, in a deep contemplation, one may take a bath without minding 

the water. Actions of this nature may also be taken as non-conceptual. 

Theravada Method 

Although the distinction between conceptual and non-conceptual has 

not been stated in the Tripitaka it may well be applied in the Theravada 

analysis. In doing so, we may hold that the non-conceptual perception 

advocated by Dharmakirti will be attained at the stage of realization 

involved in the aryan knowledge. ‘To take what is seen as mere seen’ is 

also the vision of the Arya. He does not catch by his knowledge the 

49. Abhilapasansargayogyapratibhasapratitih kalpana. (Nyayabindu.) 

50. Kalpanaphodhamabhrantam pratyaksam nirvikalpakam,vikalpa vastunirbhdsa- 

dasanvadadupaplavah. 
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convention which is conceptual although he would use such conventions 

as ‘mother’, ‘father’ etc. in expressing his conventional knowledge. Such 

usage comprises a concept-object for it (viz. motherness) is perceived 

by mind and not by eye which catches only colors and shapes. 

Following this we may conclude that both conceptual and non- 

conceptual have been used by the Theravadins in their analysis of 

perception (of what is seen, heard, felt and known). Conceptual knowl- 

edge refers only to what is known, and hence the view of Dharmakirti 

may be compared only with the sense perception. 

15. Non-being called emptiness itself is a phenomenon to be known. 

It is (the same as) non-availability (anupalabdhi). It is a concept- 

object. 

What is comparable to the element of non-being of Nyaya etc. is 

suiifiata or emptiness, or non-availability of Mimamsaka etc. This was 

described in the chapter on the Arya knowledge. In this context, the dif- 

ference is the worldliness. Is the object of this the space-element which 

is a concept-object? 

16. Distortions and doubt*' in sensation, view and mind are hindrances 

to perception. 

The Nyaya shows three non-veridical forms of experience, namely, 

confusion, doubt and reasoning which are detrimental to perception. 

Confusion, according to the Theravada, is the distortion of sensation, view 

and mind. It is due to the distortion of sensation that one takes a 
mirage to be water. This is identical with maya which is manifold. 

Doubt here refers to oscillation of mind. There cannot be a doubt 

on something perceived. If there is then it is not perception. Although 

the Nyayins have held that reasoning is not a realistic form of experi- 

ence,» it is true that inferential knowledge which is a form of a 

veridical experience is a result of reasoning. According to Buddhism, 

realization which is also perception is ‘beyond reasoning’. This view is 

due to the fact that if the apprehension of the invariable concomitance is 

flawed the reasoning too becomes flawed, and since the apprehension 

of the invariable concomitance is always unperceived it may cause con- 

cluding truth as untruth and vice versa. Furthermore, the doctrine 

(dhamma) is something that needs to be realized; reasoning applies only 

51. Katamd tasmim samaye vicikiccha hoti? Ya tasmim samaye kankha kahkhayana 

kankhayitattam vimati vicikicchad dvelhakam dvedhapatho sansayo anekamsagaho 

asappana apariyogahana thambhitattam cittassa manovilekho, (Dhammasangani.) 

52. Cf. pravrtti visanvada of Nyaya. 

53. | Vyapyaropena vyapakaropastarkah. (Tarkasangraha.) 
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for those things that need to be inferred. Therefore, the doctrine is _ be- 

yond reasoning and unfathomable by the same. 

17. Perception of ‘what is known’ which is undistorted by the above- 

mentioned is a definite means (of knowledge). 

What is known is twofold: perceived and unperceived. The 
unperceived will be described in the next chapter. It was already men- 

tioned that concept-objects, which belong to the door of mind but asso- 

ciated with the five doors, become the objects of the perception of what 

is known. This (perception by mind) may be shown as a definite means 

in the Theravada tradition for what one has realized in one’s own mind 

would not undergo change whereas the other (what is known by non- 

perception) would, and hence is indeterminate. 

534. Ma anussavena, md paramparaya, ma itikiraya, ma pitakasampaddnena, ma 

takkahetu, ma naya hetu, ma akaraparivitakkena, ma ditthinijjhanakhantiyd, ma 
bhabbariipataya, md samano no guriuti, yadd tunhe bhaddiyd attanava jdneyyatha 
ime dhammd akusald... atha tumhe bhaddiyd, pajaheyyatha. (A.- Kalamasutta). 
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CHAPTER IV 

INFERENTIAL KNOWLEDGE 

1. Inference is to know with the help of what is perceived what is not 

perceived. 

What occurs as ‘anumana’ in the other systems occurs as 

‘anvayagiiana’ in Theravada Buddhism. It was described in the chapter 

on Arya knowledge. The subject matter of the present chapter is an 

analysis of its position in worldly matters. 

2. Inother systems, this is included in ‘anumana’. It is the inference 

for the sake of oneself (svarthanumdna). 

Of the two forms of inference, one for the sake of oneself and one 
for the sake of others, inferential knowledge may be compared with the 
former. Inferential knowledge is to gain (draw a conclusion), based on a 

previous perception, a definite knowledge on something not perceived. 

It is to reach the unknown through the known. The simile by Sariputta 
discussed in the chapter on the Arya knowledge (p. 23) clarifies this point. 

The door-guard, having examined the entire wall and not finding a single 

hole, comes to the conclusion, using his inferential knowledge that none 

can enter except from the main gate. His earlier perception is that one 

may enter from holes. The inference-for-oneself he made is that none 
can enter since there aren’t any holes. This may be expressed logically 

in the following manner: 

Entering is possible only where doors are available. 

Where there is no door no entering. 

Here there are no doors; hence no entering. 

Sariputta heard that Sunakkhatta who left the order of the Sangha was 

talking ill of the Buddha amidst people. When Sariputta reported this to 

the Buddha he said that Sunakkhatta lacks a ‘dhamma-inference’ 

(dhammanvaya) on the Buddha. In this context ‘lack of dhamma-infer- 

ence’ refers to the fact that Sunakkhatta was not aware of such virtues 
as worthiness of the Buddha and his ten powers and four masterliness 

etc. Since he was not aware of those virtues he was not in a position to 

recognise them. The prior perception he lacked was knowledge or 
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recognition of those virtues and as a result of this lack of knowledge he 

was unable to gain the inferential knowledge. 

3. The object of the inferential knowledge is perceived by the 

faculty of mind. The objects are (visual) forms belonging to either 

the past or the future and to concepts. 

The object of inferential knowledge is perceived by the faculty of 

mind. Its objects are visual forms of past or future and concepts. On 

seeing smoke one concludes that there is fire. The object is fire which is 

not in the field of vision; it is a form but not a concept. To know that 

there is fire is the knowledge. What was seen was smoke; the idea of 

mutual inseparability of fire and smoke results from one’s prior knowl- 

edge without which the inference is impossible. The prior perception in 

this context is to have seen and known the relationship between fire and 

smoke. That relationship has to be caused by the invariable concomittance 

and must be one of mutual inseparability. If these criteria were not met 

inference would fail and become a farce. Although it is possible to infer 
the presence of fire on seeing smoke the vice versa is not possible for it 

is not certain. The counter example is a heated iron. Smoke is produced 

when wetness is combined with fire. Wetness is the condition. 

In ‘where there is smoke there is fire’ the cause of that conclusion 
is not the cause of the fire, for fire is not caused by smoke. Nevertheless 

smoke is produced where there is fire which indicates that fire is the 

cause of smoke. However our inferential knowledge of the presence of 
fire is caused by the presence of smoke. 

It is true to say that ‘where there is smoke there is fire’; but the vice 

versa is not true for the invariable concomittance is wrong. Fire is more 

pervasive and smoke is less pervasive. Smoke indicates fire; hence smoke 

is the subject. What is inferred is fire; hence it is the object. This indicates 

that cause is always either subject or object which is the cause of 

knowledge.! 

Suppose one who has never seen fire with smoke but has heard that 

where there is smoke there is fire happens to see a smoke and concludes 

that there is fire. Of what nature is this knowledge? Is it an inference or 

something else? Since he does not have prior knowledge of the mutual 

inseparability between smoke and fire this cannot be an inferential 

knowledge. It belongs in auditory knowledge for it is based either on a 

report of one who has experienced the phenomenon before or on what is 

1. In ‘the hill is fiery’: *hill" is the minor term; ‘fiery’ is the major term; smoke which 

is the cause of this inferential knowledge is the middle term. 
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said in a book. It is the means of sound. Nevertheless, when it is proved 

methodically it no longer is based on sound but an inference (inference 

for the sake of others). 

‘Anumana’ in the Tripitaka 

The term ‘anumana’ occurs in the Tripitaka only in a few instances.’ 

Although there is a discourse in the Majjhimanikaya which bears the name 

‘Anumana’ the term itself occurs only once in the body of the discourse. 

The context suggests that the term has been used not as a means of 

experiencing reality but to denote a general sense of understanding 

something self-referentially, namely: seeing a morally bad person disliked 

by others one comes to know that the same would be applied to oneself 

if one were to be morally bad. The method opposite to this has been 

called ‘upamdana’ by the Buddha, namely, through one's knowledge that 

one does not like harm one comes to know that others too would not 

like harm.* Nevertheless, inference occurs in the lists of knowledges in 

the Tripitaka in designations other than ‘anumana’. For instance, ‘anvaya’ 

or ‘dhammanvaya’ referred to earlier is one such.> However this does not 
mean that there is no difference between inference in the other systems 

and the ‘anvayagiana’ in the Tripitaka. The commentators have 
comparaed the ‘anvayagiiana’ with inference. ‘Nayaggdaha’ too refers to 

the same. However, ‘anvayagvidna’ is self-inference whereas ‘nayaggaha’ 

is other-inference. 

The Term ‘Takka’ 

The term ‘takka’ which occurs frequently in the Tripitaka® refers to 

what it is supposed to refer usually. Takka is not a means but a method 

of thinking and an instrument of means, usually, of inference (as a means). 

This also becomes an aspect for one who takes tradition as a means. 

2. In the commentaries and in such (non-commenterial) works as the Milindapatiha 

and the Saddhammopdyanaya ‘anumana’ has been taken as a means, 

3. Tatravuso bhikkhund attandva attdnam evam anuminitabbam yo khvayam puggalo 

papiccho...ayam me puggalo appiyo. Ahaticeva kho panassam 

papiccho...ahampassam paresam appiyo. (M. m. Anumanasutta) 

Altanam upamam katva na haneyya na ghataye. (Dhammapada.) 

5. Dhanmanvayoti dhammassa paccakkhato fidnassa anuyogam anugantvd uppannam 

anumanamnanam nayaggaho vidito. (DA.- Sampasadaniyasutta). 

6. Cf. ‘takki vimamsi’ , ‘takkapriyahatan’ , ‘takkayapattabbam’ , ‘takkagahapatipada’ , 

‘takkasayany’ , ‘takkahetu’ , ‘takkavaddhano’ , ‘dhammatakkam’’ , ‘atakkavacara’ and 
‘takkikd’ , (usages) 
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There are instances where the Buddha has used the term ‘takka’ to 

refer to inferential knowledge.’ The Buddha also took ‘takka’ as (lead- 

ing to) dogmatic views.* Nyayins too have described takka as (leading 

to) a kind of wrong knowldge. Nevertheless, it is not necessarily so, and 

this will be made clear later. It is of interest to note that not only the 

Buddha but also his opponents have discounted (the validity of) takka. 

His opponents have criticized the Buddha as one who is expounding a 

doctrine which is ‘takkapriydhata’ ® (‘supported by takka’) while the 

Buddha himself have responded to them by saying that the users of takka 

prevail only insofar as the Buddhas are not born in the world.'° All these 

suggest that takka does not lead to the absolute truth. In the analysis of 

the sixty-two dogmatic views'' and in the classification of the teachers,'” 

those views and the teachers who depend on takka have been grouped 

together. The Buddha maintained that all those are (instances of) untrue 

and dogmatic grasp of views. 

The commentators have classified the takkikas into four groups and 

include good takkikas in the fourth: 

i. Hearing the statement of the Buddha that he was (formerly) the 

king Vessantara, one argues, on the basis of tradition, that if it 

was the Buddha himself who was Vessantara then there must 

be a soul which is unchanging and permanent and grasps a 

dogmatic view. He is the takkika of tradition. 
ii. Having recollected two or three past lives one draws the con- 

clusion, based on the knowledge that one existed earlier, that 

soul is ever-lasting. He is called the takkika of past-life- recol- 

lection. 

iii. One who argues, on the basis of one’s present prosperity, that 

at present he is prosperous, was in the past and will be 

prosperous in the future and draws the conclusion, is called the 

takkika of prosperity. 

Takkaya patiabbam tayd anuppatiam. (M.- Anathapindikasutta). 

Takkaiica ditthisu pakappayitva. (Sn.) 

D.- Sonadandasutta). 

10. Evam obhasitamattameva takkikdnam-yava sammasambuddha loke nuppajjanti; Na 

takkikd sujjhanti na capi savaka-dudditthi na dukkha pamuccati. (U.) 

11. (D. Brahmajalasutta). 

12. Eke samanabrahmand kevalam saddhamatakena ditthadhammabhififiavosana 

paramippatta adibrahmacariyakam patijananti seyyathapi takki vimamsi. (M. 

Sangaravasutta). 

13. Takkayatiti takko vd assa atthiti takki, takkam katva vitakkerva ditthigahino etam 

adhivacanam. (DA.) 

14. (DA. Brahmajalasutta). 
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iv. One who argues that when this is that is and in the absence of 

that this is not is called the pure takkika. 

All these four suggest that takka is a means of knowledge, namely, 

to draw a conclusion on something unknown based on something known 

through either perception or non-perception. The Budddha rejected this 

on the basis that it is not always true. 

Takka is a Constituent of Thought. 

In order to understand takka better, it is necessary to know its place 

in the Abhidhamma where is occurs as ‘vitakka’.' ‘Saitikappa’ too means 

the same, and it is a constituent of thought. Among those thoughts per- 

taining to the sensual plain this is not available only in the ten con- 

sciousness-thoughts, namely, in the thoughts pertaining to the perception 

of five senses.'® If takka exists in all those thoughts related to the 
unperceived, takka must be included in all means (of knowledge) other 

than perception. This can be either wholesome or unwholesome. In the 

former it is called ‘sammasankappa’ and in the latter it is called 

‘micchasankappa’. This suggests that ‘sa/kappa’ means takka. Sankappa 

is to think, and it is nothing other than the constituent called ‘vitakka’. It 
was mentioned earlier that vitakka occurs in what is not perceived. In 
the perception associated with the five sense organs it is not available. 

This shows that perception is empty of sahkappa which means that it is 

non-conceptual (sirvikalpa) or aloof from conceptualization. This 

suggests that Dharmakirti's analysis of perception agrees with that of the 
Theravada in many respects.'” 

What is meant by tarka in such usages as ‘argumentation’ and the 

‘science of logic’ is a device either to support or to refute a proposition 

not known by perception. As a science, it (logic) is a highly developed 

field of study. Logic is needed both to know for oneself something not 

perceived and to impart one's knowldge to someone who does not know. 
It is not our intention here to discuss logic in the pre-Buddhistic 

Indian literature or in the post-Buddhistic systems of Indian philosophy. 

Nor is it our intention to go into details of the developments of logic 

15. Katamo tasmim samaye vitakko hoti? Yo tasmim samaye takko vitakko saikappo 

appana vyappanda cetaso abhiniropanda sammasankappo. (Dhammasahgani.) 

16. Vitakko tava dvipafcaviiitanavajjita kdmdvacara cittesu ceva ekadasasu 

pathamajjhanacittesu cati paficapanndsacitiesu uppajjati. (Abhidhammattha 

sangaha.) ‘Dvipanca’ (ten) is counted by (multiplying as) wholesome and 
unwholesome. 

17. Kalpanapodham abhrantam pratyaksam. (Nydyabindu.) 
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in Europe. Finally we may summarize the Buddhist view on logic as 

revealed in the Canon and the post-canonical commentaries as: 

1. Tarka (logic) is a device to gain knowledge on phenomena which 

are not perceived. 

2. It may be either wholesome or unwholesome. 

3. Grasp on logic leads to dogmatic views (the opposite of which 

is the apannakapatipada)."* 

18. Gd . Apannakasutta). 
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CHAPTER V 

ON WHAT IS NOT PERCEPTION 

Knowledge deriving from means other than perception has been 

classified in many different ways in different philosophical systems. 

Mahayanists have inference as the only other means. Nyayins have 
inference, authority and simile in addition to perception. Some others take 

such means as arthapatti and non-perception in addition to the means 

mentioned above. We have taken all these together in one unit: 

a-perception. 

Inference covers a broad range of knowledge. It has been analysed 

variously and deeply. It is not our intention to go into details of such 

analyses in different systems. We already referred to a kind of inference 

called ‘anvayagiana’; the rest of the inferential knowldge will be dealt 
with presently. 

1. What is not an object of the five sense organs is what is not 
perceived. (There are objects both perceived and not perceived by 

the faculty of mind). (Dhammarammana) 

2. Its objects are past and future (material) forms and concepts. 

(They are the objects of the faculty of mind, and hence they are 
known by mind). 

The category of the ‘objects perceived by the faculty of mind’ was 
taken by considering such phenomena as the realization of nirvana and the 

perception of ‘expression’-forms as kinds of perception. Nevertheless, this 

.seems to go against certain Theravada statements themselves, However 

our analysis results from giving more emphasis to the basic texts over the 

later commentaries. This (perception) seems to resemble Dharmakirti’s 

“perception by mind’ (mdnasa pratyaksa). 

3. A-perceptions are supportive of perception. 

The ultimate goal of Buddhism is perception, namely, the noble 

realization. Therefore all other forms of knowledge are considered 

supportive of it. However, in the field of conventional knowldge, all these 
are taken as forms of knowledge. One’s knowledge passes through 
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several stages before it reaches (the stage of) perception. Some such in- 

termediate stages are sufficient for the achivement of the desired purpose. 

These forms of knowlege, which may be either true or untrue, are 

supportive of perception. , 

The Theravada method of correct knowledge follows an ascend- 

ing order. 

According to the Theravada Buddhist philosophy perception or 

realization is the ultimate goal; but this is not the one involved in the 

perception of the five faculties. The faculty of mind (“what is known’) 

involves a perception. All forms of knowledge prior to perception are 

supportive of it and are a-perceptions. Nyayins follow the descending 

method of going from the highest, namely, perception, to the lowest. 

However, in the Theravada, particularly in the word of the Buddha, 

the ascending method of going from the lowest to the highest has been 

adopted. Consequently, the lowest stage of knowledge, namely, 

faith is given first and the ‘conviction based on reflection on 

theory’ (ditthinijjhanakhanti) last. The realization of the absolute truth 

comes last. 

This applies equally to the worldly knowledge. The first step in 

knowledge is to hear. What is heard becomes knowledge-worthy only if 

it is accepted or believed in. This is (the knowldge deriving from) what 

is heard or faith. What has been believed in may prove to be untrue at the 

stage of realization; it is because of this reason that the Buddha described 

faith as having a twofold consequence. Nevertheless, according to the 

Theravada, faith is the preliminary stage of knowldge. The seed of 

knowledge is what is heard or faith, namely, the act of belief.' Belief in 

what is heard leads to willingness (ruci) to realize what is so heard. It is 

the second stage of knowledge. This leads to the act of considering the 
‘akara’ or causes and reasons etc. of what is to be realized. This third stage 

is called ‘reflecting on reasons’ (@kdaraparivitakka). The process does not 

Stop at that: one comes to a definite knowledge of what is to be realized 
by judging it with the help of a certain principle or view. This fourth stage 
is called ‘ditthinijjhanakhanti’. One may stop at this or may proceed to 
realize the object of knowledge. Even if the person’s willingness to know 
stops short of realization still the person has gained some knowlege; hence 
the above-mentioned stages are taken as means. 

1. Saddha bijam... (S. Kasibharadvajasutta). 

Saddhdjato upasankamati payirupdsati sotam odahati dhammam dhareti attham 
upaparikkhati tena dhamma nijjhanam khamanti chando jayati ussahati tulayati 
padahati paramasaccam sacchikaroti paifiadya ca nam ativijjha passati, (M. 
Cankisutta). 
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4. They are fivefold: Faith (saddha), inclination (ruci), hear-say 

(anussava), reflection on reasons (@kdraparivitakka) and convic- 

tion based on reflection on theories (ditthinijjhanakhanti). They 

are of twofold consequence:true or not true. Due to that very 

same reason, they are considered indeterminate. 

These five are means. They are not considered ‘anvayagiiana’ for 

they do not derive from perception. Nevertheless, one may gain knowl- 

edge by means of faith etc. They will be described later. 

5. Those selfsame five phenomana are again divided into two: 

reflection by origin (yonisomanasikdra) and the spoken word of 

others! (paratoghosa).?, Wisdom by reflection (cintamaya paiijia) 

and wisdom by hearing (sutamaya pajifia)’ correspond to these 

two respectively. 

1. The spoken word of others (Wisdom by Hearing): 

i. faith 
ii. inclination 

iii. hear-say 

Authoritative Word. 

Reflection by Origin (Wisdom by Reflection) 
Reflecting on reasons=Inference for oneself 

. Conviction based on reflection on theories=simile and infer 
ence for the sake of others. 

REFLECTION BY ORIGIN‘ 

‘Yoni’ is the way or the right method. For example, the right method 

to produce fire is to use dry wood, not wet wood. In the like manner, the 

right method has been described by the Buddha as ‘yoni’>. A woman who 

force opens her womb so that her child can inherit its dead father’s wealth 

is one who employs a wrong (ayoniso) method®. Furthermore, reflection 

by origin also refers to the analysis by means of causes and effects’, 

Rw 

2, Dve kho advuso paccaya sammdditthiya uppdddya parato ca ghoso yonoso ca 

manasikaro. (M. Mahavedallasutta) and (A. dasama nipata). 

Sutamayi pajifia. N, Sutamaye fidnam. (Patisambhidamagga.) 

Yoniso manasikarotiti updyato karanato aniccanti adivasena manasikaroti. (DA.) 

5. Seyyathapi bhumija, aggigavesi sukkham kattham uttararanim addya abhimantheyya 

bhabbo aggissa adhigamaya, yonihesam bhumija phalassa adhigadmaya. (M. 
Bhiimija sutta). 

Ayoniso dayajjam gavesati. (D. Paydsisutta). 

7. Kimhi nu kho sati jaramaranam hoti kimpaccayé jaramarananti. Jatiyad kho sati 
jardmaranan: hoti jdtipaccayd jardmaranam yoniso manasikaram ahu pafifiaya 

abhisamayo. (S. Nidanavagga). 
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The Buddha has said: In the presence of what and on account of what 

do decay and death occur? In the presence of birth and on account of birth 

decay and death occur. Thus there was the dawn of wisdom through 

reflection by origin. 

‘Yoni’ refers to the point of origin, root or the cause. An effect is 

produced by a cause. The selfsame effect subsequently becomes a cause 

and produces an effect. This shows that cause and effect may refer to the 

same phenomenon and that they are context dependent. Thus reflection 

by origin is identical with causal analysis. The conclusion one draws from 

such an analysis is not a perception. Nevertheless, it is a (form of) 

knowledge. In the other systems, this comes as ‘the inference for oneself’. 

In this context, factors that help inference are taken as ‘Yoni’. Accord- 

ing to both the Nerti and the Vibhanga this is the wisdom by reflection*. 

The reflection by origin is a means peculiar to the Theravadins. Among 

the five phenomena referred to earlier, ‘reflecting on reasons’ and 

‘conviction based on reflection on theories’ are aspects of it. They will 

be described later. The fact that the above-mentioned phenomena are of 

twofold consequence should be applicable to reflection by origin too. In 

that case, the reflection by origin may be taken as representing the truth 

part; and the untruth part may be taken as represented by reflection by 

non-origin which is a fallacy. 

The Spoken word of Others? 

The Spoken word of others refers to the word of others or language. 

When we come to know something by listening to what others say this 

is the means of others’ voice. This comes in the Tripitaka as the wisdom 

by listening’®. It was already said that this serves as a cause for the aris- 

ing of the wisdom by reflection (noble perception or realization). In 

winning the aryan knowledge, the Buddhas and the silent Buddhas are 

helped only by reflection by origin; for the arahants, others’ voice has to 

precede reflection by origin. Even the great Thera Sariputta had to have 

the help of the vioce of the arahant Assaji. 

In acquiring worldly knowledge, the mere others’ voice would be 

sufficient. It is an indeterminate means for it may be either true or untrue. 

When it is untrue it becomes a dogmatic view and an erroneous 

knowledge". 

8. Paccatta samutthita yoniso manasikara cintamayi pafifia, (Netti.) 

9. We do not agree with Nyayacarya Abhayasinghe when he compares ‘others’ voice’ 

with ‘inference for the sake of others’ (Bharatiya Tarka Sastraya p. 141). 

10. Paratoghoso sutamayi pata. (Netti.) Yoga vihitesu.. parato sutvd patilabhati ayam 

vuccati sutamayi panna. (Vibhanga.) 

11. Paratoghoso ditthitthananti durakkhata dhammasavanena ditthi uppattito. Dve’ me 

bhikkhave het dve paccaya micchaditthiya uppaddya parato ca ghoso ayoniso ca 

manasikaro. (Patisambhidamagga Atthakatha - Hevavitarana edition p. 30). 
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Faith, inclination and authority are included in here. It was mentioned 

that they are of twofold consequence. In the other philosophical systems 

they have been referred to by such terms as ‘verbal’ (Sd@bda), authorita- 

tive word (dpta) and what is heard’ (sruta)'. 

Furthermore. according to the Saddasaratthajalini, the Theravada 

teachers have given the following three as the means of experiencing 

reality: accomplishment by perception, accomplishment by inference and 

accomplishment by confidence(okappanasiddhi)'>. What is given here is 

nothing other than the means of perception, inference and faith. What is 

meant by Okappanasiddhi"* is nothing other than faith. This is a further 

proof for the fact that faith has been taken as a means. 

6. The object of faith-means is either the doctrine or a trustworthy 

person, viz., the content of the oral communication of such a 

person. It is a conceptual object and hence it is known by mind. 

According to the word of the Buddha faith is twofold: rational and 

unfounded. To be convinced by reasons as in the case of the stream- 

entrant is rational faith. To be guided by the mere tradition as in the case 

of the brahmins in the Cankisutta is unfounded faith. 

Faith as a Means 

The Buddha has said that faith as a means’* is of twofold'® conse- 
quence. One cannot realize the noble truth by faith. Once the noble truth 

is realized faith disappears, or the Aryan becomes ‘faithless’ (assaddhd)"" - 

12. Sutanti paccakkhato adisvd anussavena gahitam. (Atthasalini - Hevavitarana edi- 

tion p. 89). 

13... Paccakkhokappanasiddhi - anumdana siddhi vasa 

Attho tidha bhavatiti - atthavintuhi pakasito 

14. Okappanalakkhand saddha. (Atthakathasu) 

15. The expression kevalam saddhamattakena confirms this. This occurs in both 

Pasarasisutta and Sangaravasutta of the Majjhimanikdya. 

16. Patica kho ime bharadvaja, dhammd ditthevadhamme dvidha vipaka, api ca 

bharadvaja, susaddahitan yeva hoti tanha hoti rittam tuccham musa. No ce pi 

susaddahitan yeva hoti bhiutam taccham anafiiatha...saccamanurakkhata 

bharadvaja, vitiiund purisena ndlamettha ekamsena nittham gantun vattati idameva 

saccain moghamaiiianti.,.saddhd pi ce bhdradvaja, purisassa hoti evam me saddhati 

iti vadan saccamanurakkhati natveva ekamsena nittham gacchati idameva saccan 

moghamannanti. Ettavata kho bhradvaja saccamanurakkhati etta vatacd mayan 

saccanurakkhanam pafifiapema natveva tava saccanubodho hoti. (M. Devadahasutta 
and Cankisutta). 

17. Saddahasi tvam sdariputta saddhindriyam bhavitam...na khvaham ettha bhante 
bhagavato saddhaya gacchami...yesam nu etam bhante aiiiatam assa addittham 
aviditam asacchikatam aphassitam patiiaya te tattha paresam saddhaya 

gaccheyyum...(Niddesa.) 

Assaddho akatafifiu ca. (Dhammapada.) 
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for he has realized by himself. For example, one who has not seen 

Mahiyangana by himself would trust his father who has seen it by 

himself and would believe in the existence of the place called 

Mahiyangana; however when he subsequently visits the place himself his 

‘faith’ would disappear for he has perceived it for himself. 

Faith is necessary to follow a religion. For one who has not realized 

nirvana it is not a perception. It is a perception only for an Aryan. Is it 

possible for one who is not an arya (one who is not at least a stream- 

entrant) to believe in nirvana with (the help of) inferential knowledge? It 

seems impossible for he lacks any prior perception. Nevertheless he 

should be able to understand the characteristics of nirvana depending on 

his intellectual ability. What is the means (of knowledge) used here? The 

knowledge of such a person may be of several standards. The initial means 

of his knowledge is faith. He believes in the doctrine; and comes to know 

about nirvana by listening to the doctrine which is the ‘the spoken word 

of others’. This knowledge is a result of the means of faith which is a 

concept-object. Although a sound of speech is an auditory object it is not 

counted here. What is counted is the knowledge which is a constituent 

of mind and hence a concept-object. 

In the other philosophical systems this (faith) occurs in such names 

as word-means, authoritative statement and ‘what is heard’. It is twofold: 

based on seen evidence and based on unseen evidence. When a court case 

is dicided based on a medical certificate, the acceptance of the medical 

certificate as valid is based on seen evidence. When we believe that the 
earth is global or that a certain food has a certain vitamin we go by 

unseen evidence. 

In one’s day-to-day life faith-means is used frequently. The religious 

connotation of ‘faith’ confines the term to religious domain. Neverthe- 

less, in its general use, faith is to believe in someone or something. 

For example, door-man informs the official that someone is there to see 

him; the latter believes this. But this belief is neither perception for he 

has not himself seen so far; nor is it an inference for he has not 

experienced any indication of someone’s arrival in order to infer. The 

only source of knowledge is the word of the door-man which is the 

other’s voice. This knowledge is based on the faith-means for it 

originates from the belief in the word of the door-man. There are 

innumerable similar beliefs in one’s daily life which may be either 

true or untrue. Hence they were described as having a twofold 

consequence. 
Accordingly it may be concluded that what comes as ‘word-means’ 

in the other philosophical systems is the faith-means in Buddhism and that 
it is of twofold consequence. 
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Such Mahayanist teachers as Dharmakirti have not counted this as a 

means; they have counted only perception and inference. Nevertheless it 

may be included in inference. The reason for the Mahayanists’ not 

taking faith as a means may be due to the fact that it is not (a means for) 

a definite and correct knowledge. Nevertheless, since faith has been 

described in the doctrine as a factor that safegaurds'* truth it has to be 

counted among the indeterminate means. Furthermore the Buddha’s 

statement to the Master Kapathika reveales how faith and hear-say have 

been used as means". 

Furthermore, there is an instance which suggests that faith-means has 

been understood as comparable to what the other systems take as the in- 

ference for the sake of the other. In describing three types of teachers, the 

Buddha describes the teacher who bases his teaching on mere faith as 

‘takki vimamsi’ (one who argues and inquires) terms which suggest the 

characteristics of inference. However this alone is not enough to compare 

faith with inference. The next category is constituted by one who bases 

his teaching, as in the case of the brahmins ‘of three sciences’ (tevijja), on 

hear-say. This is the word-means. The Tathagata belongs in the third 

category, namely, that of those based on perception. 

Inclination 

7. Willingness to dosomethingis inclination. The quality of inclination 

is a concept. It is not perceived. 

Inclination is a kind of faith. It comes under the means of authorita- 
tive word. There are instances where the Buddha refused to teach other- 

believers on the ground that they cannot understand the doctrine since 

their inclination lies elsewhere. 

Inclination is willingness; it also means choice. In the presence of 

more than one, one’s choice betrays one’s inclination. According to the 

Abhidharma, inclination is the constituent of mind called willingness 

(chanda) which bears the character of willingness to do (something). How 

. does inclination constitute the second stage of knowledge? For example: 

one hears a geologist saying that a certain mountain contains lead and 
trusts him. His knowledge has faith as the means. Not satisfied with this 

he further strives to get lead which indicates his inclination. If he does 

not desire he may not strive to get lead; in that case, his knowledge stops 

18. Saddhdcepi bhdradvaja, purisassa hoti evam me saddhati...iti vadan 

saccamanurakkhati. (M. Cankisutta). 

19. Na khottha bho gotama brahmand saddhayeva payirupasanti anussavapettha 

brahmand payirupasanti; pubbeva kho tvam bharadvaja saddham agamasi, 

anussavam idani vadesi. (M. Cankisutta). 
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at the level of faith. If he were to strive his knowledge reaches the stage 

of inclination which is the second stage. If he reaches the third stage of 

‘reflecting on reasons’ by inferring the presence of lead with some 

suggestive clues he may actually acquire lead. 

Furthermore, inclination is a mysterious power in man. The reasons 

behind one’s inclinations are a mystery to the others. Nevertheless, 

inclination plays an important role in realizing the desired effect. It is due 

to this inclination which may also be called ‘will’ that a scientist discovers 

hydrogen, a man lands on the Moon and one commits suicide. 

Hear-Say 

8. Hear-say is to repeat what has been heard. It too is known 

indirectly (paroksa). 

Hear-say is what has been said or a rumour. The knowledge derived 

from both faith and hear-say are equal in validity. Both of them belong 

in the word-means for what is taken as true is what has been heard. But 

these two have different characteristics; hence they have been taken as 

sub-groups of the word-means. 

Like faith, hear-say too has been described by the Buddha as hav- 
ing a twofold consequence; therefore this too has to be taken as an inde- 

terminate means. The Buddha has admonished the Kalamas not to 
accept anything on hear-say (md anussavena). The Buddha is a 

perceptionist; but he does not discount hear-say etc. completely. The 

Buddha did not approve of the practice of the Brahmins of ‘three sciences’ 
(tevijja) etc. for they did not practice what they preached, and what they 

said itself was not always true. Nevertheless, the ordinary Buddhist’s 

belief in the path and the fruits largely depends on hear-say. 

Difference Between Faith and Hear-Say 

Although there is no difference between them insofar as they are 

means, since the Buddha has referred to them as two distinct means, it 

is necessary to examine them for any possible differences. In the later 

Abhidhamma literature, hear-say is dropped and only the other four means " 

are referred to”, 
From the Buddha’s statement to the Master Kapathika”' that, first the 

latter followed faith but subsequently he resorted to hear-say, it is clear 

that both faith and hear-say were taken as means by that time. The 

brahmin youngster’s assertion that he took what was said by the ancient 

20. cf. Abhidhammamuilatika. 

21. M. (Cankisutia). 
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brahmins in the Veda as invariably true* testifies to his reliance on faith. 

His belief in the veracity of the Veda is based on his faith in it. 

When the Buddha addressing Kapathika said that his faith is 

baseless, for no one among the teachers has personally experienced what 

they claim and hence they resemble a chain of blind people”? Kapathika 

replied that he does not go by faith alone but he has hear-say too for his 

support”. The hear-say in the present context cannot be something 

organized like a Scripture but a report brought down by people. 

It may be said that Buddhists believe in the Tripitaka out of faith and 

that they believe that the Buddha visited Sri Lanka from hear-say. It is 

necessary to examine how ‘the logician based on hear-say’ who is referred 

to in the commentaries operates. There, it is said that the Vessantara Jataka 

(birth-story) is believed in from hear-say”>. 

Reflecting on Reasons 

9. Knowledge of invariable concomitance is reflecting on reasons. It 
is known non-perceptually. It belongs in the inference for one’s 

own sake. 

Reflecting on reasons means to analyse causes. In other philosophi- 

cal systems, this occurs as inference for one’s own sake. The ancient 
teachers did not venture to elaboarte on any other method for, in the 

Theravada, methods of dependent co-origination and ‘Patthana’ have been 

given in detail. However, the Mahayana teachers and the others have 

taken this seriously. The entire discipline of logic may be said to have 

originated from this effort. It is not our intention to go into the details of 

it at the moment. Nevertheless, we will briefly outline the method of 

reflecting on reasons according to the Theravada. 

It was mentioned earlier that reflecting on reasons and convictions 

basing reflection on theories, are included in the ‘reflection by origin’. 

The selfsame phenomenon has been described as wisdom by reflection. 

Later authors refer to this as ‘method-grasp’ (nayaggaha). This reflec- 

“22. Yamidam bho gotama pordnam mantapadam itihitiha parampardya 

pitakasampadaya tattha brahmand ekamsena nittham gacchanti idameva saccam 

moghamarifianti. (M. Ibid.) 

23. Once a cunning person persuaded a group of blind people to pay him money to 

take them to a place with better living conditions. He got the blind group to hold 

each other’s hands and Jed them for some time only to desert them and to escape 

with their money. The Buddha compared the Vedic tradition to a similar succession 

of blind people who could never see for themselves. 

24. Nakhottha bho gotama brahmand saddhayeva payirupasanti anussavapettha 
brdhmand payirupdasanti. Ibid. 

25. (DA. Brahmajalasutta). 
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tion of causes has been referred to in the Tripitaka in such terms as 

‘examination’, ‘seeing-by-mind’, ‘investigation’, ‘endeavour’, ‘assess- 

ment’ and ‘conclusion’. 

In brief, reflecting on reasons is to reflect methodically or to reflect 

causally. In this context, dkdra refers to cause; parivitakka means to 

reflect. 
In saying ‘whatever that is of the nature of arising is subjected to the 

nature of cessation’: ‘arising’ refers to cause; to reflect that whatever arises 

also ceases is reflection. To see that most of the visible phenomena are 

subject to birth and death is to reflect on causes. Based on this 

observation, to conclude that everything that is born is subject to cessation 

is invariable comcomittance. It is an inference for one cannot observe all 
the phenomena. Thus the one who uses this mode of reflection is called 

a ‘pure logician’. 

10. To draw a conclusion on the knowledge of invariable 

concomittance is conviction based on reflection on theories 

(ditthinjjhanakhanti). It too is a phenomenon to be known. 

In ‘ditthi+nijjhanat+khanti*®’ , ‘ditthi?” refers to view or to one’s 
accepted principles; ‘nijjhana’ is the conclusive knowledge which is also 
called ‘nijjhatri panna’ (discriminating wisdom); ‘khanti’ is to fit, or to 

accept. Forbrearance too is called ‘khanti’. 
When things do not agree with each other there cannot be any 

forbearance. Hence the meaning in both contexts is similar. When these 

three terms are taken together they denote a means, namely, in accepting 

something as true, to see whether the new phenomenon agrees with one’s 

already accepted beliefs, and to accept if it does and to reject if it does 

not. When an expert in the Abhidharma understands ‘friendliness’ as 

‘non-hatred’ he is using this criterion. In the like manner, the selfsame 
Birth Story of Vessantara is understood by an expert in the Dhamma as 

representing the perfection of charity and by a literary critic as 

representing the literary taste of kindness or valour. Simile in other 

systems is only somewhat closer to this. 

26.  Amhakam nijjhdyitvd khamitvd gahitaditthiyd samenti. (AA.) 

27. In some places, this term appears as ‘dhamma nijjhana khanti’ instead of 

*dhamma...’M (Cankisutta). 

28. —- Nijjhayatiti anekavidhena cinteti. (Mahaniddesa A) Nijjhanapaiiid-nijjhdyiwa 

paiifiaya disva. (Abhidhammamutla tika.) Nijjhanam khamantiti olokanam khamanti 

idha silam kathitam idha samadhiti evam upatthahantiti attho, (MA. Hevavitarana 
edition iv. p. 292). 

Nijjhattiti nicchayakdranena. (Patisambhidamagga A.) (Hevavitarana edition p. 
471). 

Nidhidhydsitavyam. (Brhadaranyaka Upanisad.) 
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Is ‘conviction based on reflection on theories’ similar to ‘the 

conclusion based on the invariable concomittance’ held by the other 
systems? Invariable concomittance is a necessary aspect of inferential 

knowledge. Any error in it may invalidate entire knowledge. In a sense, 

invariable concomittance is itself a principle and a philosophy upon which 

it is hard to build a complete (theory of) perception. Nevertheless it 

constitutes a knowledge based on a-perception. 

- To say that ‘where there is smoke there is fire’ is an invariable 

concomittance. It itself is a principle; a teaching and a discipline. Seeing 

smoke on the mountain, when one concludes that there is fire one’s 

conclusion is based on conviction based on reflection on theories 

(knowledge of invariable concomittance). 

The Buddha has emphasized that one cannot have knowledge, pure 

and personal, without these five means, faith etc?®. This compels us to 
conclude that they were taken as means of realizing truth. It must be 

mentioned that this knowledge is confined to worldly phenomena. 

There is a means which does not occur among these five, namely, 

reflection which enables one to claim emancipatory knowledge®. This 
assertion based on a statement in the Samyuttanikaya may seem to 

contradict the above-mentioned Majjhimanikdya statement. However, the 

apparent contradition disappears when the former is understood as 

referring to either worldlings or the other religionists, and the latter to the 

Aryan or to one who is endowed with the right view. 

Appearances 

1. Untrue and looking untrue 

2. Untrue but looking true 
3. True and looking true 

4. True but looking untrue 

In their discussions of the causes of inference, the other philosophi- 

cal systems refer to erroneous reasons as ‘fallacies’, What is meant by 

them are any pseudo-reasons which have the appearance of reasons but 

‘are actually not. Both Hindu and Mahayana systems are very much in 

29. Ye te brdhmand evam vddino sassato attd ca loko ca idam eva saccam 

moghm' afifianti, tesam vata aiifiatra saddhaya aiiiatra ruciyd...paccatiam yeva 

fidnam bhavissati parisuddham pariyodatanti netam thanam vijjati. (M. Pancattaya 

suita). 

30. Athi nu kho bhikkhave pariydyo yam pariydyam agamina bhikkhu afifiatreva 

saddhaya...aiifiam vydkareyya? Idha bhikkhave bhikkhu cakkhund rupam disva 

santam va ajjhattam ragadosamoham atthi me ragadosamohoti pajanati, Asantam 

vda...natthi ine rdgadosamohoti pajandti, api nu kho'me bhikkhave dhammd 

saddhaya va veditabbd, ruciyaya va veditabbd...nanu'me bhikkhave dhammd 
paiifiaya disva veditabbnii. (S. Navapuranavagga). 
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agreement in their analysis of the phenomenon. Mahayanists addition- 

ally use the terms ‘fallacious proof’ and ‘fallacious perception’. 

It is our effort to elaborate on the Theravada account of appearances. 

Although the Theravada has not developed a systematic theory of fallacy, 

the Tripitaka contains a vast amount of relevant information which is far 

more interesting than that of the other systems. 

The term ‘abhasa’ is used in the word of the Buddha in the sense of 

‘appearance’ which is also its usual logical sense. However, in the word 

of the Buddha it is not necessarily erroneous appearance; it may be either 

true or untrue. In other words, the appearance of the phenomena may 

correspond to their true nature or it may not. Nevertheless, the appearance 

remains the same. Therefore ‘appearance’ in the Buddhist tradition is not 

necessarily a false appearance. 

In the Theravada, ‘appearance’ constitutes an important method of 

determining truth. 

Fourfold Appearance 

The Buddha has analysed the phenomenon of appearance in the Maha 

Kammavibhangasutta (analysis of karma)>'. He has also elaborated it in 

the analysis of persons. There are instances where the Buddha would not 
refer to certain specific concepts but would articulate the sense of such 

concepts*’. All these lead to the conclusion that true or untrueness of 

phenomena are fourfold depending on their appearance. The four are 
as follows: 

1. Phenomena untrue and appearing untrue. 
2. Phenomena untrue but appearing true. 
3. Phenomena true and appearing true. 

4. Phenomena true but appearing untrue. 

The Buddha’s own analysis of the four categories is as follows: 

1. Bad karmas do not exist; by all means he is born in a good place 

(natthi papakammani sabbo so (sabbaso?) sugatim upapajjati): The 

two claims involved in here are false for there do exist bad karmas 

and it is impossible for one who commits such karmas to be born in 

a good place. Therefore the assertion is false, and appears false. 

31. ltikho dnanda atthi kammam abhabbam abhabbabhdsam, atthi kanunam bhabbam 

abhabbdbhasam, atthi kammam bhabbanceva bhabbabhdsan ca, atthi kammam 

bhabbam abhabbabhasam. (M. Mahakanmiavibhanga sutia). 

32. Cattdro udakarahad@ uttdno gambhirobhdso, gambhiro uttdnobhdaso uttano 

uttdnobhaso gambhiro gambhirobhaso. (Puggalapatiati catukka niddesa). 

33.  Cattaro ambipamapuggald cattari ambani, a€mam pakkavanni, pakkam amavanni, 

amam amavanni, pakkam pakkavanni. Ibid. 
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2. Evil-doer is invariably born in a bad place (Sabbo so papi nirayam 

uppajjati). Although this statement may appear plausible it is not so 

for even an evil-doer, due to some of his good past karmas may be 

born in a good place. Therefore this statement is untrue but appears 

true. 

3. Bad karmias exist; I see the evil-doer born in a bad place (atthi 

papakammani passami papim nirayam uppannam). In here the two 

’ claims are both true and appear true for it is true that bad karmas exist 

and that one may see such a person born in a bad place. Hence this 

represents a phenomenon both true and appearing true. 

4. TI see an evil-doer born in a good place (passami papim nirayam 

uppannam). Although this may look impossible it is possible for an 

evil-doer to be born in a good place due to his good past karma. This 

represents a phenomenon true but appearing untrue. 

Details of this analysis are available in the Mahakammavibhangasutta 

in the Majjhimanikaya. 

The following analysis by the Buddha in the Puggalapatinatti also 

provides an example: 

t. Person shallow and appearing shallow (uttdno uttanobhaso 
puggalo). This describes a person who is shallow both in his external 

behaviour and internal attitudes. 
2. Person shallow but appearing-deep (uttano gambhirobhaso 

puggalo): This describes a person who pretends to be substantial but 

is actually not. 

3. Person both deep and appearing-deep (gambhiro gambhirobhaso): 

Person looking substantial and actually is substantial in his charac- 

ter is described in these terms. 

4. Person deep but appearing shallow (gambhiro uttanobhaso): This 

describes a substantial but unassuming person whose external 

behaviour does not betray his inner depth. 

The same fourfold category which is seen in mangoes has been applied 

to people: 

1. Raw and raw-looking mangoes. 

2. Ripe but raw-looking mangoes. 

3. Ripe and ripe-looking mangoes. 

4. Raw but ripe-looking mangoes. 

Comparison 

Of these four modes, the first and the third do not pose a difficulty 

for,in them, there is no difference between how they appear and what they 
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actually are. The knowledge in both cases represents a reality, for there 

cannot be a doubt about cause or mode. The rest, the second and the 

fourth, can be erroneous with regard to causes or the modes. Therefore, 

according to the Nyayins, these two represent fallacies of cause. How- 

ever, according to the word of the Buddha it is a reality for, although the 

appearance is misleading, reality is the same. For example: the ripeness 

of a mango, which is actually ripe but appears raw, is a reality; what is 

misleading is its mode; therefore only the mode (cause) is wrong. 

The fallacious argument would be the following:*All mangoes that 

appear raw are actually raw; this mango appears raw; therefore this mango 

is raw. 

In this context, the cause of the knowledge of the raw-ness of the 

mango is its raw-appearance which is not true in all cases, and hence 

misleading at times. Here we have a false cause which is a fallacy of 

cause. The resultant conclusion may or may not be true. 

12. Examination of purity and impurity of what is said is removal 

(parihara). 

What is said has to be supported by correct causes and effects. If not, 
the meaning may be unreal. Therefore it is necessary that the errors in 

what is said are pointed out and corrected. The Buddha has pointed out 

the errors of what is said by others. He has called it either ‘parihara*”’ or 

‘patihara®>*’. In contemporary parlance, it is to criticize or to correct. 

Removal is one of the fourteen guidelines that occur in the commentary 

to the Netti. 7 
The great Theras of the past too used this term in the same sense”. 

‘Codana parihara’ (removal of criticism) is an aspect of the ancient 
system of grammatical education. The author of the Saddasaratthajalini 
claims that “there is no removal if all (the causes) can be seen (sace hi 

34. Evam vddi kho bhikkhave aham niganthesu na kifci sahadhammikam 

vadapariharam samanupassami., (M. Devadahasutta). 

Vadapariharam samanupassami. (MA.) 

35.  Sace te bhante purimam saccam, pacchimam te micchd, sace pana pacchimam 

saccam, purimam te miccha. Ime kho bhante dasasahadhanmikd patiha agacchanti, 
yada tesam attham djaneyyasi atha mam patihareyyasi saddhim niganthaparisaya. 

(S.) 
Nanu evam bhante sappatihirakatam bhasitam apajjati. (D. Potthapdda sutta). 

Appatihirakatanti patitaranavirahitam niyydnikam vuccati. (DA. The term ‘patihira’ 

also appears in the Kathavatthu.) 

It seems that ‘patihirakata’ comes from ‘patihara+i> ‘patihari+kata> ‘patihirakata’. 
It means: "what is proved’. 

36. cf. such usages as *dosaparihara’ and ‘codanaparihdra’ in the (Subodhalankaraya.) 
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passati sabbam pariharo na sambhave. 148). In the Sankrit literature 

‘parihara’ occurs as a principle of debate*’. 
To criticize what is said occurs in the Tripitaka as ‘updrambha*®” 

This selfsame removal occurs in the Netti as sodhand hara (purificatory 

removal*’). It is this same principle that has been described by such 
Mahayana teachers as Dharmakirti as ‘ditsana*” and by the Nyayins as 
‘nigraha sthana’™. 

This ‘removal’ is a necessary element in debate. In a debate there is 

always the possibility of the debate being spoiled by the opponent by 

bringing out false charges. Hence the Buddha’s emphasis on criticism 

substantiated by reasons (sahadhammikam vadapariharam). The others 

have named it diishanabhasa or jati. 

An example for removal": 
Saccaka: Man who takes his physical body as his soul establishes 

- himself on the physical body and commits both good and 

bad karmas. I hold that my soul is my body. 

Buddha: Saccaka, if you think that your physical body is your soul 

do you have control over your body? 

Saccaka: No, I do not, Venerable Gotama. 
Buddha: In that case, it is wrong to take physical body as soul. 

The argument here is that, if something belongs to someone that 
person must have control over that thing. If one does not have such a 

control over something it is not appropriate to say that one owns it. It is 

clear that one does not have a control over one’s body. Therefore it is 
wrong to take one’s body as one’s soul. What is asserted in this context 
is the claim that body is one’s soul. But the claim is erroneous due to the 
fact that one does not have a control over it. To show this is criticism, and 

to say that body is not soul is the removal. 

37. see Carakasamhita. 

38. = Te uparambhanisamsa ceva dhammam pariyapunanti itivadappamokkhanisamsa 

ca. (M, Alagaddtipamasutta). 

39 Suddhasuddhiparikkha haro so sodhano nama. (netti) 

40. Diishand nytinatadyuktih, (Nyayabindu.) 

sddhanadosodbhavanani diisanani. (Nyayapravesa.) 

41. Nydyasiitra. 

42. (M. Culasaccakasutta). 
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CHAPTER VI 

ON METHOD 

(Nyaya) 

Methodical examination of causes and effects is foremost among 

the possible ways that are relevant to knowing something not perceived. 

It is this selfsame phenomenon that occurs in the word of the Buddha as 

‘reflection by origin’ and in the accounts by disciples as ‘acquisition 

through method’ (nayaggaha).' This is a means of knowledge which is 

deep as well as wide. The field of what is not perceived is larger than 

that of what is perceived. Reasoning is the instrument used here. In other 

philosophical systems, this has been treated as an aspect of inference. 

The statement of causes and effects is the characteristic here. Its 

analysis which consists of innumerable aspects has to be done carefully. 

The following analysis based on the four aspects mentioned below is a 

result of examining the nature of the Theravada analysis of knowledge by 

a-perception and the inferential knowledge in other philosophical 

systems. 

1. Knowing the effect on seeing the cause. 
2. Knowing the cause on seeing the effect. 

3. Knowing something similar on seeing both the cause and 

the effect. 
4. Knowing an object on seeing a mark of it. 

Causal Relation 

Before discussing these four aspects it is necessary to clarify the 
nature of the causal relation in Buddhism. According to Buddhism 

everything in the world ts an effect of a cause, or a causally conditioned 

phenomenon (particca samuppdnna)*. Such an effect is not produced by 

1. DA. (Sampasadaniyasutta). 

2. Katamo cassa ariyo iidyo patiiiaya sudittho hoti-iti inasmim sati idam hoti imassa 
uppadd idam uppajjati yadidam avijjd paccaya sankhard A. 
Nayapatipannoti kdranapatipanno (DA. Pasddikasutta). 
Nayena viharissamiti karanena viharissami (DA. Sakkapafthasutta). 
Nayassa adhigamdyati fidyo vuccati ariyo atthatigiko maggo (DA. 

Mahtdsatipatthanasutia). 
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a single cause but by many causes. For example, a tree is an effect the 

cause of which is a seed. Nevertheless there are many other factors such 

as earth, water and light which serve as additional causes. Subsequently 

the effect (tree) itself becomes the cause of a new seed which causes 

another tree. This shows that cause and effect are not exclusive catego- 

ries; but inter-changeable. However, our need at the moment is not a 

general survey of causal relations but a study of the causal relation of a 

given phenomenon. This is what pertains to reasoning. 

It has been already said that an effect may have more than one cause. 

Among such causes there may be one or several causes which are 

indispenasable and some other causes which are not. The indispensable 

cause is called ‘cause’ (Aeru) and non-indispensable causes ‘condition’ 

(paccaya)’, 
In acausal analysis according to Buddhism, there is no clearer, deeper 

or a more comprehensive way than examing the ‘dependent co-origina- 

tion’. Although its primary use is disentanglement of (the riddle of) the 

existence of being, it is applicable to all animate and inanimate 

phenomena in the universe. The other way of analysing causality is 

‘patthana’ which is equally interesting. A fuller analysis of the two 

methods will be done later. In the present context we have used all such 

terms as hetu, pratyaya, karana and niddna to denote hetu or cause* 

Doctrine of Single Cause* 

One may raise the following four questions in an analysis of 

causality: 

1. Does a single cause produce a single effect? No. 

2. Does a single cause produce many effects? No. 

3. Do many causes produce a single effect? No. 

4. Do many causes produce many effects? Yes. 

In such contexts as ‘volitional formations arise on account of igno- 

rance’ and ‘a seed produces a plant’ the cause is not single. It is clear 

that there are many other causes for the arising of a plant in addition to 

a seed. The plant itself is constituted by such phenomena as colour, 

smell, taste and (nutritive) essence. 

Nayadhammanti karanadhammam. (MA.) 

Nayoti upayo. (SA) 

3. Asadharana lakkhano hetu, sadharana lakkhano paccayo; ankurassa uppattiya bijam 

asadharanam, pathavi dpo ca sadharana, (Netti parikkhara hara). 

4. Sahetu sappaccayati ettha hetupi paccayopi karanasseva namam. (DA. 

Potthapadasutta).sutta). 

5. Ekato hi kdranato na idha kifici ekam phalam atthi, na anekam, ndpi anekehi 

karanehi ekam, anekehi pana kdranehi anekameva hati. (Vism.) 
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It must be borne in mind that the use of the singular (eg. cause) is 

merely to denote the cause which is fundamental, known, indispensable 

and timely. Apart from that, there is no room for a doctrine of a single 

cause in Buddhism. 

Doctrine of Opposite Cause® 

It is the Buddhist view that a cause may produce effects both 

homogeneous and not homogeneous to itself. What follows are exam- 

ples of homogeneous effects: By performing meritogious deeds (one) 

attains happiness; A seed of kKohomba produces a kohomba plant; Igno- 

rance produces demeritorious volitional activities. What follows are 

examples of heterogeneous results: Granulated sugar etc. produce alco- 

hol; (It is believed that) Guava leaves etc. produce butterflies; Ignorance 

produce meritorious volitional activities; Thoughts are produced by 

seeing visions. 

Although it is believed that eating maviniokkd makes one grow large 

and that eating ginger rakes one comfortable by controlling air, bile 

and plegm, if maviokkd and ginger are eaten together, that will kill the 

person. This is a further example for a cause producing a heterogeneous 

effect. 
It has been further elaborated in the Visuddhimagga how causes 

produce effects that are homogeneous or not homogeneous; similar or not 

homogeneous in such aspects as location, nature, function etc. 

The reason for causes producing heterogeneous effects is that 

phenomena are causally conditioned. ‘Dependent’ means the combina- 

tion of multiple causes. 

The Aryan knowledge on causality is twofold: comprehension of 

meaning and comprehension of dhamma. What follows is a summary of 

various aspects of them given in the commentaries. 

Comprehension of meaning refers to the knowledge on effect; 

comprehension of dhamma_ refers to the knowledge on cause. This 

twofold knowledge is comprehended only by the Aryans classified as 

‘novice’ (sekha) and ‘non-novice’ (asekha).. 

The method of determining through reasoning the accuracy of the 

knowledge on something not perceived has been explained in both Nyaya 

and the Theravada. The basic characteristic of such efforts is to 

understand the causal relation. The effect represents the knowledge. In 

the search of its cause, we may come across either the real cause or a 

psuedo-cause which is described as a fallacy of cause in logical systems. 

Knowledge (effect) obtained following such a fallacious cause is 

6. Viruddho c’ aviruddho ca - sadis’ asadiso tatha 

Dhammanam paccayo siddho - vipakdc’ eva te ca na (Vism.) 
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erroneous. Therefore the method of determining the right cause has been 
expounded by various teachers and philosophers in different ways. This 

method is obtained in the Indian Nyaya as inference for oneself and for 

the others and in Western logic as induction and deduction. There is no 

such distinction in the Theravada. Nevertheless, it is our intention to 
elucidate the procedure followed in the word of the Buddha. 

Effects of Karma and Causal Relation 

It is known that, according to Buddhism, karma is volition. Karma 

is twofold: good and bad; and it is a constituent of mind. Are the effects 

of karma included in the category of mental or in the physical? According 

to the Abhidhamma there are ‘effect-thoughts’. It is stated (in the 

Abhidhamma) that one experiences either agreeable or disgreeable 

eye-consciousness etc. due to good or bad karmas which are nothing 

but volitions. This shows that both karma and its effects are mental 
phenomena. Giving is a karma which has as its volition a thought of 

non-craving. If giving results in receiving wealth, wealth is a physical 

phenomenon and not mental. If so, how can a non-physical phenomenon 

produce a non-mental effect? This is a deep matter. Receiving wealth 

really means owning wealth; ownership is an aspect of mind, and it is 

nothing other than the eye-consciousness etc. which are the effects of 

good deeds. One must not misunderstand this situation by thinking that, 

if owning is a mental factor, how can a matter of craving come about as 

the result of a matter of non-craving. It is true that one can develop a 
craving for wealth once acquired. Nevertheless, the effects are merely 

to experience them through sensory organs, eg. eye-consciousness etc. 

but not the craving. A good deed cannot produce a bad result. 

This shows that karma is the cause and its outcome is the effect. 

Nevertheless, there are no effects in karma, but effect is born out of 

karma’. The cause is one; effect is another. ; 
For a person who walks into an illuminated room in the night there 

is no question of his knowledge of the presence of light for both the 

effect and the cause (lamp and light) are clearly visible. For one who 

sees smoke and fire on a mountain there is nothing to be inferred about 
fire for it is perceived. Nevertheless 

(i) one who sees mounting dark clouds knows ‘rain’*. Here the rain 
is the effect; clouds are the cause. What the person saw was clouds, not 

rain. This is to know effect by seeing the cause.. In theis context, the 

7. Kammam natthi vipakamhi - vipako kammasambhavo 

Tasma punabbhavo heti - evam loko pavatiati. (Vism.) 

8. This is ‘ptirvavar’ (like what preceded) inference of Nyayins. 
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effect (rain) which was the object of knowledge is a phenomenon 

belonging to the future. 

(ii) In the like manner, when one knows by seeing the rays of the 

morning Sun in the room that the Sun is risen it is an inference. The 

cause is the rising of the Sun; the rays of the Sun are the effect. This is 

to know cause by seeing the effect’. In the like manner, one infers rain 

by seeing muddy water in the river. In these contexts, the cause, the Sun 

and rain, belong to the past. 

Seeing smoke in a mountain one infers the presenge of fire. Smoking 

is due to the presence of fire. Therefore the cause of smoke is fire; smoke 

is the effect, and it is the smoke that was seen. In this context too one 

infers the presence of the cause by seeing the effect. Some have got 

confused by mistaking smoke to be the cause. Actually smoke becomes 

the cause of inferential knowledge (that there is fire) but not of the fire. 

The only difference here is that (the effect) belongs to the present. 

(iii) A criminal who sees another similar criminal being beheaded 

knows that he himself will get the same punishment. In this context, 

‘committing of the crime’ is the cause; being beheaded is the effect. To 

know that he himself will get the same punishment because of the 

sameness between himself and the other criminal is the knowledge in 

this context. Although it is possible to take ‘seeing’ what is done to the 

other as the ‘cause’ of the knowledge, what really serve as cause and 

effect are actions themselves. 
Further examples are: to be reminded of a friend by seeing one 

resembling that particular friend; to understand the impermanency of 

phenomena by seeing a withered flower, and Cullapanthaka’s 
realization, by seeing the pure piece of cloth being soiled, that mind which 

is naturally pure gets defiled by external defilements. These represent 

cases where one infers something similar by seeing both the cause 

and the effect. 

In brief, this is to infer what is described by a simile by seeing the 

simile. Both the Buddha and Nagasena have made frequent use of this 

method. 

iv. It is true that to infer the bearer of the characteristic by seeing 
a particular characteristic is ‘the inferential knowledge born of associa- 

tion of the character’. However, there is a difference, namely, that it does 

9. This is the ‘sesavart’ (like what is left) inference of the Nyayins. The next cat- 

egory in the Nyaya, ‘sdmanyato drsta anumana’ (inference by general character- 

istics resembles the Buddhist characterization of the matter upacaya, santati jarata. 

These are conceptual objects and are perceived by the faculty of mind. Therefore 

in the Theravada this has been included in the perception of what is known. It is 

the same inferential methods that is applied in knowing such changes of Nature as 

the waxing and waning of the Moon and maturity of flowers and leaves etc. 
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not require an ‘invariable concomittance’. To infer that there has been a 
flood by seeing leaves and grass scattered is different from inferring fire 

by seeing smoke. 

Where there is smoke there is fire; but where there are leaves and 

grass scattered there need not be a flood. Therefore the inference is not 

dependent on invariable concomittance. Therefore what is indicated here 

is only an indicative knowledge (sagnapti) which we encounter quite 

often. The specific reason in this matter is to know the relation between 

the cause (/inga) and what is to be proved (sddhya). Still the relation- 

ship is not that of inseparability. The relationship between the two is not 

made by ‘exhaustive invariable concomittance’ (purnavayapti). 

ANALYSIS OF METHOD 

Certain statements of the Buddha suggest that there existed (by the 

time of the Buddha) a ‘method’ used in epistemological exercises. An 

example is the Buddha’s well-known exhortation to the Kalamas: ‘not on 

account of method (md nayahetu)'°. The commentators elucidate it in the 

following manner: naya gdhenapi md ganhittha (do not accept on 

considering method either). The word ‘naya’ has many senses. The most 

general sense is ‘method’. This also can be interpreted as ‘law’. The term 

‘niti’? which usually refers to law does not seem to have been used in the 

word of the Buddha. Instead what is used is ‘naya’. Nevertheless the 

two words are etymologically similar. What is meant by ‘naya’ is the 
means to achieve a certain end. Although ‘nyaya’ and ‘naya’ are used very 

often synonymously there is a slight variation in the meaning. 

It is our intention to examine the Theravada analysis of method. The 

Buddha has also used ‘pariydya’ to refer to method. The word of the 

Buddha itself contains a number of methods. In addition, there are so 
many other methods elucidated by the Theras who canonized, compiled 

and commented on the doctrine. Buddhaghosa once described the entire 

_ word of the Buddha as an ocean of methods''. The Netti refers to five 
methods to be used in elucidating the doctrine. The compilers of the 

Abhidhamma refer to two methods applicable to the Aryan knowledge. 

Thera Nagita, the author of the Saddasaratthajalini describes 75 
methods applicable to words and another 39 methods applicable to their 
meaning. This shows that the Pali literature is quite rich in methods. 
However we will select only a few which we think most appropriate. 

10. A. & Kathavatthu 

Nayasahassapatimanditam sotapattiphalam 

11. Katamo nayasagaro? tepitakam buddhavacanam. (Atthasalini.) 
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Method of Dependent Co-origination 

We would call dependent co-origination the phenomenon of cause 

and effect. ‘Cause’ (hetu) and ‘condition’ (paccaya) are the same!*, The 

Netti points out a minor difference according to which ‘cause refers to 

the primary or to the indispensable cause while ‘condition’ refers to any 

optional causes’, The commentators take the two terms as synonymous", 

In the well-known dependent co-origination formula ‘heru’ is not used; 

instead what is used is ‘paccaya’. Therefore the terminology goes like 

‘conditionality’ (idappaccayata) and ‘condition-mode’ (paccayakara) but 

not as ‘causality’ (idam hetutd) or ‘cause-mode’ (hetvakara). 

The Buddha’s analysis of conditionality is twofold: dependent 

co-origination method and patthana-method. In understanding the first, 

we have to be cautious regarding the use of the two terms ‘dependent’ 

(paticca) and ‘condition’ (paccaya). The term used is ‘dependent 

co-origination’ but not ‘conditioned co-origination’. 

The fact that the commentator Buddhaghosa has strived hard to clear 

the terminological difficulty involved here is testified by his long 

discussion in the Visuddhimagga which runs through several 

pages. Paccaya (‘condition’) is a noun; what is conducive to existence 

or to the origin (of a phenomenon) is a condition. It is also the 

indispensable cause’’. Paticca (‘dependent’) is an adjective 

connected to a verb. Both have their etymological origin in ‘i’ to go. This 
may be translated into English as ‘dependent on’ or ‘in order to’. The 
statement ‘cakkhuiica paticca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhuvintianam’ is 

translated as ‘depending on eye and visual form there arises eye- 

consciousness’. ‘Avijja paccayd sankhara’ is translated as ‘depending on 

ignorance, volitional activities arise’. In both cases, ‘paticca’ and 

‘paccaya’ were translated as ‘depending on’. However, the more 

exact meaning according to the word of the Buddha'® and the commen- 

12. Sahetu sappaccaya. 

Ko hetu ko paccayo. 

Tasmatiha dnanda eseva hetu etam niddnam esa samudayo esa paccayo “sahetu 

sappaccayati ettha hetu pi paccayo pi kKdranasseva namam. (In such places as DA. 

Potthapadasutia). 

13. ‘Mulatthena hetu upakaratthena paccayo’ (Vism. and Netti.) 

14. “Paccayo hetu karanart nidanam sambhavo pabhavoti adi atthato ekam, vyaiijanato 

nanan”, (Vism.) 

15. “Paticca etasmd etiti paccayo, yohi dhammo yam dhammam apaccakkhaya titthati 

uppajjati vd so tassa paccayoti vuttam hoti. Apaccakkhdaya nam pavattatiti attho”. 

(Vism.) 

16. In such contexts as “telaii ca paticca vattifica...”, “katthafica paticca vallifica...”, 

*cakkhwica paticca rupe ca... and hetum “paticca sambhutam...” ‘paticca’ reters 

to congregation. 
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tators'” is ‘congregation’ or ‘union’. Thus the meaning of ‘paticca 

samuppdada’ is ‘co-origination’. 

The congregation of conditions denoted by ‘paticca’ indicates the 

rejection of such wrong views as eternalism, doctrine of no cause and 

wrong cause and creationism. Co-origination denoted by ‘samuppada’ 

indicates the rejection of the foliowing wrong views: annihilationism, 

nihilism and denial of the efficacy of action. Since the term 

‘paticcasamuppada’ indicates the unbroken continuity of the phenom- 

ena due to the congregation of conditions, we have to conclude that what 

is meant here is the Middle Path. 

How did the Buddha present the account of causes or the explana- 

tion of conditions through the method of dependent co-origination? The 

Buddha did it through the formula ‘avijja paccayd sankhara’ etc. The 

general law behind the formula is: ‘Asmim sati idam hoti; imassa uppada 

idam uppajjati’ (When this is, this is; by the arising of this, this is). There 

are two parts to this law. One is imasmim sati idam hoti, namely, to say 

that this is, when this is, is one aspect of causal relation or one aspect of 

dependent co-originaticn. The second is imiassa uppada idam uppajjati, 

namely, this arises when this arises is another aspect of causal relation 

and another part of dependent co-origination. The reason for these two 
parts is that there are two aspects governing causal relations: one gov- 

erns the condition of existence whereas the other governs the condi- 

tion of arising. 

It seems that the condition of existence co-exists with the effect itself. 
A tree is possible when earth, water and fertilizer etc. are available, and 

they are the conditions of the existence of a tree. The existence of a tree 

is dependent on the existence of these factors. The first part of causal 

relation, viz. imasmim sati idam hoti has to be understood in that 

manner. The same method applies to avijja paccayd sankhara. The 

ignorance becomes the condition for the existence of volitional activities, 

but not for their arising. Therefore the other part (imassa uppada idam 

uppajjati) does not apply here. How does the idea of a congregation of 

conditions apply to dependent co-origination? It is true that it was men- 

tioned that ignorance is the condition of the existence of volitional 

activities. Nevertheless, ignorance here does not mean only one phe- 

nomenon, but many phenomena. Along with ignorance, craving and many 

other similar factors are considered. This should make clear how a 

congregation of factors would cause a particular situation. Although it 

17, “Patimukhamitoti vutto hetusamuho ayam paticco.” (Vism.) 

“Paccayasamaggim pana paticca nd pacckkhayati.” 

“Paccayataya afifiofifiam paticca yasma samam saha ca dhamme.” 

“Paccayasamaggi paridipakena paticcapadena.” 

“Paticcati navina apaccakkhitvati attho.” 
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is said that trees and creepers exist due to the earth it is clear that there 

need to be some additional factors for their existence. 

The next part comprises the codition for the existence which is 

indicated by imassa uppddda idam uppajjati. This too is a causal 

phenomenon, the relevance of the cause is not for existence but for aris- 

ing. When we say that a seed is the cause of a tree what we mean is that 

the seed is instrumental in the arising of the tree, but not for its exist- 

ence. In this instance too the multiplicity of conditions apply, for a seed 

placed on a table would not produce a plant; it needs to be supplemented 

by many other factors. The statement sankhdrapaccaya viniianam in the 

dependent co-origination formula signifies a relation belonging to the 

second category, namely, the condition for arising. The details have to 

be understood following the Abhidharma. 

This shows that the dependent co-origination method applies to two 

phenomena, namely, arising and existence. Even this relation is not of a 

single cause but of multiple causes or due to a congregation of causes. 

This is comparable to the effects of karma which are twofold, namely, 

those effects of karma which cause existence and those that cause rebirth. 

Patthana Method 

The second method in the causal analysis is the patthana method. This 

is a deep phenomenon. Patthana is the co-existence of conditions 

(paccayatthiti or paccayatthdna). It also signifies the variousness of 

conditions. There are 24 conditions which are grouped into four categories 

according to their meaning. We do not go into details of these conditions 

for they have been described in detail in the 8th chapter of the 

Abhidhammatthasangaha and in the Visuddhimagga and the Patthana. 

What is given here is only a brief account of them insofar as they comprise 

a method relating to causal analysis. 

It was already said that dependent co-origination is to point out the 

effect of a congregation of causes (or conditions). Patthana is the deter- 
mination of the specific condition under which that particular effect was 

produced. 

There are reasons to take the 24 conditions as comprising a kind of 

method. When we say ‘avijjd@ paccayd sankhara@ it is the method of 

dependent co-origination. However,in a deeper analysis of specific 

conditions of volitional activities we have to refer to such patthana 

methods as object-condition and inducement-condition which is the 

patthana method. 

Following this one may understand how one phenomenon becomes 

the condition for another phenomenon. Usually what has been analysed 

according to this method are mental and physical phenomena (that 
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comprise human personality). However, it need not be confined to them 

alone; it is equally applicable to any phenomenon. An analysis of any 

one condition would show this. For example, let us examine how the 

object-condition becomes instrumental for good and bad elements 

(kusala and akusala). 

1. How does a kusala assists another kusala by being its object-condi- 

tion? Suppose, having made a donation, one subsequently re-thinks 

the matter and becomes glad at his good deed. His act of donation 

is a kusala, or a thought of non-greed. The subsequent glad-ness 

(regarding what he did) too is a kusala. This shows how one kusala 

becomes the condition for another kusala. 

How does a kusala become the condition for an akusala? Having 

made a donation if one were to repent his act it is a case in point, 

for repenting is an act of greed (which is akusala). 

How does a kusala becomes the condition for an indeterminate (act)? 

The case of arahants who review their path having come out thereof 

is an example. In this case, the first path-thought is a kusala; the 

rest is indeterminate. 

How do akusalas become condition for kusala? If one were to fight 

with an enemy first and subsequently were to take pity on him, it 

represents a case in point. The anger and pity involved in the 

process represent akusala and kusala respectively. 

How do akusalas become condition for more akusalas? Having 

fought with an enemy (anger) one contemplates continuing the same 

(anger). 

How do akusalas become condition for the indeterminate? When 

an arahant contemplates his past defilements his present contem- 

plation is indeterminate; the past defilements which beacme the 

condition for contemplation are akusala. 

How do indeterminates become condition for indeterminates? 

An arahant’s contemplation of friuts and the nirvana is a case in 

point. 

How do indeterminates become the condition for kusala? By 

seeing the statues of the Buddha one generates kusala thought. Here 

the image of the Buddha is an indeterminate phenomenon. 

How do indeterminates become the condition for akusala? One 

generates a thought of stealing by seeing a property. The property 

is an indeterminate matter. The stealing thought conditioned by it is 

an akusala. 
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Although this analysis has been applied mainly to psycho-physical 

phenomena, it is equally applicable to other phenomena too. What 

follows are a few examples: 

1. There are fish in the ocean. Here the ocean assists the fish as 

the non-abeyance-condition. 

2. “Lamp having extinguished, there was darkness”: Here the 

extinguishing of the lamp was either the presence-condition or 

the abeyance-condition. 

Furthermore there can be more than one condition’ acting in one single 
effect. For example, a tree is a phenomenon born of conditions. There is 
more than one condition for the arising and the existence of a tree. What 

follows is an analysis of such conditions according to the Patthana: 

A tree arises from a seed. The seed was the co-nascence and the 
karma condition. The tree was the effect-condition. The tree exists due 

to water, fertilizer etc. They are the inducement-condition. The tree is 

situated on a mountain which is the non-abeyance-condition and the 

presence-condition. The tree grows due to rain which is the post- 

nascence-condition. The tree exists due to Sun which is the 

pre- nascence-condition. The tree continues to exist, a fact which indicates 
the existence of the life-faculty of matter which is the reciprocal-condi- 

tion and the presence-condition. Thus we may see more than one 

condition acting in one phenomenon. 

These 24 conditions may be sub-divided into four according to their 

significance. According to the Abhidhammatthasangaha, they are as 
follows: 

1. The following categories come under the object-condition: the 

object-dominance-condition which is a kind of dominance-condition; 

the base-object-basis which is a kind of basis-condition; the object- 

pre-nascence which is a kind of pre-nascence-condition and the 

base-object-pre-nascence and dissociation conditions which are kinds 

of dissociation-condition. 

2. The following conditions are included in the inducement-condition: 

contiguity, immediate contiguity, habitual recurrence, absence and 
dissociation. 

3. In the karma condition are included its two categories, namely, 

asynchronous and weak. 

4. The following conditions and many others are included in the 
presence-condition: nutriment, faculty, cause, co-nescence, recip- 
rocal, result, absorption, path, association, non-abeyance and 
post-nascent. 
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Furthermore, in the Netti a method called ‘the pattern of dispensa- 

tion’ is given. In addition to it, seven more methods of pattern are given 
in the commentary. They are the extensions of the aspects of the mode 

of conveying called ‘teaching’. They are: satisfaction, danger, 

emancipation, satisfaction and danger, satisfaction and emancipation, 
danger and emancipation and satisfaction, danger and emancipation. 

Four Significance-Methods Required for the Knowledge of 

Causation 

1. Method of similarity; 

2. Method of difference; 

3. Method of non-manipulation; 

4. Method of uniformity. 

Method of similarity is to see the correspondence between cause 

and effect involved in the existence of beings. In one who sees this 

nature, the annihilationist view disappears. However, by misunder- 

standing this nature one might get into the eternalist view. 

Method of difference is to see the difference between the cause and 

the effect. By seeing this correctly one sees fresh causes producing 
fresh effects and abandons the eternalist view. However, by misun- 
derstanding this one might take cause and effect as wholly unrealted 

and end up in annihilationism. 

Method of non-manipulation is to (know) the automatic process 
involved in causation, namely, the fact that effect does not ‘think’ 

that it will produce the effect; but the process takes place without 

any manipulation. One who sees this correctly, knows that there 

is no doer and gives up the belief in a soul. One who misunder- 

stands this falls into the view of non-action (denial of the efficacy 

of action). 

Method of uniformity is to see the uniformity between cause and 

effect, namely, that the effect is in conformity with the nature of its 

cause and not otherwise. One who sees this correctly gives up the 

views of non-causation and non-action. However, one who 

misunderstands this falls into the views of non-causation and 

determinism. 
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Methods in Cause and Effect Analysis 

They are Eightfold: 

i. ‘Whatever...that’ method 

ii. ‘If? method 
iii. | Temporal method 

iv. Analytical method 
v.  Syllogistic method 

Vi. Simile method . 

Vil. Case method 

viii. Particle method 

i. ‘Whatever...that’ Method: 

It is customary in the Pali language to express causal relations in 

sentences with ‘whatever...that’ (yam1...tam) form. For example: yam kifici 

samudayadhammam sabbam tam nirodhadhammam - whatever has the 

nature of arising (that) has the nature of cessation. What is indicated is 

the fact that arising causes cessation. Here arising is the cause and 

cessation is the effect. If the particular thing was not born then it would 

not be ceased. The underlying principle is that everything that arises 

ceases. 
Furthermore in yadaniccam tam dukkham_ - ‘whatever is imperma- 

nent is suffering’ impermanence is the cause; suffering is the effect. What 
is indicated is the fact that all impermanent phenomena are suffering. 

In this manner, all the sentences of the form ‘whatever...that’” may be 

analysed as causal statements. 

ii. ‘If?’ Method: 

The Buddha has expressed certain causal statements using a nega- 

tive subjunctive mood. For example: No ce pathavidhatuyd assado 

abhavissa nayidam sattd pathavidhatuyd sarajjeyyum - ‘If there were no 

enjoyment in the earth-element people would not have clung to it’. Here 

the enjoyment is the cause; clinging is the effect. In other words, enjoy- 

ment causes clinging. 

Sace bhayatha dukkhassa - sace vo dukkhamappiyam 

ma kattha papakam kammam - avi va yadi vd raho 

‘If you fear suffering and if you dislike suffering do not enagage in 

evil activities either in public or in privacy’. Here fear is the cause; not 

committing evil deeds is the effect. In other words, it is due to the fear 

of suffering that people do not commit evil deeds. 
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i. Temporal (Bhava - Locative) Method: 

The causal statements have been made in locative case in Pali lan- 

guage. For example: Jmasmim sati idam hoti, imasmim asati idam na 

hoti - ‘When this is, this is; when this is not, this is not’. Avijjdya sati 

sankhara honti - *Volitional activities occur when ignorance is present’. 

Here the cause is ignorance; volitional activities are the effect. Ninnam 

thanam unnamati gacchante lokanayake - ‘When the leader of the world 

walks uneven places become even’. Walking of the Buddha is the cause; 

becoming even is the effect. 

iv. Analytical Method: 

The Buddha has at times indicated causal relations by analysing the 

phenomena. The analysis of phenomena is made by using such concepts 

as ‘all’, ‘certain’ and ‘other’. For example, in sabbe sankhara anicca - ‘all 

compound phenomena are impermanent’ the impermanence is due to 

their being compound phenomena. The compound nature is the cause, 

and it means that all those phenomena that come under this category are 

taken to be causes. The effect is the impermanence. 

‘In tayo’ me puggald andho ekacakkhu dvicakkhu - ‘There are these 

three persons: blind, one-eyed and two-eyed’. These three persons were 

categorised on the ground that they are persons and not trees or stones. 

Therefore being a person is the cause; ‘two-eyed’ etc. are effects. In here, 

persons denotes genus and blind etc. species. 

(In a grammatical sentence), the direct subject or object refers to 
cause and the indirect subject or object refers to the effect. 

v. Syllogistic Method: 

It was already said that to realize something unperceived following 

something perceived is inference which is also the inference for the sake 

of oneself. However the inference for the sake of other may be taken by 

the commentarial term ‘nayaggaha’ which is to make a causal statement 

by employing logical terms. What follows is an example: It is obvious 

that eye is impermanent. If asked whether or not eye is impermanent 

one should answer in affirmative. Based on this, a conclusion is drawn 

to the effect that ‘eye is impermanent’. The next step is to conclude that 

whatever is impermanent is suffering. This shows that suffering is due 

to impermanence. Here impermanence is the cause; suffering is the 

effect. What was already known was the impermanence of eye; based 

on that piece of information what was inferred was the sorrowful nature 

of the eye. In a formal statement, ‘eye is impermanent’ (cakkhu aniccam) 

indicates the cause; ‘whatever is impermanent is suffering’ (yadaniccam 

tam dukkham) indicates the effect. 
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It is possible that this selfsame effect may subsequently become a 

cause to produce another effect. Yam dukkham tadanatta - ‘whatever is 

suffering is no-soul’ where ‘whatever...that” method has been used is an 

example. However this is a different matter. The former instance was 

taken as representing inferential knowledge for it was dependent on 

former knowledge that eye is impermanent. It must be born in mind that 

entire system of logical reasoning is included in here. 

vi. Simile Method 

In order to explain a point, the Buddha has used similes. Simile is 

analysis by making use of comparison and (what is) compared (upama 

and upameya). Following is an example: O, Monks, as a vessel of water 

turned down would naturally discharge its content and would never retain 

any water in, in the like manner, the monk who practises the eightfold 

path will definitely empty his unwholesome elements and will never retain 

them!®, In this context, the monk knows how a vessel turned down would 

discharge its content. He further comes to know how the unwholesome 

states are avoided by the eightfold path. The cause is the simile of 

discharging water. The effect is what is compared, namely, the knowl- 

edge of avoiding unwholesome states. This is how one form of knowledge 

causes another. This has frequently been used in the dialogue between 

Milinda and Nagasena. 

Any pair of comparison and compared may be explained by means 

of cause and effect. 
Furthermore, it is quite usual in the doctrine to imply (what is) 

compared or the effect by referring to the comparison alone. Such means 

are known as ‘methods’ (aya or nyaya). What follows are a few of them: 

Blind-lame method (andhapaigu naya), Lion-vision method 

(sthavalokana naya), Frog-leap method (mandukagati naya), River-flow 

method (sadisota naya), Ship and cart method (#a@vasakata naya), ‘Bird 

on the tree’ method (rukkhasakuna naya), Crow-vision method 

(kakaolokana naya), Moon-charmer method (candakanta naya) and Deer- 

foot-print method (migapadavalangana naya). 

Blind-Lame Method: The blind and the lame eam their living with 
mutual help. In the like manner when two phenomena are combined and 

produce the desired effect by mutual assistance it is called the blind- 
lame method. For example, mind and matter exist in this manner. This 

is identical with the ‘reciprocal condition’. In this context, the method 

18. “Seyyathapi bhikkhave kumbho nikkujjo vamateva udakam no paccavamati evameva 
kho bhikkhave bhikkhu bhavento ariyam atthangikam maggam vamateva papake 
akusale dhamme no paccdvamati.” (S. Balakaraniyavagga). 
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is the simile the statement of which fascilitates knowing the effect. The 

same procedure may be applied to the rest of the methods. Details may 

be found in the Saddasa@ratthajalini. 

vii. Case Method 

Cases are such divisions of nouns as subject and object. It is inter- 

esting to analyse how grammatical cases have been used in order to 

convey causal relations. It is customary in Pali language to express the 

causal sense by means of the fifth case. Nevertheless it is worth examining 

how the other cases too are used in conveying causal relations. 

The First Case 

In a sentence direct author (prakrti kartr) and indirect author (vikrti 

kartr) respectively denote cause and the effect. But when used as the 

subject author (ukta kartr) it generally refers to the cause. 

In (sentences such as) ‘the doer of meritorious deeds became a 

deity’ (puriiakdro devo ahosi) and ‘the stone became a statue’ (pasdiio 

patima abhavi) the prakrti subject (the doer of meritorious deeds and 

the stone)is the cause and the vikrti subject (deity and statue) is the effect. 

Transitive First 

In (sentences such as) ‘Craving gives birth to man’ (tanhd janeti 
purisant) it is clear that craving is the cause and the man is the effect. 
What is meant is that man is born owing to craving. 

Object Case 

In the relation betwen subject and object, the latter is always the 

effect; former is the cause. In ‘dharma definitely protects one who follows 

the dharma’ (dhammo have rakkhati dhammacarim), the dharma is the 

cause and its protecting the follower is the effect. The protector and the 

protected refer respectively to the casue and the effect. 

Subject Case 

Doer in the passive voice too represents the cause. In ‘the world is 

carried by mind’ (cittena niyati loko), mind is the cause and the act of 

being carried is the effect. The only difference is that the sentence is in 

the passive voice. 

Instrumental Case 

It is clear how the instrument can become the cause. In ‘suffering is 
avoided by energy’, energy is the cause; the avoidance of suffering is 
the effect. 
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Dative Case 

In a causal relation what is said by dative denotes the effect. In ‘the 

eightfold path has to be followed for the knowledge, understanding and 

eradication of these defilements’ (émesam bhikkhave dsavanam abhitinaya 

pariniiaya pahanaya ayam eva ariyo atthangiko maggo bhavetabbo), 

what is said is that the practice leads to the cessation of defilements. 

Here the practice is the cause; knowledge, understanding and eradica- 

tion are effects, and they have been given in the dative case. 

Ablative Case 

It is often found in the doctrine that the ablative has been used to 

indicate the cause. For example, in such instances as avijjd paccaya 

sankhara (‘conditioned by ignorance volitional activities occur’) and 

pemato jayati soko (‘grief originates from lust’) the ablative has been 

used. In these two instances ignorance and lust are causes and volitions 

and grief are respective effects. 

Genetive Case 

Genetive is used with a noun which denotes the cause. In dhajo 

rathassa paiifidnam-dhumo paifianamaggino’ (‘flag is the sign of a 

(armoured) vehicle; smoke is the sign of fire’) the vehicle is the actual 

cause of the existence of the flag for the latter serves only as the mark 

of the vehicle and not vice versa. Therefore the effect is the flag. 

Locative Case 

It is clear that location is the cause. In the phrase sile patitthaya naro 

Sapaiiio’ (‘a wise man having established himself on virtue...”) virtue is 

the cause; the act of establishing is the effect. In yo imasmim 

dhammavinaye-appamatto vihessati’? (whosoever is vigilant in this 

dispensation...) dispensation is the lacation or the location for one’s 
abode. In the present context, one lives in the dispensation because it is 
there. Therefore the dispensation is the cause; living is the effect. 

This shows that it is possible to acquire a good knowledge in causal 
relations by studying how grammatical cases express such relations. 

What follows is how the same causal relation can be expressed in all 
cases: 

First case: Bijam rukkho hoti (Seed becomes a tree.direct and indirect 
author). 

Object: So bijam rukkham karori [He makes the seed (to grow) into 
a tree]. 

Subject: Bijena rukkho sampajjati (Due the seed, the tree comes to be). 
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Instrumental: Bijena rukkho hoti (A tree occurs by means of the seed). 

Dative: Bijam rukkhaya sanvattati (A seed exists for the purpose 

of a tree). 

Ablative: Bijato rukkho hoti (A tree occurs on account of a seed). 

Genetive: Bijassa rukkho hoti [A (potential) tree is (in the posses- 

sion) of the seed]. 

Locative: Bijasmim rukkho hoti ( A tree is possible in the presence 

of a seed). 

This shows that subject and dative cases represent the effect and 

the rest of the cases represent the cause. 

viii Particle Method 

There are many particles used in the word of the Buddha to denote 

the cause. Such particles as paticca, upanisd, nissaya and sandhaya are 

some of them. For example: 

i. cakkhuiica paticca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhuvinianam 

(‘Conditioned by eye, in the presence of a visual form, the 

eye-consciousness arises’). Eye and visual forms are causes; 

eye-consciousness is the effect. 

ii. Dukkhupanisd saddha (‘Suffering causes faith’). Suffering is the 

cause; faith is the effect. 

GUIDE METHOD (Netti Naya) 

The only means in the Pali literature to analyse the teaching me- 

thodically is the Guide method. Nevertheless it is not a system of logic, 

but a method adopted in elucidating the doctrine. Both the Nettippakarana 

and the Petakopadesa emphasize the fact that they comprise nothing but 

a method of analysing the discourses of the Buddha’®. A sermon 
becomes quite successful when analysed and elucidated according to the 

methods of the Nerti. However it is not our intention to describe all the 

methods in it. What we will refer to is only its method of elucidation. 

Points Contained Therein 

1. Every discourse contains two aspects, namely, verbal content 

(=byanjana) and meaning. (=attha) 

2. Of them words consist of letters, words, verbal content, ety- 

mology, presentation (niddesa) and manner (akara). 

Meaning consists of the following six: explaining (sankasana), 

displaying (pakasana), divulging (vivarana), analysing 

19. Panca naya sasanassa pariyetthi, Navavidha suttanta pariyetthi. (Netti) 
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(vibhajana), exhibiting (uttanikamma) and designating 

(pafiiatti). These twelve are called ‘thread’. 

3. Modes of conveying are sixteen. In its commentary, three of 

them have been described as methods. 

4. There are five methods recommended: plotting of directions 

(disalocana), conversion of relishing (nandiyavatta), trefoil 

(tipukkhala), lion’s play (sihavikkilita) and hook (ankusa). 

5. Root-terms are 18 (9 wholesome and 9 unwholesome), and their 

details are available in the Ne?ti. 

6. Analysis of discourses is threefold: indication (uddesa), 

demonstration (niddesa) and counter-demonstration 

(patiniddesa). 

Of the five methods, the following three are meaning methods: 

conversion of relishing, trefoil and lion’s play. The following two are 

action methods: plotting of directions and hook. What follows is a brief 

account of each of these methods: 

i. Conversion of Relishing _ refers to whirlpool in a river. Like a 

piece of wood caught up in a whirlpool beings are tossed into the 
ocean of samsara by craving and ignorance. Such beings are rescued 

by calmness and insight meditations. The method which elucidates 

this matter is conversion of relishing. 

The cleansing triad _ is the threefold cleansing or spreading like 

lead. This is to describe the defilements as caused by craving, ha- 
tred and delusion and the purification as caused by non-craving, non- 

hatred and non-delusion. 

Lion’s play _ is to describe how such perversions as the view of 

soul are driven away by the lion-like Buddhas, silent Buddhas and 

the disciples. 

Plotting of directions means to survey regions or to determine 
whether something is wholesome or not wholesome. Friendliness, 

kindness, participatory joy and equanimity are four directions. The 

sermon guided by those four is called ‘plotting the directions’. 

Hook is a form of sermon given by drawing all wholesome or 

unwholesome matters relevant to a particular subject. 

Following is the use of principles of the Netti: 

1. The person who gains knowledge from what is condensed must be 

instructed, in a manner which makes the doctrine good at the 

beginning, with points emphasizing emancipation, by indication 
with letters and words, through the method of conversion of 
relishing by the two modes, namely, explaining and displaying. 
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From this he achieves the states of mind-freedom and freedom by 

wisdom through the wisdom made of what is heard and what is 

thought. 

2. The person who gains knowledge from what is expanded must be 

instructed, in a manner which makes the doctrine good at the 

middle, with points emphasizing disadvantages and emancipa- 

tion, by demonstration, through the cleansing triad by two modes 

_ of divulging and analysing. This way he achieves realization through 

the wisdom made of what is heard. 

3. The person who is guidable must be instructed, in a manner which 

makes the doctrine good at the end, with points emphasizing 

gratification, disadvantages and emancipation, through the 

method of lion’s play by two modes of exhibiting and designat- 

ing. This way he gains a mere verbal understanding. 

Method of Conveying (haranaya) 

The sixteen modes of conveying have been understood as consti- 

tuting a kind of method. Furthermore, they supply us with an interesting 

way of analysis which facilitates knowledge and scrutiny in the doctrine. 

They are, in brief, as follows: 

1. The mode of conveying a teaching (desanahara): This is to 

elaborate the meaning of a discourse by such categories as 

gratification, disadvantages, emancipation, fruit, means and 

injunction. Even if only one among such categories has been 

stated in a particular discourse, the present mode demands that 

the rest too must be added. 

2. Investigation (vicayahara): This is to explain (a passage) by its 

verbal meaning. 

3. Construing (yuttihara): To determine the aptness or 

otherwiseness of a particular phenomenon. 

4. Footings (padatthana): To inquire into the bases or underlying 

principles, 

Characteristics (lakkhana): To assume what is not stated in a 

discourse from what is stated. 

6. Fourfold array (catubytha): To describe the four factors, 

namely, language, purport, source of the sermon and consecu- 

tive sequence. 

7. Conversion (avatta): To convert the phenomana opposite to one 

another. 

8. Analysis (vibhatti): To analyse into basic principles. 

9. Reversal (parivattana): Reversing to opposite phenomena. 

10. Synonyms (vevacana): To give equivalent terms. 

wr 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

. Designation (pafifiatti): To propose various designations 

(names). 

Ways of entry (otaranaa): To give entry to such phenomena as 

dependent co-origination, faculties, aggregates and bases. 

Clearing up (sodhana): To examine in order to determine 

correctness or incorrectness. 

Determining (adhitthana): To determine that particularity is only 

an aspect of generality. 

Requisites (parikkhara): To analyse causall¥. 

Co-ordination (samaropana): To co-ordinate all the material 

relevant for a given phenomenon. 

Synopsis of the Modes of Conveying 

These modes of conveying may be summarized under the following 

categories: 

I. 

SO 

By way of causes: Footings and Requisites. 

By way of effects: Synonyms, Designation, Ways of Entry and 

Clearing Up. 

By way of causes and effects: teaching, Investigation, Fourfold 

Array and Co-Ordination. 

By way of the location of causes: Analysis. 

By way of incompatibility: Conversion. 

By way of compatibility and incompatibility: Conversion. 
By way of method: Characteristics, Construing and Determin- 
ing. 

It must be borne in mind that while there are discourses explainable 
by each of these modes individually, there may be discourses explain- 

able by more than one mode (combined treatment of modes). 

What is Netti (Guide)? 

Netti is the method of research applied to the doctrine. The 
etymological meaning of the term is ‘guide’ or ‘the act of guiding’. The 

Buddha has said that, in monastic legal matters, one must consult the 

‘dhamma-guide’**, The Nerri is a disciple-authored (text). The 
Sarvastivadins have their counterpart called the Netripada*'. Their 

20. ...Sannipatitva dhammanetti samanumajjitabba, dhammanettim samanumajjiva 

yatha tattha sameti tatha nam adhikaranam vipasametabbam. (M. Samagamasuita). 

There are such other instances of the Nezsti as the following: ‘bhavanetti’, *udakam 
= hi nayanti nettika’ and *bhagavam nettika dhammadesana”. 

The Mahavastu (11:57) uses ‘netri’. 

21. Netripadamiti Sastra  ndma_— sthaviropaguptasya. (Yashomitra’s 
Abhidharmakosavyakhya). 
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Grianaprasthana too deals with a similar subject matter. The Nerti does 

to Pali literature what Yaska’s Nirukta does to Vedic literature. 

The content of the Netti has been summarized as the twelve terms, 

sixteen modes of conveying and five guide-lines which we have already 

referred to. 

Method of ‘Still-to-be-Guided Meaning’ and the Method 
of ‘Already-Guided Meaning’”. (Neyyattha, Nitattha) 

What is said by the Buddha has to be understood either as meaning 

still to be determined or as meaning already determined. When the litaral 

meaning of the word is not taken but a general meaning is attributed it 

is called ‘meaning-still-to-be-guided’. The Buddha has used such terms 

as ‘atta’ (soul) and ‘puggala’ (individual) in this sense. What this 

indicates is the fact that there is no soul or an individual in the real sense. 

This method may be understood as the indirect use of language. The 

already-guided meaning is the direct meaning of a term. The Buddha’s 

teaching on impermanence etc. has to be understood as bearing direct 

meaning. These two categories apply to the day-to-day use of the language 

too. 

THE METHOD OF FOUR GREAT INDICATORS 

(Mah4apadesa) 

The method to be followed in determining some undecided matter . 

or some matter without a precedent has been described by the Buddha 

as the ‘great indicator’. The Discourses** and the Discipline each 

to N Dve'’me bhikkhave tathagatam abbhacikkhanti. Katame dve? Yo ca neyyattham 

suttantam nitattho sutiantoti dipeti yo ca nitattham suttantam neyattho suttanto ti 

dipeti. (A. dukanipata). 

“Saddantarena fhapeto - neyyatthoti pavuccati 

sayamevagamitattho - nitatthoti tathd mato” 

(Saddasaratthajalini 94.) 

23. dha bhikkhave bhikkhu evam vadeyya: “sammitkha’ metam avuso bhagavato sutam 

sammukhd patiggahitam, ayam dhammo ayam vinayo idam satthusasananti. Tassa 

bhikkhave bhikkhuno bhdasitam neva abhinanditabbam nappatikkositabbam. 

Anabhinanditva appatikkositva tani padabyanjanani sa@dhukam uggahetva sutte 

otaretabbani vinaye sandassetabbani, tani ce sutte olariyamanani vinaye 

sandassiyamanani na c’ eva sutte otaranto na ca vinaye sandissanti, nitthant’ ettha 

gantabbam addha idam nac' eva tassa bhagavato vacanam imassa ca bhikkhuno 

duggahitanti. lil’ etam bhikkhave chaddheyyatha. ...tani ce sutte otaranti vinaye 

sandissanti nitthan’ ettha gantabbam addha idam tassa bhagavato vacanam, imassa 

ca bhikkhuno suggahitanti...” satigho...sambahulatthero.,.ekatthero... (D. 

Mahaparinibbanasutta). 

24.  Mahavagga (bhesajjakkhandhaka). 
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contains its own great indicator methods, and Buddhaghosa has described 

his own which is different from both’, 
In mahd+apadesa, ‘apadesa’ means ‘room’ or ‘points’*’. At times, 

the ‘great indicators have been also described as ‘exalted points’ 

(samukkansika)’?” .The great indicators signify the method to be followed 

in determining, without violating the spirit thereof, something which is 

not covered by the already existing law. Taken as a means it is one, not 

four; and it may be called ‘authority’ (@pta) or ‘what is in accordance with 

authority’ (aptanuloma). v 

Great indicators given by the Buddha: In the Discourses: authority 

of the Buddha, authority of the community, authority of many elders 

and the authority of one elder. 

In the Discipline: What is not appropriate, what resembles what is 

not appropriate, what is appropriate and what resembles what is 

appropriate”®, 
The four indicators given by Buddhaghosa are: Discourses, What 

resembles discourses, Views of the authorities and One’s own view. 
The purpose of the great indicators was to prevent the doctrine from 

the encroachment of individual views and to keep it intact. It is empha- 

sized that one must not accept anything reported to have the authority 

of the Buddha, the community, many elders or one elder if it is not in 
accordance with the Teaching and the Discipline. Only the Discourses 
and the Discipline are taken as the means or the authority. This is 

comparable to the verbal means or the means of what is heard. 

How is it Possible to Have Four Great Indicators? 

In ancient times, the Teaching was transmitted orally. As a result 

those monks who had preserved the doctrine in their memory were 

considered authorities. Therefore it was quite possible for one to claim 

authenticity for one’s own view on the pretext that it was learned from 

25. | Samantapdasadika A and DA. 

26. Mahdpadesoti mahaokaso mahd apadese vd.,..kdrandniti attho (DA. 

Mahaparinibbanasutta). 

27. Cattdro samukkansikati cattaro mahdpadesa. (Vinaya A.) 

28. i. Yam bhikkhave mayd idam na kappatiti apatikkhitram tafice akappiyam anlometi 

kappiyam patiba@hati tam vo na kappati. 

ii. Yam bhikkhave mayd idam na kappatiti na appatikkhitiam tafice kappiyam 
anulometi akappiyam jatibahati tam vo kappati. 

iii. Yam bhikkhave mayd idam kappatiti ananuiifidtam tam ce akappiyam anulometi 

kappiyam patibahati tam vo na kappati. 

iv. Yam bhikkhave mayd idam kapptiti ananuiiidtam taftce kappiyam anulometi 

akappiyam patibahati tam vo kappati. 

(Mahdvagga: bhesajjakkhanghaka). 
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the Buddha, or from the community, or from a learned member of the 

community. However if it was accepted merely on that basis the 

teaching would lose its integrity. The great indicators suggest that there 

are four authorities in the Buddhist dispensation, but must not be accepted 

if what is attributed to them does not accord with the teaching in general. 

Therefore, the four great indicators are not actually a classification of 

authorities or means but a list of matters rejected as invalid authorities. 

The real purpose of the four indicators was to establish the teaching as 

the true authority. 

The same applies to the four indicators given in the Discipline. 

Therein too the actual authority is only the teaching. The four indicators 

allow what is in accordance with the Discipline to be adopted and what 

is not in accordance to be rejected even when those matters are not 

being directly referred to in the Discipline. The presence of the four 

aspects is due to the manner of analysis. In actuality there is only one 

means: authority. 

1. What has not been considered inappropriate is inappropriate if 

it resembles what is inappropriate. 

2. What has not been considered inappropriate is appropriate if it 

resembles what is appropriate. 

3. What has not been considered appropriate is inappropriate if it 

resembles what is inappropriate. 

4. What has not been considered appropriate is appropriate if it 

resembles what is appropriate. 

For example: 

1. Riding a bicycle is not prohibited for monks by their discipline; 

but it resembles what is not appropriate (asa/ivara) for monks; 

hence it is taken as inappropriate. 

2. <A cup of tea in the afternoon has not been prohibited as 

inappropriate, but resembles what is appropriate; hence it is 

appropriate. 

3. wearing a wrist-watch has not been approved, but it resembles 

what is inappropriate because it is a kind of ornament; hence it 

iS not appropriate. 

4. To carry a watch in the inner coat is not approved, but it 

resembles what is appropriate for one needs to know time; hence 

it is appropriate. 

The significance of the above guide-lines is that they help those who 

are in doubt as to what is appropriate and what is not. Since it is not 

practical to have a rule for every minute matter, the Buddha made this 
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special provision. Furthermore, such a provision is required to prevent 

both doing what is not appropriate on the pretext that it is not prohibited 

and not doing what is appropriate on the pretext that it is not approved. 

The purpose of the provision is to establish the convention that, in 

determining what is appropriate and what is not appropriate, what is 

already in the Discipline has to be taken as the criterion for what is not 

in the Discipline. In this practice, there is some resemblence to inference. 

Nevertheless since the conclusion is not an inference based on 

perception but one based on authority it is not an inference proper. 

The third (kind of) great indicators described by Buddhaghosa are 

discourses, what resembles discourses, the view of the authorities and 

one’s own view. The commenatarial account of these four is not quite 

clear. The first two have been approved as authorities; but the last two 

have been prohibited if they do not agree with the teaching. This 

suggests that the four are different in their outlook; nevertheless they 

have been grouped together. This is a matter to be investigated. 

What is the Authority of Discourse and Discipline? 

In enumerating the great indicators, what the Buddha refered to as 

the authority is ‘Discourse and discipline’. Buddhaghosa and the 

Nertippakarana are not in agreement in their explanation of the content 

of this authority. According to Buddhaghosa ‘discourse’ includes the 

Discipline and either the canon of discourses, or the canons of discourses 

and the Abhidharma or all three canons including that of discipline; 

Discipline consists of either the disciplinary rules in the Khandhaka, or the 

entire canon of discipline, or the cause of disciplining such defilements 

as lust”. The Nettippakarana says that the great indicators need to be 

compared with the Discourses, made agreeable to the Discipline and 

established in the ‘dhammia-nature (dhammata). According to the Netti, 
‘Discourses’ refer to the four noble truths; ‘Discipline’ to disciplining 

lust, hatred and delusion; and ‘dhamma-nature’ to the doctrine of 

dependent co-origination. In the ultimate analysis, both accounts refer 
to the Teaching which is the sole means. All these suggest that the 
actual criterion is only the ‘resemblence to the Teaching’. 

Considered as means of knowledge these four cannot be taken as 
four separate means. These are in reality not means but prohibitions. As 
we have already mentioned, in the other philosophical systems, to take 

a teaching as a means is to accept an authority. In Buddhism, faith itself 
was taken as authority, for one needs faith in order to accept the 

Teacher’s word as the means. Nevertheless there seems to be a slight 

29. (DA. Mahaparibbanasutta). 
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difference between that faith and the means adopted in the great 

indicators. 
The difference may be indicated in the following manner: To know 

something not perceived following something perceived is inference. In 

the like manner, to know something which is not authoritative follow- 

ing what is authoritative is a great indicator. In this context, authority is 

the teaching of the Buddha. The procedure is to draw conclusions on 

what is not said by the Buddha following what is said by him. Therefore 

this may be regarded as obtaining knowledge following what resembles 

the authority or what resembles the Discourses. The relation between 

perception and inference and that of between authority and the great 

indicators is similar. ‘Resemblence’ alone is the difference. 

APANNAKA METHOD 
The commentators explain ‘apannaka’ as apannako’ ti aviruddho 

advejjhagami ekansagahiko - ‘apannaka’ is to be ‘non-disagreeable, 

non-dichotomous and well-blending’. This is a technical term in Bud- 

dhism. In the Jataka, there is one apannaka jataka. The Tripitaka refers 

to the ‘apannaka’ practice in several instances. The opposite of ‘apannaka’ 

is rakkagaha or ‘grasp of (mere) logicality’. The etymology of ‘apannaka’ 
is not quite certain. It is hard to trace its root. Rhys Davids surmises that 

‘apafifiaka’ has some relation to ‘apavihaka (without a question)™. In the 

Apannakasutta of the Majjhimanikaya, in apannakam me tatruppatti . 

bhavissati the term is used as an adjective which means ‘definitely’ or 

‘without any question’. It seems that the meaning of the term is 

‘definitely’. An analysis of the apafifiaka-practice taught by the Buddha 

to the Saleyyaka brahmins*! would reveal its content. 

The Buddha refers to five views prevalent during that time and points 

out how an intelligent person should behave towards those views. The 

views are the following: !. Nihilism: the tenfold wrong views such as, 

this world does not exist, the next world does not exist etc. 2. No-action 

view: to deny the effects of good and bad actions; 3. Non-causation: to 

believe that purification and defilement of beings take place uncaused 

or for no reason; 4. denial of formless existences: to deny the existence 

of the formless worlds; and 5. denial of the extinction of becoming: to 

accept the existence of the formless world but to deny the existence of 

nirvana. It is known that these ideas were held by the Six Teachers. Since 

these ideas contradict one another the Saleyyakas did not wish to accept 

any one as true. Hence their confession that they did not believe in any 

teacher. 

30.  Apannaka may be the Prakrit form of apanhaka or apannaka. 

31. Apannakasutia (M.) 
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Apannaka Practice 

What follows is a brief account of what the Buddha taught the 

Saleyyakas: 

In the world there are those who outright deny the existence of life 

after death and there are others who affirm the same. The nihilist who 

denies the life after death would not do wholesome deeds but would 

indulge in unwholesome activities and thereby would accumulate bad 

karmas owing to his wrong view. 

An intelligent person would analyse nihilist’ 's situation in the 

following manner: “If there were no life after death this man will have a 

bad name in this very life and will be blamed by the wise; if there were 

a life after death then he will definitely be born in a woeful place. In this 

manner, this man will lose in either situation. Having taken the apannaka 

practice wrongly, he looks after only the this-worldly aspect and misses 

the wholesome aspect”. 

One who believes in the existence of the life after death, owing to 

his right view, would give up the unwholesome and practice the whole- 

some and thereby accumulate good karmas. An intelligent person would 

analyse this person’s situation in the following manner: “If there is a 

life after death this person will definitely be born in a happy state. If the 

view of those who deny the life after death is true he will still be praised 
by intelligent people for his good conduct. In this manner he will be 

victorious in either situation. having taken the apannaka practice rightly 

he looks after both aspects by abandoning what is unwholesome”. 

The Buddha said that the intelligent person would assess the 

situations of one who denies the efficacy of karmic actions and one who 

denies causal relations in the like manner. 
The intelligent person would analyse the situation of one who 

denies the existence of formless worlds in the following manner: “I do 
not know whether or not formless worlds exist. It is not appropriate for 

me to believe in their existence without actually knowing the fact. 

Nevertheless, even if the view of those who deny the formless worlds is 
right surely there is the form-world, and I will be born there. If the view 

of those who believe in the formless world is right then I will be definitely 

born there. Therefore it actually does not matter for me whether the 

formless worlds exist or not”. 

The intelligent person would analyse the situation of those who deny 

the possibility of nirvana, the extinction of becoming: “I do not know 

whether or not nirvana exists. It is not appropriate for me to make a 

definite conclusion without actually knowing the fact. Even if nirvana 

were not there, there must be formless worlds, and owing to my 

practice of meditation, I will be born there. If nirvana were to exist I 
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will attain the peaceful state in this very life. In any event, the practice 

of meditation is good for either. I will be born in the formless world or 

attain nirvana. Thus in not believing in the existence of nirvana one is 

closer to attachment, and in believing in its existence one is closer to 

detachment”. 
As the present discourse reveals, the apannaka practice adopted in the 

teaching of the Buddha is remarkable. It shows the right attitude one 

must adopt towards things one does not know for sure. In this attitude 
there is no ‘logical reasoning’ involved, no hesitation or partiality. 

The Apannaka jataka contrasts the apannaka practice of the future 

Buddha with the ‘logical’ approach of the foolish buisnessman. The two 

were getting ready to venture on a buisness trip with five hundred carts 

full of merchandise. They know that both will lose if they go together. 
Therefore one has to go first. In order to decide on this they get together 

and discuss. In the process, one follows the apafifiaka practice and the 

other the ‘logical’ approach. 

The future Buddha who initiated the discussion was in the opinion 

that it did not really matter who goes first but that one must go first. For 

one who believes that he gains in either way there is really no conflict. 

He does not hesitate (advejjhagami), therefore his approach is ‘definite’ 
(ekamsa patipada). Since it allows the freedom of choice for the other it 
involves a sacrifice; hence it is a practice leading to a happy state 

(niyydnika patipada). Since it does not involve assessing ‘logical’ 
reasons it is not based on ‘logical considerations’ (atakkagaha). The’ 

foolish buisnessman chose to leave first considering only the advantages 

of doing so. He reasoned that by leaving early he would be able to make 

use of the undamaged roads, have fresh grass for his cattle and fresh 
supplies for his men, and that he will be able to sell his goods at any 

price he wishes. This decision is a result of ‘logical’ reasoning, hence it 

is based on ‘logic’ (takkagaha)*. This method causes conflict for it 
compels one to win over the other, hence it is a method of conflict 

(viruddha patipada). Since the decision is not based on definite conclu- 

sions it is uncertain (anekamsa patipada). 

The jataka story further elaborates on the differences of the two 

approaches, and reveals that the foolsish buisnessman who chose to leave 

first got into trouble which he could not foresee, and that the future Budda 

was victorious. 

32. Apannakam thanam' eke - dutiyam ahu takkikd 

etadatifiaya medhavi - yam ganhe tadapannakam. (J.) 
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Is Apannaka Practice a Form of Optimism? 

Optimism is to believe that everything is for the good and that there 

is some good in everything. An optimist would see only the bright side 

of life, and he will strive to come out of any bad situation. The opposite 

of this is pessimism, namely, to see only the dark side of things. The 

Buddhist philosophy is not pessimistic for the Buddhists aim at the 

extinction of suffering. Thus it seems that the optimistic attitude (of 

Europeans) is comparable to the apannaka practice of Buddhism in many, 

though not in all, respects. . 

Apannaka Practice is a Buddhist Method. 

The factors that serve to determine knowledge are means. Such 

phenomena adopted in epistemology as perception, inference and 

authority are examples. Authority is the means adopted in believing 

something on the basis of the trust one has in the source. Usually this is 

the means adopted in religious practice. The trust-worthy source in this 

context is the Teacher (of the particular religion). The apannaka method 
is for those who do not adopt authority as a means. The apannaka itself is 

both a means and a method. This is neither a perception; nor is it an 
inference based on what is perceived. Logical reasoning is an aspect of 

inference, hence apajifiaka which does not involve logical reasoning 

cannot be inference; but inference is an aspect of apannaka. 

This discussion suggests that apannaka cannot be compared with any 

epistemological means such as perception. inference or authority. 
Nevertheless it is a means of knowledge for it takes (us) to a conclusion. 

Since this does not constitute a physical or verbal action it does not come 

under virtue. Since it is an epistemic psychological attitude it is a form 
of method. 

Although the Buddha taught this method to Saleyyakas who did not 

believe in any religion the method may well be used, in their many 

different practical questions, by both those who believe and those who 

do not. One cannot expect answers for all one’s questions from a reli- 

gion. Even when a solution is available, one may not be aware of it; or 

even if one were to be aware of it one may forget it. Under these 

circumstances, the best method to be adopted is apannaka. It is said that 
this method is a ‘property’ of the Buddhas and the silent Buddhas®, 

It seems that the method may be employed in determining any 
uncertain matter. For example let’s see how this method may be used in 

33. Ayamhi apannakapatipadd nama sabbesam huddhapaccekabuddha buddhaputianam 
patipadd. (J.) 
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determining whether or not there is a fact behind the belief that the Buddha 

visited Sri lanka. 

The visit of the Buddha is not a matter of our perception. Nor is it 

an inference based on what is perceived. Nevertheless the Buddhists 

believe this on the authority of such literary sources as the Mahavanisa 

and the Dipavanisa and the folk-lore. A belief based on authority lasts 

till our trust in the authority lasts. The belief falls apart once the trust 

falls apart. It is hard for a non-Buddhist or for one who does not trust 

the Mahavamsa etc. to accpet this claim. How is it possible for us to 

make use of the apafifiaka in this context? The following steps may be 

considered: 

1. (According to the folk-lore) it is possible that the Buddha visited 
Sri Lanka. 

2. (In the opinion of those who deny folk-lore) it is also possible 

that the Buddha did not. 

3. We pay homage to Sripada with the belief that the Buddha 

visited Sri Lanka. 

4. Ifthe Buddha had visisted Sri lanka in actuality we would gain 

‘merit’. 

5. If the opposite was true and the Buddha did not visit Sri Lanka 

still the the religious practice motivated by the belief would 

result in both generating ‘merit’ and spreading a good name 

for us. 

6. In this manner, we gain irrespective of the factuality of the 

belief that the Buddha visited Sri Lanka. 

In this manner, an intelligent person would conclude that it is right 

to pay homage to the Buddha whether he visited Sri Lanka or not. This 

method which is truly a Buddhist method may be applied to any 

Situation. 

METHOD OF TAKING (ONLY) WHAT HAS NOT 
BEEN TAKEN (Agahitaggahana Naya) 

It is customary to describe a unitary and single phenomenon in many 

different ways. Such descriptions are of two sorts: description by mean- 

ing and description by word. Furthermore, any phenomenon may 

belong either to mind or to matter. For example: 

i. Howa material element may have different terms with the same 

sense: earth-element (which is one) is denoted by such terms 

as material form, sound, smell, taste and touch. 

ii. How a term denoting a material element may be used in 

different senses: The same word ‘pathavi’ which denotes a 
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material element is used in different contexts in different forms 

to produce different senses. 

iii. How the same mind-element may have different denoting terms, 

to give the same sense: it is the selfsame thought of amoha (non- 

delusion) which is used, in different contexts, as pafiid 

(wisdom), sammaditthi (right view), dhammavicaya (scrutiny of 

concepts) and vimamsa (intelligence). 

iv. How the term denoting a mind-element may be used in 

different senses: The selfsame term ‘saddha’ (faith) is used in 

different contexts such as faith as power, faith a dominant 

factor and faith a constituent of enlightenment. 

This is a method used in explaining the phenomena. Nevertheless it 

is important to avoid the error of repetition in such explanations. It is a 

valuable asset in epistemological writings, and hence it may be taken as 

a special kind of method. Following the convention of the Theras we 

will adopt Buddhaghosa’s term agahitaggahana™ to refer to this. The 

purpose of the method is to take only what is not taken. 

For example, the method followed in reducing the thirty seven 

enlightenment-leaning phenomena into fourteen is this*>. If one were to 
organize the three Pitakas by avoiding its many repetitions the method 

followed is this. When this method is followed there is no room for 

repetition. As a method, as we saw above, it may be applied to both 

material and mental phenomena both at connotation and denotation 

levels. This comes under the method of analysis (vibhanga) and has to be 

understood as a form of dhammanijjhanakkhanti. 

TWO-CORNERED METHOD 

Two-cornered questions represent a wide-spread method used in 
debates by both eastern and western philosophical traditions. During the 
time of the Buddha many brahmins and ascetics formulated two- 
comered questions and came to debate with the Buddha with the inten- 
tion of winning. The Tripitaka shows how the Buddha refuted all such 
arguments. Furthermore, it is recorded that venerable Nagasena 
successfully faced two-cornered questions presented by king Milinda. 
In the Milindapariha such questions are referred to as ‘sheep-questions’ 

34, Agahitaggahanena pan ettha...samatimsa dhanmd honti. (Atthasalini- Hevavitarana 

edition p. 136). 

35. Chando cittan’ upekkhd ca - saddha pussaddhi pitiyo 
sammaditthi ca sahkappo - vayamo viratittayam 
sammasati samadhiti - cuddasete sabhavato 
sattatimsappabhedena - sattadhd tattha sangaho. 
(Abhidhammatthasangaha ch. 7). 
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(mendakapatiha) for like a sheep who would take its opponent by either 

horn, those who argue with these questions contrive to catch their op- 

ponents by either of the arguments. In western logical systems, these 

questions have been referred to as ‘dilemma’, and, furthermore, there 

are trilemmas and polylemmas too. Very often the purpose of the 

debates armed with such questions is not so much to unearth the truth as 

to win over the other. 

Two-Cornered Questions of Niganthanathaputta* 

Once Niganthanathaputta persuaded prince Abhayaraja to confront 

the Buddha with some two-cornered questions which the former himself 

formulated. The idea was to win over the Buddha so that the prince’s 

prestige will be increased. The question is as follows: 

i. Does the Buddha admit that he utters unpleasant words? If he 

does, the next question would be: what is the difference between the 

Buddha and an ordinary worldling? If he does not, the next question 

would be: how can he explain the following unpleasant words to 

Devadatta which angered him: “Devadatta is incorrigible and bound to 

a woeful state lasting a long period of time?” 

It was expected that the question would put the Buddha to an 

uneasy situation where he finds himself caught up in a contradiction. 
The prince invited the Buddha to his house for lunch and at the end 

of the meals he asked the question. The Buddha found that the question 

cannot be answered directly in the affirmative or negative but that his 

response needed specification if he were to not distort his position. By 
way of answering, the Buddha asked the prince who had his infant child 

in his lap what would he do if he finds his child suffocating with a for- 

eign object in his throat. The prince admitted that he would right away 

extract it even if it causes pain in the child. At this instance the Buddha 

said that he too would utter unpleasant words provided that such words 

are true and helpful and timely. The answer devastated the prince’s hopes 

of gaining a victory over the Buddha. 

- A Two-Cornered Question by the Buddha*’: 

The Jainas beleved that all happiness and misery are due to past 
karmas, and that in order to liberate oneself from misery one must 
exhaust all bad karmas by following rigorous ascetic practices. The 

two-cornered question formulated by the Buddha in order to highlight 

the contradictory situation in which Jainas were involved is the follow- 
ing: If one’s present misery is due to one’s bad past karmas the Jainas 

36.  M. Abhayardjakumarasutia 

37. M. Devadahasutta 
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have definitely behaved badly in their past lives (because they are 

suffering now). However if it is not the case that everything is due to 

past karmas, the ascetic practice of Jainas is of no avail for they are suf- 

fering for no reason. What the Buddha wished to highlight was the fact 

that. whether the view that everything is due to past karmas is true or 

not, what the Jainas do is misguided. 

Two-Cornered Questions of the King Milinda® 

A large number of King Milinda’s questions to Venerable Nagasena 

were two-cornered. In the Milindapaiiha they have been referred to as 

mendakapariha or ‘sheep-questions’. What follows is just one among 

such questions: 

King Milinda: 

i. Ifthe Buddha were omniscient he could have known the nature 

of Devadatta. The Buddha ordained him, and he subsequently 

caused great harm both to himself and to the dispensation. This 

shows that the Buddha did not know it beforehand. Therefore 

the Buddha is not omniscient. 

ii. If the Buddha ordained him knowing what would happen in the 

future the Buddha is not endowed with incomparable kindness. 

Therefore the Buddha is unkind and hence he is not omniscient. 
Thus whether the Buddha ordained Devadatta knowingly or 

unknowingly he is not omniscient. 

Venerable Nagasena: 

If the Buddha were to not ordained Devadatta he would have caused 

a greater harm to the world. The fact that he was ordained reduced this 

damage. Therefore the Buddha is omniscient since he did it knowingly. 

Furthermore he could practise virtues at least for a short period of time 

since he was ordained by the Buddha, and this practice enabled him to 

see his fault in the end. As a result he will be freed (from his woeful 

state) one day. Otherwise this could never have happened. The Buddha 

is omniscient precisely because he ordained Devadatta in order to 

reduce the gravity of his criminal behaviour. For the very same reason 

the Buddha is omniscient. 

This is how Venerable Nagasena successfully answered Milinda’s 

two-cornered question. 

38. - Milindapaiiha 
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Western Method 

In western logical systems, similar two-cornered questions have been 

analysed well and the way to answer them too has been explained. Since 

it is not necessary to go into the details of those matters, we will just 

refer to an axample: Kaliph Omar who conquered Egypt went to an 

Alexandrian library and said the following to the librarian: If the books 

in this library are identical with the Quoran in content they are 

redundant. If they are different from the Quoran they are dangerous. In 

either case they must be destroyed. 

The librarian faced the question successfuily in the following 

manner: If these books are identical with the Quoran in content they are 

not dangerous, If their content is different from the Quoran they are not 

redundant. In either case they must not be destroyed. 

HOW THE METHOD OF CAUSALITY IS USED IN 
OTHER PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS: 

The various modes of causal analysis outlined above are no differ- 

ent from the method of other philosophical systems. Therefore it would 

be an interesting epistemological exercise to formulate some of those 

analyses in syllogistic forms adopted by those systems. 

The statement ‘yan kittci samudayadhammam sabbam tam 

nirodhadhammanr (‘Whatever is in the nature of arising is in the nature 

of cessation’) is a logical formulation of the Buddha. Of the constitu- 

ents of syllogistism it provides an example for (the constituent of) 

‘example’. Nevertheless in this one constituent the Buddha actually 

included all five constituents, namely, thesis, reason, example, applica- 

tion and conclusion. What this means is that all these five constituents 

may be included in two categories, namely, cause and effect. By giving 

this example alone the Buddha implied the conclusion: Ahampi 

nirodhadhammomhi (‘I too am of the nature of cessation’). (This may 

be compared with the case of one with an angry disposition, who having 

heard the statement that all those with angry dispositions are non-arahants, 

comes to the conclusion that he himself is a non-arahant). The above 

statement of the Buddha may be reformulated in the form of a syllo- 

gism in the following manner: 

Thesis: Tam of the nature of cessation. 

Reason: Since I am subjected to the nature of arising. 

Example: Whatever is in the nature of arising is in the nature of 

cessation. 

39. “Hetuvidydtmako nydyah. (Kavyadarsa.) 
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Application: I too am of the nature of arising. 

Conclusion: therefore I too am of the nature of cessation. 

Of these five aspects thesis, application and conclusion are varie- 

ties of effect; reason and example are varieties of cause. Thus the five 

constituents are nothing but causes and effects. 

Furthermore, a statement of the Buddha may be analysed according 

to the affirmative and negative methods of the Nyayins: 

Affirmative method: Asmim sati idam hoti, iinassa uppada idam 

uppajjati (“When this is, this is; with the arising of this, this 

arises’). For example, Vifiviane sati namarupam hoti (“When 

consciousness is present, the psycho-physical combination 

arises’). 

Negative method: /masmim asti idam na hoti, imassa nirodha 

idam nirujjhati (When this is not, this is not; with the cessa- 

tion of this, this ceases’). For example, vififiane asati namariupam 

na hoti (‘when consciousness is not present, the psycho-physical 

combination does not occur’). 

Both these statements are nothing but the expressions of the causal 

method. The presence condition and the absence condition of the patthana 
are also equal to these two methods. 

Given below are a few statements of the Buddha presented in the 
form of syllogisms: 

Buddhist: European 

Cakkhu aniccam (Eye is impermanent.) All As are Bs. 

Yam aniccam tam dukkham 

(Whatever is impermanent is suffering.) All Bs are Cs. 

Yam dukkham tam anatta 

(What is suffering is no-soul). All Cs are Ds. 

Tasma cakkhum anatta 

(Therefore eye is no-soul). Therefore all As are Ds. 

This is an example for a sorties. 

Sabbe satta aharatthitika 

(All beings depend on food). All Ms are Ps. 
Aham satto (1 am a being). All Ss are Ms. 

Tasma aham aharatthitiko 

(Therefore I am dependent on food). Therefore all Ss are Ps. 

An axiom for an affirmative syllogism. 
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iii. 

Avitaragd no arahanta M is not P. 
(Those who are not without attachment are not arahants). 

Aham avitarago (1 am not without attachment). S is M. 
Tasma n’aham arahd (Therefore I am not an arahant). S is not P. 

(This is an axiom for negative syllogism). 

The Aviguttaranikaya has a lot of examples for the European 
Disjunctive Categorical Syllogism. What follows is one. 

Micchaditthikassa bhikkhave dvinnam gatinam aiifiatara gati 
patikankhd nirayo vd tiracchanayoni vd (‘The person with wrong views 
has to expect either of the two states: woeful state or beastly existence’). 
This is similar to: Tissa is either honest or brave; Tissa is not honest; 
therefore he is brave. 

The logical method used by the Buddha in the Anattalakkhanasutta 
is similar Modus Tolens of Europeans: Rupam ce hidam bhikkhave attd 
abhavissa nayidam rupam adbddhaya sanvatteyya; yasmda ca kho 
bhikkhave rupam anatta, tasma ripam abddhaya samvattati (‘If the 
material form were one’s soul it would not cause suffering: since it causes 
suffering the material form is not soul’). The syllogistic form of this 
argument is the following: 

1, Ifthe material form is soul it does not cause suffering. 
(European): If P then Q 

2. It is not the case that material form does not cause suffering. 
Not Q. 

3. Material form is not soul. Therefore not P. 

An example for Modus tollens: 

1. Yattha patitthitam viiidnam virttlham atthi tattha namarupassa 

avakkanti.(Where there is consciousness established there 

descends the psycho-physical combination). (If P then Q). 

2. Patitthitam viniianam (Consciousness is established). (P). 

3. Avakkantam ndmarupam (Psycho-physical combination has 

ascended). (Therefore Q). 

ANALYSIS 

A reference to the invariable concomittance is a necessary require- 
ment in ‘reflection on reason’ and the ‘conviction based on reflection of 

theories’ which are forms of inference. The invariable concomittance of 
the phenomena has to be rectified through the method of analysis. 

Analysis (division or classification) is a well-developed subject in west- 

ern epistemology. According to the Theravada, analysis is the ultimate 
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ground for the realization of truth. In the canons of Discourse and Dis- 

cipline this method is available as a general feature; however, in the 

Abhidharma analysis it is the most wide-spread characteristic. 

How the Ultimate Elements are Analysed: 

The analysis of the elements available in the Dhatukathaprakarana 

is very interesting. Therein the two methods, i. inclusion and non-inclu- 

sion (sanigaha-asangaha) and ii. association and dissociation (sampayoga- 

vippayoga), have been further analysed into 14 metNods. The method of 

inclusion and non-inclusion is to determine whether or not a particular 

element is counted among the other elements*’. For example, (A) in how 

many aggregates is the material form included? It is included only in 
the aggregate of material form; not in the rest (namely, the aggregates 

of feeling, perception, volition and consciousness). (B) In how many 

“bases” is the material form included? Material form is included in eleven 
(out of twelve) bases (namely, the bases of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 
materia! form, sound, smell, taste, touch and phenomena). It is absent 

only in the base of mind. (It is useful to keep in mind that subtle forms 

are contained in the base of phenomena). (C) In how many elements is 

the material form included? Of the 18 elements (namely, the elements 

of eye, ear, nose tongue, body and mind; material forms, sound, smell, 
taste, touch and phenomena; the consciousnesses of eye, ear. nose, tongue, 
body and mind) material forms are included in eleven elements except- 
ing the element of mind and those of the six kinds of consciousness. 

Association and Dissociation Method: 

Association means inseparability; or the fact that certain phenom- 
ena arise and cease simultaneously and share the same location and 
object. Of the five aggregates with how many aggregates is the material 
form associateded? In none, for one cannot say either it is associated or 
not not associated in itself. But one can say that it is included in itself. 
From how many aggregates is it dissociated? From 4 aggregates, namely, 
feeling, perception, volition and consciousness). The rest too should be 
known following this method. 

Vibhanga is to analyse. Vibhaga, vibhajana and bhdjana too mean 
the same. The term vibhajja vdda which is used to refer to the teaching 
of the Buddha testifies to the importance of analysis within the 
Buddhist tradition. The belief in a soul can be removed only through 
analysis. It is a deep subject. Nevertheless we will confine ourselves to 
a few points relevant to our immediate task. 

40.’ Gananitpagamattam hi saigahattho. (Pancappakaranatthakatha.) 
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In the analysis of phenomena, what is to be analysed has to be a 
genus, and what is analysed has to be a species. In the statement,"*The 

four noble truths are fourfold, namely, suffering, origin, cessation and 
the path”, ‘truth’ refers to the genus; suffering etc. are species. 

The Buddha has used several methods in the analysis of 
phenomena: 

1. By generality 

2. By particularity 

3. By number 

4. By being and non-being 

1. The method of generality is to describe a phenomenon as a whole 
without analysing it. Usually ‘sabba’ (all) has been used to 
implement this method. In such statements as sabbe sattd 
aharatthitika (‘ All beings depend on food’), Sabbe sankhdrd aniccad 
(‘All compound phenomena are impermanent’) and Sabbe dhamma 
anatta (‘All phenomena are no-soul’) ‘all’ does not refer to 
everything in general, but it is limited by the noun to which it is an 
adjective. Therefore ‘all’ aplies only to those phenomena (namely, 
to beings, compound phenomena and phenomena) and not to 
others. 

There are instances where ‘all’ has been used alone (not as an 
adjective). Nevertheless, in such instances what is meant is ‘all _ 
belonging to a particular group’. For instance in sabbe tasanti 
dandassa (‘All fear harm’) ‘all’ refers to all those who are not 
arahants. (When we say that ‘all students are present in the school 
today’ ‘all students’ refer to all students in that particular school, 
but not to a// students.) 2 

2. The method of particularity is to highlight the particular aspects of 
a phenomenon. The terms used are ekacca or eka (certain). In idha 

pana bhikkhave ekacco samano vd (‘Monks, a certain monk in this 
world...) and Santi bhikkhave eke samanabrdhmana 
aparantakappikd (‘There are certain ascetics and brahmins who 
believe in the past life’) ‘certain’ implies that there is a class of monks 
or ascetics and brahmins who do not belong in the catogories 
referred to. 

At times, ya and ta (some...who) nouns have been used to particu- 
larise a certain group. In Ye kho te bhonto samanabrahmand satiiim 
attanam paiifapenti tesam eke patikkosanti (‘Some blame those 
ascetics and brahmins who believe that the soul is capable of per- 
ception’) the group of ascetics and brahmins who believe that the 
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soul is capable of perception are distinguished from those who do 

not believe so. 

3. The method of number is often found in the Tripitaka. The 

Aliguttaranikaya is exclusively a numerical analysis. The 

Abhidharma too is predominantly so. The discourses are well-known 

for their numerical classifications. When a discourse says that 

ekapugegalo bhikkhave loke uppajjamano uppajjati (‘There is one 

person who being born in the world...’) it implies that the rest of 

the people born in the world are distinguished from him. The 

Puggalapaiiatti too follows a similar method. What follows is an 

example: 

Individuals Afflicted with Illness: 

1. Those who do not recover whether or not they receive good 

care. 

2. Those who recover whether or not they receive good care. 

3. Those who recover only if they receive good care. 

Any person afflicted with illness must be included in one of the three 

categories. In other words, this category exhausts all people afflicted with 

illness. In here, ‘those afflicted with illness’ refer to genus: the three 

categories are the species. The four truths too may be analysed in this 

manner. 
4. The method of being and non-being is to take a particular 

species of a genus and to take the rest (everything else in the 

universe) as contrary to it. For example, in hetu dhamma* na 
hetu dhamma® (phenomena that are causes and phenomena that 

are not causes) and sappaccayd dhamma appaccaya dhamma 

(phenomena that are with conditions and phenomena that are 

without conditions) the second category in each classification 

consists of everything that is not covered by the first category. 

This is comparable to classifying all human beings as Asians 

and non-Asians (contraries). This is only an elaboration of the 

‘analysis’ referred to earlier as an aspect of the causal method. 

Who will be able to make a comprehensive analysis of the methods 

adopted in the teaching of the Buddha which was described as an ocean 

of methods by the ancient teachers? The present work is just a drop from 

that ocean of methods. 

4l. Affirmative 

42. Negative 
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CHAPTER VII 

SOME ADDITIONAL METHODS 

Taking the clue from Buddhaghosa’s statement that the entire word 

of the Buddha is a ocean of methods, many a great savant has produced 

treatise on methods applicable to the doctrine of the Buddha. One such 

treatise is Saddasdratthajalini, authored by Nagita Thero of Myanmar 

about five hundred years ago (Buddhist Era: 1900). It is written in 

poetry form and consists of 9 chapters. The content comprises 75 

methods relevant to terms and 39 methods relevant to their meaning. 

The number of methods differ from teacher to teacher. Some other 

Masters have described a form of method called ‘proximity method’ 

(upacara naya), again, with varying number of sub-divisions. The 

Visuddhimagga enumerates four modes of analysis to be used in analys- 

ing doctrinal concepts. They are characteristic (lakkhana), function (rasa), 

manifestation (paccupatthdna) and proximate cause (padarthana). 

Some of the methods described in these works differ from one. 

another only by their names. In addition to methods pertaining to the 

doctrine, there are methods based on grammatical analysis too. We have 

already referred to some of these methods (in the previous chapter). In 

the present chapter, in addition to Buddhaghosa’s four aspects of 

analysis, we propose to discuss another 36 methods from the 

Saddasaratthajalini which we think relevant. 

1. Methods conducive to the understanding of doctrinal terms: 

This is fourfold according to the Visuddhimagga: i. characteristic which 

‘refers to the nature of a phenomenon; ii. function or ‘what it does’; iii. 

manifestation or manner of comprehending a phenomenon, iv. proximate 

reason or indispensable condition. For example, in understanding what 

fire is we may make use of this fourfold division in the following manner: 

i. the character of the fire is heat; ii. its function is to burn; iii. its result 

(manifestation) is (causing) mildness and iv. its proximate condition is the 

other great elements. 

For a comprehensive understanding, it is necessary to analyse any 

phenomenon according to this fourfold analysis. In the Visuddhimagga, 
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Buddhaghosa analyses such phenomena as the four great elements, the 

four noble truths, doctrine of dependent co-origination, threefold 

discipline, aggregates, elements and spheres following this mode of 

analysis. 

2. Proximity Method (upacara naya): 

This method pertains to different modes of siginificance which, very 

often, extend beyond the literal meaning of the words concerned. For 

example, when we say that ‘chair speaks’ we do not mean that chair 

actually speaks; but we mean that the person who occupies the chair 

speaks. This method has been enumerated by many teachers in different 

manners. For example, the Dharmapradipika describes it under four 

items: 

i. being-in-there (fatsthya): ‘Beds shout’ means that those who are 

on the beds shout. 

ii. being-its-nature (t@ddharmya): ‘he is a lion’ refers to his 
nature which resembles that of a lion. 

iii. being-co-existent-with-it (tatsahacarya): ‘Enter the sticks’ 
1efers to those who hold sticks. 

iv. being-in-proximity (tatsamipya): ‘Cow-herds of the river’ 
refers to cow-herds who live by the river. 

Some Proximity Methods from the Saddasaratthajalini: 

i. Cause proximity method (hetupacara naya): ‘Sugar is phlegm’ 

means ‘sugar causes phlegm’. 

ii. Effect-proximity method (phalopacara naya): ‘Phiegm is 
sugar’ (The phlegm which is the effect of sugar is taken as equal 
to its cause, namely, sugar). 

iit. Equal-proximity method (sadisopacara naya): This is similar to 
‘being-its-nature’ method. 

iv. Location-proximity method (thanopacara naya): This is equal 
to ‘being-in-there’ method. 

v. Co-existence proximity method (fhanupacara naya): It is 
similar to ‘co-existence method’. 

vi. ‘Adjacent proximity method (samipopacara naya): It is similar 
to ‘being-in-proximity method. 

Power of words: 

This is threefold. They too are a kind of proximity methods. These 
three powers of words enable one to understand their meaning in three 
different ways. 
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i. Literal power (abhidha Sakti): The literal meaning of words 

used in a sentence. For example, ‘bring a cow’ means exactly 

what those words mean. 

ii. Indicative power (lakshand Sakti): A subordinate meaning 

of a word, For example, ‘village in the river’ refers to a village 

by the river, but not inside the river. 

iii. Figurative meaning (vyaiijand Sakti): This is possible when 

words bear a meaning outside of their literal and indicative 

meanings. For example, ‘He is a lion’ does not refer to a lion, 

but to one who resembles a lion in some respects. 

Method of homonyms (silesa naya): 

Use of words similar in form but different in meaning. 

Methods of pragmatics (kakuvisistatd naya): 

To understand a statement according to the intention of the speaker. 

For example ‘What have you done’ can be either a question or an ex- 

clamatory statement depending on the mood of the speaker. 

5: Retrieval method (peyydla naya): 

The method of implying what is in the middle by stating what is in 

the beginning and in the end. 

6. Method of deer-foot-print (migapadavalaiijana naya): 

It is the same as the above method. 

Method of retaining one (ekasesa naya): 

Instead ‘mother and father’, to say ‘fathers’ which implies both. 

Majority method (yebhuyya naya): 

‘Mango grove’ does not have magoes alone; but it is so called 

because the majority of the trees in the grove is mangoes. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Usual method (tabbahula naya): 

Anelephant is called ‘forest-roaming’ for he usually roams in forests. 

Lamp method (padipa naya): 

Words which illuminate (the context) are referred to by this method. 

Leader method (padhana naya): 

When the leader of a group is referred to it is implied that his followers 

too are referred to. For example, ‘The king arrived’ indicates that his 

retinue also arrived. 
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12, Nearest method (@sanna naya): 

‘Guard fish against crows’ indicates that crows are the closest to 

(attack) the fish. 

13. Method of taking one aspect (ekadesa gahana naya): 

‘Upto gotrabhu’ (a stage in meditational practice) indicates that all 

the aspects upto gotrab/u are implied. 

14. Method of taking one (ekaggahana naya): —,' 

When one is referred to. the rest which accompanies what is referred 

to is also implied. For example, ‘He received the white parasole’ indi- 

cates that he received the rest of the royal paraphanalia too. 

15. Lion-vision method (sihadvalokana naya): 

Like a lion who surveys all the four directions, certain rules apply 

to all instances. For example, the grammatical rule that ‘no rule can 

contradict the word of the Buddha’ (jinavacanayuttamhi) applies to all 

rules, 

16. Frog-leap method (mandukagati naya): 

Some rules, like the leap of a frog, would apply to only certain 
situations. 

17. River-flow method (nadisota naya): 

Like the flow of a river, some rules apply to all instances without 
any exception. 

18. Whirlpool method (avatta naya): 

To include matters not directly mentioned. For example, in describibg 

the stanza ‘sabba papassa akaranam’ one must refer to virtue, concen- 

tration and wisdom. 

19. Crow-vision method (kakolokana naya): 

An act that resembles the crow’s act of seeing with only one eye at 

a time. 

20. Chance method (avutta siddhi naya): 

This refers to the phenomenon of the emergence of an unexpected 
outcome or to some incident due to chance. This method is also 

called ‘book-worm method’ for a book-worm may, by accident, carve 

letters. 
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21. Semantically reflective method (anvattha naya): 

It is to appropriate the name of an object with one of its characteris- 

tics as in the case of ‘go’ (cattle) which means ‘one who travels’. 

22. Method of attribution (@rudha naya): 

In the Pali language, ‘mayura’ (peacock) is defined as ‘mahiyam 

ramatiti, mayiiro’ ( Mayura occurs in the sense that it enjoys the earth). 

Although all the other animals too are believed to enjoy the earth, Mayura 

has been attributed with that habit in particular. 

23. Change method (vipalldsa naya): 

It is to alter (reverse or change) the grammatically accepted gender, 

case, number, time and person or the letters within a word. 

24. Number (singular and plural) method (vacana naya): 

This is to use plural instead of singular to indicate respect (e.g. 

Bhante, tumhe gacchatha Sir, you may go) and to use singular instead 

of plural to indicate inseparability etc (e.g. Mahajano agacchati a great 

mass of people comes). 

25. Category/denotational method (/iigattha naya): 

To indicate the pure sense of a word which is neither transitive nor 

intransitive is (in the Pali language) called ... (e.g. Visuddhimaggao, 

Dhammapadam). 

26. Negation method (patisedha naya): 

Negation is twofold: adhesive negation (prasajya) and neutral 

negation (paryuddsa). ‘one who does not eat salty food’ implies that he 

eats other kinds of food: it is adhesive negation. ‘Faces that have not 

been exposed to Sun’ is neutral negation for it does not imply anything 

further. 

27. Method of appropriateness (ocitya naya): 

It is to understand the meaning of a term accroding to the context. 

"The Pali word ‘rohita’ means either fish or deer; what the term means 

in a particular sentence depends on the context. 

28. Repetition method (d@mendita naya): 

This refers to the practice of repeating terms or sentences in order 

to express such emotions as fear, anger, impatience, curiosity, surprise, 

elation, grief and love or an act of praising. 
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29. Etymology method (nirukti naya): 

It is fourfold: i. bringing-in a letter (rdjd+iva>rdjariva), ii. chang- 
ing a letter (hinsa>sinha), iii. substituting a letter (nijaka>niyaka), and 
iv. deleting a letter (mehanassa khassa mala>mekhala). 

30. Purification method (parihdra naya): 

It is to check a statement against faults. In the Nerti this occurs as 
‘clearing-up’ (sodhana hara). It is also called the ‘avoidance of errors’. 

31. ‘Emergence-of-a-new-situation’ method (abhiita tadbhava na 1a): 4 y 
This refers to the act of creating a new situation by using ‘i’ with the 

verbal roots ‘kara’ and “bhi? (for example: dhavalikarana - to make white 
something which is not white; andhibhata - to make someone who is not 
blind, blind. 

32. Method of selection (niddharana naya): 

To distinguish one from a group. For example: Manussesu khattiyo 
suratamo: *A warrior is cleverer among human beings’ or Anando 
arahatam ajifiataro: *Ananada is one among the arahants’. In these 
instances either locative or genetive case is used. 

33. ‘Co-existence-with-other-words’ method (saddantara sahacari iya 
naya): 

A term gets a meaning other than its usual by being g joined to some 
other word. It is fourfold: association, dissociation, co-existence and 
opposition. For example, in savaccham dhenum anaya (‘bring the cow 
along with the calf’) dhenu does not refer to a female horse; but when 
used as avaccha dhenu (calf-less cow) it refers to a female horse not to 
a cow. In sariputta moggallana (*Sariputta and Moggallana’) ‘sariputta’, 
due to the fact that it is used with “moggallana’, refers to the arhant 
Sariputta of the time of the Buddha and not to any other Sariputta. 

34. Puzzle method (pahelikd naya): 

Puzzles are those statements with concealed meaning. Sixteen modes 
of such statements have been enumerated. In the Buddha’s own 
discourses, such statements as ‘having killed both mother and the 
father’ (mdtaram pitaram hantvd...) (alluding to the destruction of crav- 
ing that causes suffering) are given in the form of puzzles. 
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PALI / SANSKRIT - ENGLISH 

akkhara 

akriyavada 

agahitaggahana 

ankusa naya 

afifiamafifiapaccaya 

atthakathamuttikanaya 

atakkavacara 

atidirata 

atiparitta 

atimahanta 

adristartha 

adhisthana (adhittana) 

anatma 

anagami 

anitya 

aniyata 

anupalabdhi 

anumana 

anussava 

antarindriya 

andha-pangunyaya 

anvaya fana 

— naya 

 apannaka 

apadana vibhakti 

apratyaksa 

abyapara naya 

abhava 

abhaififia 

abhuta 

amulika saddha 

artha 

GLOSSARY 

letter 

no-action view 

taking what has not been taken (non-repetitive method) 

hook - method 

reciprocal condition 

methods outside commentaries 

beyond the scope of logic 

extremity of distance 

minuteness 

very big 

unsecn evidence 

determining 

no-soul 

non-returner 

impermanent 

indeterminate 

non-perception (non-availability) 

inference 

hear-say, tradition 

internal faculty 

blind-lame method \ 

knowledge by inference/inferential knowledge 

inference-method 

non-disagreeable 

ablative case 

not perceived 

method of non-manipulation 

non-being / non-existence 

super knowledge 

non-reality 

rootless faith 

meaning/significance 
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avarohana krama 

avyakrta 

asampattagahi 

assaddha 

akara-parivitakka 

akaravati saddha 

akasa 

adhara vibhakti 

apathagata 

apodhatu 

apta 

abhasa 

abhoga 

arammana 

arya 

arohana krama 

aloka 

avattahara 

ahacca vacana 

ahara rupa 

itthibhavaripa 

iSvara nirmana vada 

uccheda 

uttani kamma 

uppada 

udaharana 

uddesa 

upacaya 

upanaya 

upama 

upadeya 

ubhatokotika-pafiha 

ubhaya Sambandha 

ekakaranavada 

ekattata 

ekatta naya 

okappana siddhi 

otarana 

kammajifiata 

kappiya 

descending order 

indeterminate 

non-present perceiver 

faithless 

reflection on reasons 

rational faith 

space 

locative case 

entering the field 

water-element 

authority 

fallacy 

thought 

object 

noble (one) 

ascending order 

light 

conversion - conveying 

authoritative word 

nutriment matter 

feminine-ness - matter 

creationist view 

annihilation 

exhibiting o 

arising 

example 

indication 

growth 

application 

simile 

phenomena to be acquired 

two - cornered question 

dua! combination 

doctrine of single cause 

one-ness 

method of similarity 

accomplishment by confidence 

ways of entry 

pliability 

appropriate 
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karana vibhatti 

karma vibhakti 

karma pratyaya 

karma vipaka 

kakolokana naya 

kaya vififiatti 

kalartha naya 

ghana 

cakkhu 

catubytha hara 

candrakanta naya 

citta 

— khana 

— vithi 

cintamaya pafina 

cet naya 

cetovimutti 

chanda 

jarata 

jati 

jivha 

jivitindriya rapa 

jfianadarshana 

jiiana badhaka 

filana vada 

flaya (nyaya) 

— patipanna 

jfiana lakshana pratyaksa 

tarka 

tarkagraha 

_ darsana bhiimi 

dittha 

ditthi 

— nijjhanakkhanti 

ditthe dittha vadita 

ditthe ditthamattata 

disalocana naya 

dukkha 

disana 

dusanabhasa 

instrumental case 

object case 

karma condition 

effect of karma 

crow- vision method 

bodily expression 

temporal method 

nose 

eye 

conveying by fourfold array 

moon-charmer method 

mind 

thought - moment 

thought - path 

wisdom by reflection 

‘if method 

mind - freedom 

willingness 

decay 

birth 

tongue 

life - faculty matter 

knowledge - vision 

obstacles to knowledge 

knowledge - view 

method 

one who walks in the right path 

perception of the characteristics of knowledge 

logic 

grasp on logic 

stage of vision 

what is seen 

view/theory 

conviction based on reflection on theory 

say what is seen on what is seen 

nature of taking what is seen as mere seen 

method of plotting the directions 

suffering 

criticism 

false criticism 
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drustartha 

desana hara 

dosa 

dhammata 

— naya 

dvidha vipaka 

dhammanetti 

dhanmapatisambhida 

dhammarammana 

dhamme fiana 

dhammanvaya 

dhatu 

na druppavada 

natthikavada 

nadisota naya 

nandiyavatta naya 

na bhava nirodha vada 

naya 

nayaggaha 

nanatta naya 

nigamana vidya 

nigrahasthana 

niddesa 

nirutti 

nirvikalpa 

nissarana 

nitattha naya 

neti 

neyyattha naya 

hyaya (flaya) 

pakasana 

paccaya (pratyaya) 

paccakkhasiddhi 

paccupatthana 

paticadvaranubaddha 

paficakkhanda 

paiiiia (prajiia) 

paiifiatti (prajiiapti) 

paticca (pratitya) 

—— samuppanna 

— samuppada 

(based on) seen evidence 

mode of conveying a teaching 

hatred 

nature / uniformity 

method of unifonnity 

twofold consequence 

dhamma-guide 

comprehension of dhamma 

concept - object . 

knowledge in dhamma 

dhamima - inference 

element 

*no-formless - existence’ view 

nihilism 

river - flow method 

method of conversion of relishing 

‘no extinction of becoming’ view 

method 

grasp of method 

method of difference 

deduction 

censurable points 

demonstration 

etymology 

non-conceptual 

emancipation 

the method of ‘already guided meaning’ 

guide 

the method of ‘still to be guided meaning’ 

‘right path’ 

displaying 

condition 

accomplishment by perception 

appearance 

associated with the five doors 

tive aggregates 

wisdom 

designation 

dependent 

dependently co-originated 

dependent co-origination 
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Patiniddesa counter - demonstration 

parihara removal 

pathama (prathama) the first (case) 

pada . word 

padaparama mere verbal understanding 

padatthana proximate reason 

pamana means 

paratoghosa word of others 

parasamaniia systems of others 

paramasacca highest truth 

parikkhara hara conveying by requisites 

paricchede fiana knowledge in analysis 

pariiiia (parijiia) comprehensive knowledge 

paritta small 

parivattana hara conveying by reversal 

parthara removal 

pahana (prahana) eradication 

purisa bhava masculine - ness 

prajiia wisdom 

pratijna thesis 

prameya what is measured 

phassa (sparsha) contact 

photthabba touch 

bahutokotika multi - cornered 

bilajjhasaya ‘hole - intention’ 

buddhapadesa Buddha - indicator (authority of the Buddha) 

byafijana verbal content 

bhanga break 

bhavanga life - continuum 

bhavana bhumi stage of cultivation 

bhavanamaya pafifia wisdom born out of cultivation 

bhuta true 

eae — rupa primary form 

manddkagati naya frog - leap method 

majjhima patipada middle path 

mana mind 

manasikara attention 

manindriya faculty of mind 

mano viiifiana mind - consciousness 

mahanta big 

mahapadesa great indicator 
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migapadavalanjana nyaya 

misramanodvarika 

muta 

mute mutavadita 

muduta 

mendaka pafiha 

yat-tat naya 

yukti hara 

yogijfiana 

yoniso manasikara 

rasa 

rukkha sakuna naya 

ruci 

rupa 

— ayusa 

— arammana 

Lakkhana (Laksana) 

—rupa 

— hara 

lahuta 

vaci vififiatti 

vatthu parittata 

vicayahara 

vicikiccha 

vitifiatti 

vififiana (vijiiana) 

vilinata 

vififiate vififiata vadita 

vinaya 

vipaka 

vippayutta 

vibhatti naya 

— hara 

vibhajana 

vibhanga 

— naya 

vivarana 

visesa 

viSesana-visesyabhava 

visunsiddha 

vemiattata 

method of dear-foot-print 

belonging to mixed mind-door 

what in felt 

to say what is felt on what is felt 

plasticity 

sheep - question 

*whaterver... that’ method 

conveying by construing 

meditative knowledge ‘ 

reflection by origin 

taste 

‘bird - on - the - tree’ method 

inclination 

form / matter 

duration of matter 

object of form 

characteristic 

character - form 

conveying by characteristics 

lightness 

vocal expression matter 

minuteness of the object 

conveying by investigation 

doubt 

expression 

consciousness 

what is known 

to say what is cognized on what is cognized 

Discipiline 

result 

dissociated 

case - method 

conveying by analysis 

analysing 

analysis 

analytical method 

divulging 

distinction 

qualifier - qualified relation 

occurring independently (separately) 

diversity 
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vevacana hara 

vyatireka 

vyavahara 

— fiana 

— satya 

vyapti 

sabda (-Sabda) 

sasvata (sassata) 

suddha manodvarika 

saddha (Sraddha) 
sakkaya ditthi 

sankasana 

sahgaha 

sacca (Satya) 

— anuppatti 

— anubodha 

— anurakkhana 

sacchikiriya (Sakshatkarana) 

saffa (saijiia) 

sadda (Sabda) 

— ayatana 

saddha 

— pamana 

sanidassana 

santati 

savikalpa 

samannahara 

samaropana hara 

sampattagahi 

sampradana vibhakti 

samprayukta (sampayutta) 

sammaditthi 

_ sammuti 

sammutiyanana 

samanya 

— laksana 

sasana patthana 

siha vikkilita 

stharalokana naya 

sunfata 

suta 

sutamaya fiana 

conveying by synonyms 

negative 

convention 

conventional knowledge 

conventional truth 

invariable concomittance 

sound 

eternal 

belonging to pure mind-door 

faith 

self - view 

explaining 

inclusion 

truth 

arrival at truth 

partial comprehension of truth 

safeguarding truth 

‘making it in one’s eye’ (perception) 

sensation 

sound 

faculty of sound 

faith 

faith - means 

visible 

continuation 

conceptual 

coordination 

conveying by co-ordination 

present - perceiver 

dative case 

associated 

right view 

convention 

conventional knowledge 

generality 

general character 

the pattern of dispensation 

lion’s play 

lion - vision method 

emptiness 

what is heard 

knowledge by hearing 
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sulamay! pafiiia 

sute sutavadita 

sutta 

— anuloma 

sekha 

sodhana hara 

sotapatti 

svalakshana 

svasanvedana 

svarthajiifia 

hadaya 

hetu 

hetuphala 

hetvabhasa 

wisdom born out of hearing (leaming) 

to say what is heard on what is heard 

discourse 

what in agreement with discourse 

novice 

conveying by clearing - up 

stream - altainment 

unique characteristic 

self - perception ’ 

knowledge for one’s own sake 

heart 

cause 

cause and effect 

fallacy (of reason) 
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Buddhaghosa 7, 98, 100 
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cause 72, 80, 82, 86; - method (hetvakara) 

82; - and effect method 88-93 

chance method (avuttasiddhi naya) 118 

change method (vipallasa naya) 119 
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conveying by - (lakkhana hara) 95 
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(saddantara sahacariya naya) 120 
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comprehension of truth (satyanubogha) 18 

comprehensive knowledge 17, 86 
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conceptual 52, 53 
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conditions 84, 86: 
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constituents of thoughts (cetasika) 45, 49 
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hara) 95 

contiguity condition 86 

continuation matter (santati) 45, 49 

convention 14, 21, 45 

conventional knowledge 7, 14, 26, 27; 
- truth 13, 14, 17; 
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hara) 94, 95 
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conveying, method of. (hara naya) 95 

conviction based on reflection on theories 

(ditthinijjhanakkhanti) 14, 15, 23, 
62, 63, 71, 111 

co-ordination (mode of conveying by) 
(samaropana) 96 

coordination (samannahara)29 

counter-demonstration (patiniddesa) 94 

crow-vision method (kakolokana naya) 

90, 118 

cultivation (bhavana) 18, 19 

Daruciriya 12 

Dative case 92 

decay matter 45, 49 

deer-foot-print method (migapadavalanjana 

nyaya) 90, 117 

domonstration (niddesa) 94 

denial of extinction of becoming 101 

denial of formiess extinction 101] 

denotation 39 ,' 

dependent co-origination 8, 21, 82, 83 

designation (mode of conveying by) 96 

designating (pannatti) 45, 49, 94 

determing thought 5t; - mode of convey- 

ing by 96 

Devadatta 107 

dhamma-inference 55, 57 

dhamme nana (knowledge gained through 

the doctrine)14 

dhamma-nature 100 

Dhammasangani 19 

Dharmakirti 2, 7, 19, 25, 26, 28, 39, 50, 
67, 75 

Dhammapala 4 

Dhatukathappakarana 112 

difference, method of. 87 

dilemma 107 

Dinnaga 3 

Dipavamsa 4, 105 

discipline 98, 99 

discourses 98, 100 

displaying (pakasana) 93 

disjunctive categorical sytlogism 111 

dissociation condition 86 

distinction (visesa) 39 

Ditthantaratanavali 3 

diversity (vemattata) 38 

divulging (vivarana) 13 

dominance condition 86 

duration of forms 33 

effect 80; - of karma 79 

Egypt 109 

ekattata (one-ness) 38 
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‘emergence of a new situation’ method 

120 

emptiness 15, 23: four-cornered - 25 

eradication (pahana) 13,17. 

etymology method 120 

European method 110 

exhibiting (uttanikarana) 94 

explaining (sankasana) 93 

Faculties (six) 28 

faculty-condition 86 

faculty-knowledge (indriyagana) 28 

faith 14, 15, 23, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 100 

faithless 65 

faith-means 65, 67 

fallacious perception 72; - proof 72 

feminine-ness 45, 46 

figurative meaning (vyanjana sakti) 117 

first case 91 

form (rupa) 31. 33 

footing (mode of conveying by) (padatthana 

hara) 95 

frog-leap method 90, 118 

Geiger 9 

generality 39, 113 

general nature 36, 37, 38 

genctive case 92 

genus 39 

great indicators. (mahapadesa) 8, 98, 100 

grasping-inclination 42 

growth-matter (upacaya) 45, 49 

guide (netti) 8; - method (netti naya) 93 

habitual recurrence condition 86 

hear-say 15, 63. 68 

heart-basis matter (hadayavatthu) 45, 46 

homonyms, method of. 117 

hook method (ankusa naya) 94 

‘Y’ making (ahamkara) 25 

‘if method 88 

immediate countiguity condition 86 
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impermanence matter (aniccata) 14 

inclination 14, 15, 63, 65, 67, 68 

inclusion, method of. 112 

Indian philosophy 59 

indication (uddesa) 94 

indicative power (of words) (laksana sakti) 

117 

inducement condition 14 

inference 14, 15, 21, 61, 101; - for the sake 

of oneself (savarthanumana) 15, 55; 

- as logic (tarka) 25 

inferential knowledge 15, 55, 56, 66 

invariable concomittance 16, 69, 70 

Jaina 28 

nana vada 2 

nata parinna 11 

kalamas 68. 81 

Kaliph Omar 109 

karma condition 86 

Kapathika 67, 68 

Kasi bharadvaja 48 

knowledge 13; - in analysis 22; - of 

causation 87; - in convention 

(sammutiya naya) 22; - in the 

doctrine (dhamme nana) 21; - in 

inference (anvayanana) 22; - of delf 

-interest (svartha) 20 

knowing (vijanana) 14 

knowledge-vision (nanadassana) 13, 20 

Kotahene Pannakitti 3, 12 

Kumaradasa (king) 3 

lamp method (padipa naya) 117 

leader method (padhana naya) 117 

life-arrest 51 

life-continuum (bhavanga) 29; - vibration 

51 

life-faculty matter (jivitindriya) 45, 46 

lightness matter (sihavikkilita naya) 94 

lion-vision method (sihavalokana naya) 90, 

118 



literal power of words (abhidha sakti) 117 

locative case 92 

logic 25, 59, 60 

Magadhi | 

Mahakasyapa thera 2 

Mahakammavibhangasutta 73 

Mahavamsa 105 

mahayana 2; - Buddhist Philosphy 39 

mahayanists 28, 40 

Mahanama 3, 4 

Majjhimanikaya 73 

majority method (yebhuyyasika naya) 117 

Malunkyaputta 12 

manner (akara) 93 

masculine-ness matter (purisabhava) 45, 46 

material element 105, 106 

matter 14, duration of - 30 

meaning (attha) 93 

means (of knowledge) 50, 54 

mendaka panha (sheep question) 107 

method (nayaya) 16, 76 ff. 115: - grasp 
(nayaggaha) 69; - of analysis 106, 
11 

middle path 83 

Milinda (king) 90, 106, 108 

Milindapanha 106 

Mimamsa 24, 28 

mind 28; - door 32 - element 106; - path 
31; - consciousness 28; faculty of - 
13, 19 

modes of conveying 96 

modus tolens 111 

Moon-charmer method 90 

Myanmar 3 

Nagarjuna 2 

Nagasena 90, 106, 108 

Nagita thera (of Myanmar) 110 

nearest method (asanna naya) 118 

Netti, Nettippakarana (Guide) 9, 38, 64, 75, 

81, 87, 93, 96, 100 

never returning (anagami) 20 

nibbana (nirvana) 19, 20, 45, 49, 102 

Niganthanathaputta 107 

nihilism 101 

nijjhatti panna (discriminating wisdom) 70 

Nitipadavali 3 

no-action view 101 

noble knowledge (arya gnana) 13, 17 ff. 

noble truths (four) 2 

non-abeyance condition 86 

non-availability (anupalabdhi) 53 

non-being 53 

non-causation 112 

non-conceptual 52, 53 

non-conceptuality 26 

non-existence: 3 kinds 24; - (in Vaibhasikas) 

25 

non-inclusion, method of. 112 

non-manipulation, method of. 87 

non-perception (anupalabdhi) 24 

non-present perceiver (asampattaggahi) 
14,41 

non-visible (anidassana) 38 

Northern Buddhism 3 

Northern Buddhist nyaya 3 

number (singular and plural) method 
(vacana naya) 119 

number, analysis by. 113, 114 

nutriment condition 80 

nutriment matter 45, 47 

nyaya 28, 51, 52, 53 

Nyayabindu 20, 25, 50 

Nyayapravesaya 3 

Nyaya-Waisesika 39 

nyayins 58, 62, 74, 75 

object case 91 

object condition 85, 86 

objects perceived by mind 61 

once-returning 13, 19, 28 

opposite cause, doctrine of. 78 

origin of knowledge, Theravada explanation 
of. 32 

other-inference (nayaggaha) 57 
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others’ voice (paratoghosa) 15 

own-nature 26, 36, 37, 38 

paccupatthana 38 

paccavekkhana 11 

padatthana 38 

pahana parinna 11, 24 

Pali: - Buddhism 3; - canon 1; - language 

1; - tripitaka 2; 

parato ghosa 11 

pariyaya nana 7 

pariye nana (knowledge by analysis) 14 

participle method 88, 93 

particularity 113 

particular propositions 39 

path condition 86 

Patisambhidamagga 3 

patthana 86; - method 82, 84 

perception 7, 15, 19, 29, 35, 38, 39, 40, 42, 
44, 53, 54, 55, 61; varicties of - 28; 

- by mind 50; - of recognition 

(pratyabhignana) 52; Theravada 

analysis of - 31 

Petakopadesa 3, 93 

plasticity matter (muduta) 45, 48 

pliability matter (kammannata) 45, 48 

plotting of directions (disalocana) 94 

post-nascent condition 86 

power of words 116 , 

pradhvansabhava 24 

pragabhava 24 

pragmatics, method of. (kakuvisistata naya) 

117 

pragnapti (what has been designated) 27 

~~” Prakrit ! 

pramana 6, 9; doctrine of. 3,5; - in the 

Theravada 5 

prameya (what is measured) 13 

pre-Buddhistic Indian literature 59 

pre-nascence condition 86 

presence condition 82 

presentation (niddesa) 93 

great indicator method 

(mahapadesa) 97,98 

proximate phenomena 36 

proximity method 116 

Puggalapannatti 73 

puzzle method (pahelika naya) 73 

purification method (parihara naya) 120. 

qualifier-qualified relationship 24 

Quoran 109 

Rahula Sanskriyayana 9 

rasa (characteristic) 38 

reality (bhuta) 42 

recipient thought 51 

reciprocal condition 86 

reflection by origin 86 

reflection by origin 15, 63 

reflection on reason (akaraparivitakka) 14, 

15, 23, 62, 63, 69, 70, 111 

registering thought 51 

removal (parihara) 74 

repetition method (amendita naya) 119 

requisites (parikkhara) 96 

result condition 86 

retaining one, method of. (ekasesa naya) 117 

right knowledge (samyagnana) 6, !0, 17 

right view (samma ditthi) 10, 17, 20 

right vision (samma dassana) 13, 17, 20 

retrieval method (peyyala naya) 117 

revesal (parivattana) 95 

Rhys Davids (Mr. and Mrs.) 9 

tiver-flow method (nadisota naya) 90, 118 

Saccaka 75 

Saddatthabhedacinta 3 

Saddasaratthajalini 3, 65, 81, 115, 116 

Saleyyaka brahmins 101, 104 

Samyuttanikaya \9 

Sankarasvami 3 

Sankhya (analysis of perception) 51 

Samsarga (relationship) 24 

Sanskrit | 

Sariputta (thera) 22, 23, 55, 64 

Sarvastivada 3 
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Satischandra Vidyabhusana 9 

satyanubodha 13 

satyanupprapti [3 

Scherbatsky 9 

selection. method of. (niddharana naya) 120 

self-inference (anumanagnana) 52 

self-perception 50 

self-view (sakkaya diuthi) 13, 21 

semantically refNective method (anvattha 

naya) 119 
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significance methods (4) 87 

similarity, method of. 87 

simile method 88, 90 

single cause, doctrine of. 77 

sixty-two dogmatic views 58 

sodhana hara (purificatory removal) 75 
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space-matter (akasa) 45, 47 
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spoken word of others (paratoghosa) 63, 64 
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stream-entrance 20 
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super knowledge (abhigna) 13, 17 

Sutta 3 

Suttapitaka 5 

svartha 13 

syllogism 109 

syllogistic method 88, 89 

synonyms, mode of conveying by. 95 

taking one, method of. (ekaggahana naya) 
118 

taking one aspect (ckadesagahana naya) 118 

taking what has not been taken, method of. 

105 
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59 
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Tarkasangraha 24°, 
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temporal method 88, 89 
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Vaibhasikas 24, 25 
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